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STUDIES OF NEOTROPICAL COLUBRINAE. VIII. A RE- 
VISION OF THE GENUS DRYADOPHIS STUART, 1939" 
INTRODUCTION 
FOR the past ten ycars I have been engaged in an investigation of the neo- 
ti-opical ophidian gellus Dryfizobizcs Fitzinger, 1843, as defined by Boulenger 
(1894 : 8).  Within that period several papers have appeared in which vari- 
ous pliases 01 the problem were discussed (Stuart, 1932 ; 1 9 3 3 ~ ;  193323 ; 1938 ; 
and 1939).  Of these, the first, second, fourth, and fifth are of the most iin- 
portance to the problem at  hand. I11 the first, Boulenger's Drynzobizcs 
complex was brolren down iiito 4 separate genera: Drynzobizcs, Ezcdryas 
(= Dryadophis), and Dendf.ophidion, all of Fitzinger, 1843, and Drynzoluber 
Amaral, 1929. I n  the second, new specaies of Ezcdryas were described, and a 
checlr list of the boddaerti coinplex was presented. I11 the fourth, another 
form of Eudryas was named, and in the last, Dryadophis replaced the pre- 
occupied name Ezcdryas. 
Since the publication of the first and second papers, new and additional 
inaterial has been available, so that, although in the main the conclusions 
presented still hold, rnany minor changes must be made. I t  is the purpose 
of this paper, therefore, to present my now completed in~restigatioiis on the 
genus Dryadophis. 
A word should be said concerning the organization of the paper. TO 
the "catalogue" type of mind the presentation of the various points may 
appear to he entirely wanting in organization. Such phases as pattern and 
scutellation evolution and the lanrs of variation are presented before the 
material upon which the principles are based is described. This has been 
done to facilitate clescription and in order that remarks on the origin and 
affinities of each group might conclude my discussion of each group of 
forms. If the reader finds it difficult to accept certain statements which are 
based upon a description not yet given, he should refer to the specific de- 
scription in order to satis-fy himself that I am correct. 
I t  should be clearly stated that I have no illusioils as to the permanency 
of my conclusions. To revise so large and so widespread a group on the 
basis of the few available specimens makes i t  impossible to achieve even 
an approach to con~plctcness. In  some instances only 2 or 3 specimens of a 
form have been examined, and, therefore, any attempt to fit them iiito the 
whole scheme of the genus must be based not only on the scientific data 
which they present but also, to some extent, on that intuitive feeling ver- 
nacularly Bnown as "huncli." Most systematists are familiar with those 
" P a r t  of a dissertation submitted in partial fulfillmelrt of t l ~ c  requirements f o r  the 
degree of doctor of philosophy in the Ullircrsity of Micl1ig:m. 
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occasional instances in which 2 forms, though alilie in all measurable char- 
acters, show very few resemblances when riewecl as a ~vhole. Thus, those 
who are thoronghly familiar with Thn7nnoplr 1s b ~ ~ t l e l - i ,  for instance, find 110 
difficulty in separating that form a t  a gla~lce Srorn Tha7n1zophls s. slrtalis. 
Others, to whom the fornier is so~netlling of a rarity, l~o\\~e\rcr, could accom- 
plish the same end only through a detailed exurnination. Irl the situation 
a t  hand, brutsc has heel1 placed in the pleci group rather tliail in the bod- 
daert i  group, in spite of the fact that, oil the basis of measurable characters, 
the form might fit equally well into either group. Yet, when brzccsi is seen 
in its entirety, it simply "looks lilte" a pleci rather than like a Dodclncrti 
relative. There is a certain angularity and delicateness in the forms of the 
pleei group whicll the boddncrti Pornzs do not have. Tho~lgll such a practice 
is not to be coliclolied in general systematic proccclnre, I a111 of the opinion 
that in certai~i instances, such as those c*itecl above, an i~lrestigator's "feel- 
ing for" laboriously acc~unulated tluta, shoulcl not be criticaized too seriously 
when, in the absei~ce of measnrable cl~aracters, it is iltilizetl in an attempt to 
further our lrno\vlcdge. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The revision i a  this paper is based upon an examination of approximately 
650 specirneii~,~ the distribution of which, accordilig to the several forms, is 
set forth in Table I. 
TABLE I 
Form S u ~ n b e r  of Specimens 
Althougli such forms as al terna tz~s ,  bocldaevti, and bifossatzis are well 
represented ill collectioiis, some, like dz~?l?zi and lzeatl~ii ,  are known from only 
a few specimens. It is unfortunate that material in  the European museums 
could not be examiiied, as i11 many instances it would fill inzportalzt gaps. 
But, despite this poor rel3resentation of solize forms, I have beell able to see 
at  least 2 specimelzs of each species. Of the type specinieizs I have seen but 
few, yet this has not been a serious dra~vbaclc. I11 most ilistallces the type 
clescriptions haye proveil adequate, ancl these have often been supplementecl 
mith further notes and photographs furnishecl by those in charge of the 
variolls collections. 
1 Of these 97 are in the Biitish Museuln (hTnturnl History) and have not been 
hmidled. Mr. Battersby of that  illstitutioil has, however, supplied me with such excellent 
descriptions of each specimen that  i t  is possible to iilcl~lde them mith those vhich I have 
seen pet.sonnlly. 
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The institutions nllicli have nlacle thelr niaterial available to nie are : the 
Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan (U.M.Rf.Z) ; the Museum of 
Comparative Zoology, Harraril  University (M.C.Z.) ; the Anierican Museuin 
of Natural History (A.N.N.H.) ; the United States National Museum 
(U.S.N.i\I.) ; the Field Afusenm of Katural History (F.X.N.H.) ; the Cali- 
foriiia Academy of Science (C.A.S.) ; the Caraegie Museum (C.M.) ; the 
British Museurn (Natural History) (B.RI.) ; Iiistituto Bntanthn (I.B.) ; 
Instituto La Salle ( I .L.)  ; aiicl the persolla1 collectioii of Dr. E. I-I Taylor. 
of the University of ICansas (E.H.T.) .  
No new methods have been developed in tliis stnciy, ancl no new cliarac- 
ters of taxoliomic sigilificaiice hare been utilized. Statistical methods have 
been applied in some instances only, for my satisfaction, ancl these are not 
presented in this paper. Iaasmuch as a statistical analysis of llialiy of the 
forms is impossible, i t  vonlcl be useless to pre5ent coefficients of variation, 
stanclarcl deviations, standarc1 errors, and the lilre, for the few forms for 
which I have worked out these various functions. 
The clescriptions of the various fornls may appear inacleqnate to niaizy 
of the more systematically-millcled herpetologists in  that they lack com- 
pleteness with reference to such items as size and shape of head scales. I 
have long felt that the colitiaual repetition of geiieric characters is unwar- 
ranted. For  this reason many features are describecl only ii1 the generic 
diagnosis, and variations in  those characters are also discussed only in  that 
diagnosis, whereas the specific clescriptions are limited to the diagnostic char- 
acters of pattern and ventral scutellation. 
Certain other features relevant to the specific descriptions shollld be 
mentioned. Although I have at  hand synonymies of each form which I 12011- 
sider more than 95 per cent complete, they have not been included in  this 
paper, because, in  Inally instances, particularly in  the worlr of Europeans, 
I have not had access to the specimens mentioned or described and, there- 
fore, cannot be certain as to wliat species are represented. For  example, i t  
is impossible to say ~ ~ h e t h e r  Boettger (1895: 45), in mentioning several 
specimens of " Drynzob ius  boddaerti" fro111 Tobago, TTas referring to 
a ~ n a r a l i  or to d u ~ z n i .  References to Veneznelan boddaert i  may be based 
upon anzarali, pleei, or m~t l~ven i -boddae l - t i  intergrades. Sometimes certain 
species have been allocated to genera to which they do not belong. Atlrin- 
son, for esaiiiple (1907 : 136),  refers to Dry )itol)rzrs ccrerz~lezrs in Guateniala 
and gives ventral co~mts  of the same, erroneously allocating to " D r y n o -  
bizcs" a species of another genus. I n  the face of such confusion i t  seeills 
best to omit all but original clescriptions in  the synonymies, for i n  the 
majority of instances it  is difficult to say ~vha t  form is being considered. 
I have listed only those specimens which I have examined, and these 
alone have bee11 incladecl on the maps. Unfortunately, the scale of the maps 
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used has been so small that some few localities have had to be omitted. The 
reason for having plotted only specimens examined is made obvious in the 
foregoing paragraph. I11 the outer limits of the ranges, however, some 
reliable records have been talren illto accouat. I n  plotting these limits I 
have also drawn upoil physiographic, climatic, and vegetational maps. 
The procedure followed here, in instances of composite descriptions in- 
volving several species, should perhaps be explained. I believe that the best 
extant description of ally form is the one which causes the least confusion 
and that it should, therefore, be used if possible. I n  D r y m o b i u s  r a p p i i  
Giinther, 2-possibly 3-species are involved (Giiiither was describing the 
juvenile pattern of rz~ thven i -boddaer t i  intergrades and possibly of some 
typical boddaert i  and plee i ) .  I believe that a fair description of pleei exists. 
Thus, although some of the cotypes of r a p p i i  could be selected as represen- 
tative of this form, the ruthveni-boddaert i  intergrades are also representa- 
tive, and there is a good description of ruthvelz i .  I have, therefore, chosen 
to bury r a p p i i  in the syiionymy of boddaert i  and to utilize the later, but 
more certain, name, r u t h v e n i .  Similarly, in Dronzicz~s pleii Dumkril and 
Bibron, several forms are included in the description, but, since they were 
all described at  a later date, the name pleii  had to be allocated to one. 
The pattern drawings are all the work of Miss Grace Eager, staff artist 
of the Museum of Zoology. Each drawing was made not from one specimen 
but from several specimens. Age, state of preservation, and other factors 
produce coilsiclerable variatioil in such features as illtensity of color and 
minor scale markings. For this reason Miss Eager vas directed to portray 
the primary pattern of one specimen, but to iilteilsify or lighten the marlr- 
ings of that specimen so that a mean of all the specimens might be the result. 
The drawings are, therefore, not schematic i11 any sense, but are an actual 
portrayal of a single specimen so shaded as to represent a more average 
condition. 
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Eudqtas, Fitzinger, Systenta Beptiliz~m, 1843 : 26 (type boddaerti Sentzen, 1796). 
Dr?ladophis, Stuart, Copeia, 1939: 55 (new ]lame for Eudryas Fitzinger preoccupied by 
Eudruas Boisduval, 1836). 
The synonymic history of D ~ y a d o p l z i s  offers few complications. Named 
E u d r y a s  by Fitzinger in 1843, with Colz~ber  boddaert i  Sentzen designated 
as the type, i t  had received no other name until Broiigersma (1937: 4 5 )  
pointed out that the name was preoccupied by the lepidopteran genus 
E u d r y a s  Boisduval (1836), and hence the new name Dryadophis  was pro- 
posed by me (1939 : 55). Sii~ce Fitzinger's work, the genus has been recog- 
nized as an entity but once, and even then only in subgeneric rank (DumBril 
and Bocourt, 1870-1909). I t  is true that species in this genus have been 
allocated to other genera by various workers and that in the older studies 
se\re~.al tliffere~lt species have bee11 f r eqne~~ t ly  placetl ill differelit gelie1.a. 
Tlle species have often bee11 allocated to Hc~.pctod)ycl.s,  Covyphodon ,  P t y a s ,  
Alsopltis,  and D ~ o ? ? ~ ~ c z i s .  
D ~ s c n ~ l ~ ~ ~ o ~ . - H e a d  sc~ltcllatioii nornzal. Tlie upper surface ~v i th  2 in- 
ternasals which are sliorter t l la~i  the Sollo\ving 2 prefrontals; a single frontal 
and 2 supraoculars lying behind the prelrolltals and follo~ved by a pair of 
parietals. Tlle s i~ont  is rololclccl, v~itli a ~lorrnal rostra1 which is visible from 
above. Laterally, there are 2 nasals (between ~vl~icl i  the nostril is located), 
a loreal, 1 preocl~lar (occasionally 2 011 but 1 side), 2 postoculars, slid a 
varying nnmber of temporals (typically probably 2 + 2) .  There are 8 or 9, 
and atypically 10, supralabials and 9, 10, or 11 infralabials. Of the iafra- 
labials, 1 pair is in  contact belli~ld the mental plate, and 5 pairs are in eon- 
tact wit11 the anterior pair of cllin shields, which arc shorter than the poste- 
rior ones. The majority of the cephalic plates, while specifically constant, 
are variable in size and proportions throughout the genus. 
The dorsal scales are smooth, with 2 apical pits, in 17 or 15 lo~igitudi~lal 
series anteriorly and 15 just in  front of the anus. d b d o ~ ~ l i ~ l a l '  sciltcs, 159- 
206 ; subcaudals, 79-136 ; total ventrals, 238-332. Anal divided, tail com- 
prising between one-fourth and one-third of the total length. Maxiinuni 
size, about 2 meters. 
The maxillary teeth are 18-26 in number, are subequal or slightly en- 
larged posteriorly, ant1 may or may not have a diastema in  Front of the last 
2 or 3. The ~naaclibnlar teeth are subeclilal. 
The hemipenis is not capitate, the sulm~s 1s single, and the organ may be 
slightly bilobed. The proximal one-foni-th is hare. 011 the next one-fourth 
are long, slender spines, arranged in about 11 rom7s around the organ and 
graded little by little into the calyces which cover the distal half of the 
penis. The calyces are arlxngecl in 15-20 ro\t7s around the strncture and 
often form a compact mass along the snlcus. 
The pattern is variable. The majority of tile j i~ve~liles are banded; the 
adults may be banded, stripecl, or unicolor. 
ltA~a~.-Generally distributed througlront the neotropical region from 
Mexico south to the Argeutine liepublic. 
HABITS AND HABITATS.-SO little is lcllowll of the habits ant1 habitats of 
the fornis of tliis genus that ally discussion of them is rendereci impossible. 
I n  some i~ls ta~lces  the localities from whicll specimens have bee11 derived 
have been suggestive of the general habitats which a form inhabits. For  
example, I'rom a comparison of clirnatic records and regctatio~ral types a t  
various localities i t  appears that p2rci prefers arid habitats, whereas ~zcth- 
2 Tl~c  tcrrns " abdorninnls, " " s~~beaadnls, " and "tot:~l ventrals refer to the g:rs 
trostcgcs, urostcgcs, nrld g:~stlosteges \ ~ ~ t h  urostrgcs, iespcetircly. Rle;ins arc give11 
throughout in parentheses. 
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veni and vzit11 uc~~i-boddnrvti intergrades in the same general region seein to 
conceiltrate in the illore liumid areas. Beyoncl occasioiial conclusions based 
on such flimsy data, I am unable to rnalie any statenlents as to habitat 
prefereiicc of the various forms. 
Althongh there is so mucll interspecific variation as to render a generic 
description difficult, intraspecific variation is not great. Variation within 
the species is includecl i11 the discussion of each species, so that only the 
broader phases of variation need to be considered here. 
CEPJIALIC SCUTELLATION (Pl. I, Figs. 1-4) .-The rostra1 plate is always 
broader than high in all forms except those of the bifossat~cs group, in 
which forms the reverse is true. Considerable variation in the degree of 
widening or heightening exists in the various species, but i t  seems to have 
no taxonomic significance. The internasals and prefrontals do not vary 
either in proportions or shape, although the prefroiitals are always longer 
than the internasals. The frontal is longer than its distance from the end 
of the snout in all but the bifossat~cs group, and the supraoculars are of about 
the same length as the frontal. The parietals vary little and are at  least as 
long as, and generally longer than, the frontal. 
Laterally, the nasals do not vary, but in the bifossatzcs group the loreal, 
which is geiierally about twice as long as i t  is high a i d  which is rectangular 
i11 the boddaerti-like groups, is as high as, or higher than, i t  is long and has 
a trapezoid shape. The preocnlars number 1 on each side except in 2 speci- 
mens of slevini, of which 1 has a sinall subocular on one side only and the 
other a subocular on both sides. The postoculars on each side are liltewise 
remarlrably constant in numbering 2, but an occasioiial specimen has 3. The 
upper postocular is always 2 to 3 times as large as the lower postocular. 
The temporals are the inost variable set of scales in the genus. The tasli of 
plotting the numerous variations would be extremely difficult, and, more- 
over, these variations apparently have no taxonomic significance. However, 
the formula 2 + 2, which I believe to be typical, is fouiid most frequently in 
the bif ossatzu group. 
The sapralabials number 8, 9, or 10, but are typically 9 in the boddaerti- 
like forms and 8 in the bifossntus group and in pzclchriceps. I n  the former, 
labials 4, 5, and 6 enter the orbit (4 just touchiilg i t ) ,  whereas only 4 and 5 
enter the orbit in the latter. It is difficult to determine, from the position 
of the labial plates, whether a plate has been added to prodnce 9 or has been 
lost to produce 8. 1 am unable to explaiii just bow this loss or additio~i s 
accomplished, but the change takes place around the plate just anterior to 
the orbit (at the third in the forms with 8 labials and at  the fourth in the 
others). I n  some insta~ices forins of the bifossntfrs group have 9 supra- 
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labials, and species which normally have 9 may possess 10. A small scale 
beyond the last typical scale comprises every such addition to the typical 
number of supralabials. Occasionally, one of the boddaerti-like species has 
specimens with but 8 supralabials-a reduction .cvhich results from the drop- 
ping of a scute or from the fusion of 2 scutes anterior to the orbit. The 
infralabials are extremely variable in all forms and, like the temporals, 
almost defy description. The typical number is 9 in all those species which 
have 8 supralabials and 10 in those which have 9 supralabials. They vary 
indiscriminately, ho~~~eve r ,  from 9 to 11. There is no significant variation in 
the chin shields. 
I n  the variation in head scutes, a definite law seems to be apparent. 
Ruthven (1908 : 31) has shown that the loss of supralabials may take place 
either in front of or posterior to the orbit and that such losses result in a 
shortening of the head toward the eye. Inasmuch as loss of labials in Dry- 
adophis is always anterior to the orbit, the head is al~vays shortened from 
snout to orbit. The shortening of the head is reflected in other characters 
as well. For instance, the loreal is so compressed as to become at  least as 
high as it is long in the bifossatzbs group, which has but 8 supralabials. Simi- 
larly, the shortening of the snout in this same group is evident in that the 
frontal is always at  least as long as it is distant from the end of the snout, 
whereas in other forms with 9 supralabials the distance between the frontal 
and the end of the snout exceeds the length of the frontal. Although this 
rule holds in pulchriceps with reference to the shape of the loreal, i t  does 
not apply to the frontal character. I t  is unfortunate that I have not had 
access to skulls of these ~ a r i o u s  pecies in order to take exact measurements 
to test the validity of the law of shortening of the head. 
DORSAL SCUTELLATION. - -T~~~~  is almost no variation in dorsal scutella- 
tion. There are only 2 dorsal scale formulae in the genus. The one, found 
in the bifossatus group only, consists of 15 rows of dorsal scutes from neck 
to anus, Reduction in this group does not take place anteriorly to the tail. 
I n  all other species, however, the scale formula is 17-15. The reduction 
from 17 to 15 rows of scales is brought about by loss of the fourth row of 
scales on either side in the immediate vicinity of the pyloric valve, as de- 
scribed by Proctor (1920: 361-63). Occasionally, the reduction is the 
result of the loss of the third or fifth row of scales 011 either side. The point 
at  which reduction takes place may be computed mathematically by divid- 
ing the number of abdominal scutes into the number of the scute at  which 
reduction occurs. The position so computed varies from .52 to .66. Although 
superficially some specific correlation seems to be apparent, my data are too 
few to test the results statistically and are hardly worth presenting at  this 
time. 
VENTRAL SCUTELLATION.-111 the ventral scutellation sexual dimorphism, 
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genetically lethal characters (see p. 18), and the normally great variability 
of this character combine to make i t  the most unstable feature of the genus. 
Interspecific variability in Dryadoplzis is such that the number of ventral 
scutes becomes a taxonomic character of considerable importance. As al- 
ready noted, the abdominals vary from 159 to 206, the subcaudals from 79 
to 136, and the total ventrals from 238 to 332-variations of 47, 57, and 94, 
respectively. According to Ortenburger (1928) the closely related genera 
Masticophis and Colz~ber vary in abdominals from 31 to 35, respectively, 
and in subcaudals from 66 to 54. KO counts on total ventrals are given. 
Although Dryadophis exceeds these 2 genera in abdominal scutellation, i t  
compares very favorably in subcaudal scutellation. In  other words, varia- 
tion i11 the genus is not excessive. I t  is, in fact, considerably less than that 
in the wholly unrelated genus Lampropeltis, in which the abdominals and 
snbcaudals vary to the extent of 102 and 52, respectively ( f ide  Blanchard, 
1921). 
The discussioli of interspecific variation is rendered difficult by the pos- 
sibility of confusing the influence of the number of available specimens of 
each form with the influence of the size of range of the forms. With an in- 
creasingly greater number of specimens, an increase in variation is the 
normal expectancy. But greater variability would also be expected in those 
forms which have the greater range. I11 boddaerti, for example, i t  is impos- 
sible to determine whether the great variation is caused by the extensive 
range, or whether the greater number of specimens which have been available 
makes its variation appear larger than that of some other form actually simi- 
lar i11 this respect but imperfectly kno1;n. From comparable material, ho~v- 
ever, i t  appears likely that the greater the range of a species is, the greater 
is its variability. The variation in total ventrals (Table 11) bears out this 
statement. 
TABLE I1 
Form Variation in Spcciinens Total Ventrals 
30 20 
31  25 
3 8 32 
alternatus 83 3 5 
boddaerti 162 71 
Each of the first 2 forms i11 Table 11, ruthveni  and bruesi, has only a 
limited range: pleei and alternatus are more extensively distributed; and 
boddaerti is the most widespread form in the genus. The variation of pleei 
and that of alterlzatus, despite the discrepancy in number of specimens, is 
about the same. I t  may be inferred from this that, ~vithin limits, variability 
is dependent more upon the size of the range of a species than upon the 
number of specimens available, but further data must be obtained before 
the validity of this conclusion can be conipletelp tested. 
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With respect to ventral scutes, the interpretation of intraspecific varia- 
tion is further complicated by the fact that some species show considerable 
sexual dimorphism (see Fig. 2)  and others show but little. Still further 
complications lie in the extent of the range of each form. Incipient specia- 
tion is evident within wide-ranging forms, such as boddaert i  or alternatzcs, 
and this has a considerable effect upon the variability of a single species. 
Other features, such as the peripheral reduction in ventral scntes (see p. 32) 
and the complexity of physical features throughout the range of a form, 
render the discussion of intraspecific variation even more difficult. As a 
result, any general laws based on the scanty material at  hand would be so 
poorly supported that they are not worthy of statement. Discussion of this 
variation is, therefore, deferred and is given with each individual form. 
One rather significant feature should, however, be indicated. I11 the 
process of studying the variation in boddaert i  I noted that certain juvenile 
specimens increased variation greatly and thus produced means which did 
not appear when adults alone were considered. I n  the course of plotting 
the number of total ventral scutes with relation to the length of the speci- 
mens (as an indication of age), i t  was discovered that at  1 locality a few 
juvenile specimens made up the lower 33 per cent of the entire range of 
variation. Thus, plotting the total ventral scutes against the length of the 
snake for a series of boddaert i  from the vicinity of Medellin, Colombia, gives 
the result portrayed in Figure 1. This indicates that some juveniles with 
very few ventral scutes never reach maturity (whether because of the direct 
lethal effect of this deficiency or because of the importance of the small num- 
ber of ventral scutes as a survival character in conjunction with some other 
character, such as speed) and may, therefore, be excluded from discussioizs 
of variation, since their own characters are never passed on. This feature 
is noticeable in boddaert i ,  but not in alternatus .  Therefore, in the consid- 
eration of intraspecific variation, if the atypical condition of some juveniles 
would detract from the correctness of the conclusions with regard to in- 
herited variation, the data on juveniles are excluded. Variation in scutella- 
tion between the sexes is discussed in conjunction with sexual dimorphism. 
The conclusions with reference to variation in scutellation in the genus 
which seem most important are as follows : (1) Variation in cephalic scutel- 
lation is not great. Variation in the number of labials, in the shape of the 
loreal, and in the length of the frontal is of taxonomic significance and is 
correlated with the length of the snout. ( 2 )  Variation in dorsal scutella- 
tion results in 2 scale formulae, 15 and 17-15. This is of taxonomic impor- 
tance and intraspecifically is very stable. ( 3 )  The variation in ventral 
scutellation is not excessive i11 comparison with that of closely related gen- 
era. Interspecific variation shows some correlatiolz with range, in direct 
proportion. Intraspecific variation is generally correlated with incipient 
speciation and in some instances with age. 
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TAIL LENGTI-I.-T~~ variatioii in tail length (tail length to total length) 
ranges from .20 to .36 in adults, and i t  is about the same in juveniles. This 
variability is expressed primarily as sexual dimorphism (see p. 24). Inter- 
specific variation is slight, and, perhaps because the material is rather 
scanty, no evolutionary or geographic trends in this respect are evident. 
LENGTH I N  MM. 
FIG. 1. Supposed lethal character of a reduced number of total ventral scutes. No 
adult individuals, male or female, have so few total ventrals as some juveniles have. 
This population was all from the vicinity of Medellin, Colombia. 
I n  Table I11 are listed some of the species of 3 groups in evolutionary 
sequence, with the range and the means of tail lengths in the males. 
It will be noted that variation follows no trends; i t  is "hit or miss" 
TABLE I11 
bodilaerti melauoloin~is plcei 
ruthvew a l t e~na tus  pleei 
.258-.302 (.288) ,267-.329 (.290) .201-,295 (.255) 
boddaerti ~~ielanolomzis bruesi 
.243-.300 (.476) ,309-.356 (.326) .288-,308 (.298) 
throughout. Generally speaking, there is a direct coyrelation between the 
number of subcaudals and the tail length. This is not true in all instances, 
however, since in some species the number of abdominals is greater in forms 
in which the number of subcaudal scutes also is greater. When adults and 
juveniles are compared i t  is found that they coincide very closely as to 
length of tail. 
T~~~~ . - -Var i a t ion  i  teeth is not great, either generically, interspe- 
cifically, or intraspecifically. I n  all species of the boddaerti-like groups, 
except bruesi, the average number of maxillary teeth is about 20, whereas 
in the bifossatzcs group i t  is 24. I n  brzcesi the number of maxillary teeth 
averages 23. Unless this is the retelltion of a "primitive" character, I can 
offer no explanation for this condition. 
PATTERN.-It is difficult to discuss pattern without making a few obser- 
vations as to evolutionary trends. Since these are fully discussed else- 
n-liere in this paper (p. 32),  the following discussioil is linlitecl to descrip- 
tion. There are in the genus 2 general dorsal pattern types. The one, a 
striped pattern (which fades until it becomes unicolor in 2 end forms), is 
cllaracteristic of all adults except those of the bifossat~~s group and of 
pztlcl~riceps. A complete description of the adult pattern is give11 in the 
description of each species. The second is the "banded" pattern of all 
juveniles and of the adults of members of the bifossntus group and of 
p~ilchriceps.~ 
The bancled pattern, as I have chosen to call it, though the name is 
misleading, may be 1 of 2 types. The first type consists of a series of broad 
dark bands extending from ventral to ventral across the back, and separated 
by narrow white bands of the same width (Pl. I ,  Fig. 6 ) .  These vary in 
number from 54 to 65 (59), but my data are too few to indicate whether or 
not there is any interspecific variation of taxoilomic significance. Although 
less marked than in the second banded type, as will be seen, there is a ten- 
dency for the length of both black and white bands to decrease posteriorly, 
as is indicated in Table IV  (lengths in terms of scales). 
The pattern 011 the tail is the same as that immediately in front of the 
3 Inasmuch as there is no difference between the juvelliles and adults of members of 
the bifossatus group and pzilchriceps, they will not be considered in the following discus- 
sion. For a full treatment of these see the species descriptions. 
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TABLE I V  
Position Blaelr 
Neclr ............. . ... 3.0-3.5 (3.3) 
Mid-body . .  ... 2.5 (2.5) 





anus. In  some instances the patters1 on the tail is irregular and brolreii up. 
This type is limited to the juveniles of dorsalis, melanolomus, and verac- 
cv7sci.s. 1n the last-named species there is a perplexing variation, an occa- 
sional specimen showing evidences of a lateral light stripe. A discussion 
of the significance of this feature is to be found in the specific description. 
Although all forms of the bifossatus group, in both the adult and the juvenile 
stages, possess this type of pattern (Pl. 11, Figs. 4-6), triseriatus and bifos- 
satus show a lateral coilstriction of the dark bands, which in triseriatus is 
carried to the extent of producing a pattern of dorsal blotches opposite to 
and separated froni a lateral series. 
The second type of banded pattern is actually not banded at  all; i t  
consists of a series of blaclr lateral blotches that extend from the ventrals to 
the fourth row of scales and are separated from each other by a narrow 
white band of the same vertical extent (PI. I ,  Fig. 5) .  Alternating with the 
lateral blotches are similar dorsal blotches which extend from scale row 5 on 
one side to scale row 5 on the other side. Occasionally, especially on the 
anterior part asid i11 juveniles just beginning to mature, these 2 series of 
blotches become separated through the appearance of a light line on scale 
rows 4 and 5. The blotches on the body vary in number from 40 to 75 and 
sllow some specific correlation, as is indicated in Table V. 
TABLE V 
Form Blotches on Body 
b o d d a e ~ l t  (11) 49-74 (61) 
al te~natus  (9)  42-54 (47) 
It is unfortunate that there has not been sufficient material available so 
that this variation could be worked out in other forms. Conceivably, the 
number of bands i11 the juveniles might be not only of considerable taxo- 
nomic importalice but also of phylogenetic significance. 
There is apparently no correlation between the number of blotches and 
the number of abdominal scutes, as indicated in Table VI showing the con- 














As in the other banded pattern, the blotches, both black and white, 
shorten posteriorly (Table VII)  . 
TABLE V I I  
Position Rlnck White 
Ncclr 2.0-3.5 (2.7) 0.8-2.5 (1.6) 
Mid-body 2.0-3.0 (2.5) 1.0-2.0 (1.2) 
Preanal 1.5-3.5 (2.4) 0.5-1.0 (0.7) 
On the tail the alternating blotches tend to become opposite to produce 
the true banded condition. This pattern exists in the adults of pulclzriceps, 
in the juveniles of members of the boddaerti and pleei groups (so far  as they 
are known), and in alternatzcs and slevini in the altcrnatzcs group. Table 
V I I I  is a summary of the distribut,ion of the 2 banded types of pattern in 
the genus. 
TABLE V I I I  
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At  present there is 110 way in which the juveniles may be identified except 
in the general groups noted above. 
As the juvenile pattern breaks down to produce the adult pattern, the 
half-grown specinlens assume llumerous patterns, which causes much con- 
fusion. As a rule, the juvenile patterii gradually fades, and the adult 
pattern slowly becomes evident, yet neither dominates the other. A t  this 
stage the specimen is niarlced liere and therc with irregular, vertical blaclc 
strealrs and faint white flecks, through which the adult pattern is evident 
but not conspiclxous. The breaking up of the juvenile pattern begins on the 
tail and progresses forward, and even when the adult pattern is fully eri- 
dent, traces of the juvenile pattern often persist on the neclr. 
The adult patterns, which are reported in detail under each specific de- 
scription, may, like the juvenile pattern, be classified into several groups. 
The first forms to be considered are those which have a banded adult pat- 
tern. These have been noted briefly and are discussed in detail under the 
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specific descriptions. I n  general, the variations in this pattern resolve them- 
selves into groups according to the degree to which the bands break up to 
produce a spotted pattern. To go further into this matter a t  this point 
would merely be to repeat. Only those species i11 which the adults are 
striped or unicolor are considered here. 
Two types of striped patterns exist in this genus. These 2 types are 
based not upon the number of lateral stripes, which basis would result in an 
unnatnral classification (becaase the single-striped pattern has arisen inde- 
pendently i11 all 3 of the boddaerti-like groups), but upon the position of 
the lateral stripes. The 2 types consist, first, of those forms in which the 
upper lateral stripe involves the third, fourth, and fifth scale rows ante- 
riorly (PI. 111, Fig. 3 ) ,  and second, of those in which only the fourth and 
fifth scale rows are involved (Pl. 111, Fig. 5).  
Two groups, melanolomzu and boddaerti, possess the latter type of pat- 
tern. The stem form of both these groups has, in addition to this upper 
stripe, another on scale rows 1 and 2, as is described farther on. Inasmuch 
as there is no variability in this lower stripe, i t  need not be considered here. 
I t  should be noted, however, that in more specialized forms this lower stripe 
is lacliing, and that in some end forms even the upper stripe disappears and 
a unicolor condition is thereby produced. 
As is pointed out elsewhere in this paper, the melanolomus and boddaerti 
groups are very closely related. The basis of my argument for this rela- 
tionship is primarily the position of the upper lateral stripe. On the ante- 
rior part of typical specimens i t  apparently covers the upper half of scale 
row 4 and the lower half of row 5. I n  many instances of minor variation, 
however, either more or less of these 2 scale rows may carry the stripe. 
Variations in this feature show no correlations, in either geographical, 
sexual, or any other relation. The extent of this stripe along the length of 
the body is also subject to considerable variation. Much of this apparent 
variation may be caused by the relative states of preservation, for, in those 
specimens which have been obviously well preserved in alcohol, i t  is visible 
almost to the vent. Similarly, there is variability in the intensity of the 
narrow blaclr border which is often present. I n  alternatus the presence or 
absence of this border shows geographic correlation, which will be noted 
later, bnt in rzclhveni and boddaerti there is every indication that the state 
of preservation accounts for much of the variability in this character. 
Variation in the position of the stripe in this pattern type is negligible. 
Ruthven (1908 : 36-37) showed that although in some species of Thamnophis 
the lateral stripe was associated with the dorsal scales, in the majority i t  was 
not. I n  other words, in but 1 species (radix) did he find that when a scale 
row containing a stripe was dropped the stripe became narrower. He 
showed that in the other forms the stripe either moved upward or descended 
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1 roIy of scales, and thus retained its original width. In  all species in tvl~icli 
the stripe is restricted to the fourth and fifth scale rows (the nzelanolo?nus 
and boddaer t i  groups-except Izeathii),  the lateral stripe continues oil the 
original fifth scale row when the fourth is lost, thus causing a narrowing of 
the stripe. 
The second striped pattern is found only i11 the forms of the pleei group. 
In this group the upper lateral stripe is oil scale rows 3, 4, and 5, except in 
the eiid form brzcesi, in which i t  is restricted to rows 4 and 5 (this problem is 
discussed farther on). I n  both pleei and a n ~ a r a l i  no variation in the posi- 
tion is found, but in pleei alone the stripe extends to the vent. This type of 
lateral stripe is quite different from that already discussed, in that when the 
fourth scale row is dropped the lateral stripe ascends to cover the original 
scale rows 3, 5, and 6. This general situation is paralleled in heathi i .  Here 
the stripe occurs on scale rows 4, 5, and 6 anteriorly, and when 4 is dropped 
the stripe moves d o ~ ~ r n  to occupy original scale revs 3, 5, and 6. 
Variations in the lower lateral stripe (on scale rows 1 and 2) beyond the 
narrow black borders, which in some instances at  least are caused by differ- 
ences in the state of preservation, are slight. This lower stripe is rarely 
persistent beyond the middle of the body, except in pleei. Other variations 
in pattern, such as the 3 anterior dorsal stripes in pleei, are discussed under 
the specific descriptions, and the significance of the above-noted variations 
will be discussed presently. 
Variations in other features of the pattern are extensive, but frequently 
result from differences in the state of preservation, from the persistence of 
juvenile markings in the adults, and from similar causes. On the basis of 
the scanty material at  hand they do not warrant a full discussion, but it 
should be pointed out that one of the most striliing features of the pattern in 
this genus is the lateral dark smudge on the side of the head. This smudge is 
so constant as to be of generic significance. 
SEXUAL DIAIORPHISM.-~exnal dimorphism in the genus D r y o d o p h i s  is 
not great. Cephalic and dorsal scutellation, pattern, number of teeth, size, 
and similar characters show 110 sexual variability. The ventral scutellation, 
on the other hand, varies considerably in the sexes. I11 Figure 2 is indicated 
the sexual dimorphism existing in the abdominals, s~lbcaudals, and total 
ventrals in representative forms of 3 of the 4 species groups. I11 all in- 
stances the female has a greater number of abdominal scutes than the male 
has. The same condition was found in Masticophis  by Ortenburger (1928 : 
12-13) and in Lamprope l t i s  by Blanchard (1921 : 15).  The amount of sexual 
difference in this character varies in the several species. I n  alterlzatus, for 
example, i t  is slight, but in pleei the males and females barely overlap. 
The number of subcaudals in the 2 sexes is generally about the same, but 
occasionally a male having a slightly greater number is discovered. This is 
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TOTAL VENTRALS 
FIG. 2. Sexual dimorpl~ism in ventral seutcllntion in 3 forms reprcscnting 3 different 
speeios groups. The subeaudals are about equal in tllc 2 scscs, and the total vcntrnls 
parallel tllc coildition in thc abdominals. 
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contrary to the conditioii Sound by various investigators i11 other genera, as 
there is usually a distinct tendency for the males to have a greater number 
of subcaudals than the females have. The fact that the males have fewer 
abdominals than, and about the same number of subcaudals as, the females 
have naturally results in a greater number of total ventrals in the females. 
This difference in tlie number of total veiitrals is about the same as, or 
slightly less than, the difYerence in the number of abdominal scutes. 
Becanse of these discrepancies in ventral sentellation between males and 
females, ally study of geographic variability must be corrected for differ- 
ences in the numbers in the 2 sexes. For this reason, and also becalm one 
sex or the other in the species may be better represented, each of my discus- 
sions oP geographic variation is liniited to either one sex or the other; only 
occasionally are both sexes represented well enough to be discussed together. 
Sexual dimorphism in tail length is obviously dependent upon the rela- 
tion between the number of total ventral scntes and snbcaudals. Thus, 
inasmuch as the female has a greater nun~ber of total ventrals and approxi- 
mately the same number of subcaudals, it f o l l o ~ ~ ~ s  that i t  would have a 
comparatively shorter tail than the male. Such is the case, but in many in- 
stances this differelwe is so slight as to fall within the limits of personal 
error. In  the Panama population of alter?~atz~s the difference is marlred. 
The mean tail length (tail length to total length) is .256 in the females and 
.280 i11 the males. I n  bruesi the mean tail leiigth is .290 in the feinales and 
.299 in the males. 
In a summary of the significant variations, the following observations 
may well be regarded as having taxononiic and phylogenetic importance: 
(1) Variation in cephalic scutellation is the result of a shortening of the 
snout. (2) Variation in dorsal scutellation is the result of the loss of scale 
row nnmber 4. (3 )  Variation in pattern is most pronounced in juvenile- 
adult dimorpllism in all but the bzfossatus group and pulclzriceps. Juvenile 
pattern may be of 2 types, but is always banded. Adult pattern may be 
either banded or striped. There are 2 types of striped pattern, one in which 
the stripe is intimately associated with the dorsal scale rows and the other in 
which i t  is not. (4) Sexual dimorphism is slight. I11 general, the females 
possess more abdominals and total ventral scutes than do the niales and have 
slightly shorter tails. 
CO~~POSITION F  THE GENUS 
From the foregoing discussion of variation within the genus i t  is evident 
that 2 major groups are readily separable. The Dijossai?is group (1) has a 
banded adult pattern, 8 supralabials, a shorter snout and the characters 
accompanying this condition, and 15 series of dorsal scale rows. I n  con- 
trast to this group are (2) the Doddaerti-like species ~ i~ i t l i  a striped or uni- 
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color adult pattern, 9 supralabials, a longer snout, and 17 dorsal scale rows 
situated anteriorly. Connecting these groups is pzclchriceps, which in some 
characters resembles the bifossatzcs gronp and in others is more boddaerti- 
like ; i t  resembles the former in having the banded adult pattern and 8 supra- 
labials, but its 17 rows of dorsal scales place i t  nearer the boddaerti group. 
The boddaerli-like forms may be otherwise arranged in 2 sections-the 
melanolomw and boddaerti groups, in which the lateral light stripe is asso- 
ciated with the dorsal scale rows (except in heatlzii), and the pleei group, in 
which the stripe is iiidcpendent of the scales. Whether or not the melanolo- 
mus  and boddaerti groups should be united I am unable to say, but on the 
basis of morphological characters they cannot be separated. The reasons 
for not regarding them as one are considered elsewhere in this paper; i t  is 
sufficient here to point out that evolutionary trends and the apparently long 
isolation of these groups from each other preclude any but a remote chance 
of their union. 
The composition of the genus may be outlined as follows : 
Genus Dryadophis 







The genus, then, is made up of a number of series of species which ar- 
range themselves into aggregations of varying degrees of differentiation. 
For example, the bifossatzcs, melanolomus, boddaerti, and pleei aggregates 
each represent "species groups'' in the taxonomic sense, and are all of equal 
taxonomic value as entities which together compose the genus Dryadoplzis. 
And yet the same 4 groups show ~oiiside~able differences in their degrees of 
differentiation. I11 other words, the melanolomus, boddaerti, and pleei 
groups are more closely related to each other than are any of the 3 to the 
b i fos sa t~u  gronp. The genus Dryadophis might well be regarded as being 
made up of 2 subgenera, the bifossatus complex and the boddaerti complex. 
The use of this taxonomic category, however, has few advantages and can do 
little more than increase taxonomic confusion. Furthermore, to be con- 
sistent, the use of subgenera would require the selection of some category 
(for which there is no name) by which the separation of the boddaerti series 
Iroln the pleei scrics could be emphasized. For these reasons, although I 
discuss the degree of differentiation between the various groups, I have not 
4 Tlie terms 'lcomplex," "scrics," and "group" arc used here for  convenience only 
and are not taxonomically significant. 
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designated any taxono~nic category for  the purpose of distii~guislliiig 
between the gcnus and tllc 4 species groups, which iiiay be listed as follo~vs :
Genus D r y a d o p h i s  
b bfossatz~s group 
pleci group 
boddaert i  group 
rnclanolomzis group 
( p ~ ~ l c h r i c e p s  group in  i11termedi;~te position) 
Tlicse larger units are, in tnrii, coinposed ol' specie5 and sui)spcc~ies, 
\vhich, like the larger groups, have varying degrees of differentiation. F o r  
esamplc, there is f a r  greater siinilarity between the subspecies s t r ia tus  and 
bifosstrlzls than exists bet-ween tlie several local populations of boddaert i .  
This difference in  degree of differentiation is of considerable i~ilportailce i n  
the naming of islalid forms, as will be nladc evident. I3ut the species ailcl 
slxbspecies offer few diffic~xlties ill comparison ~ i ~ i t h  certain local populatioiis 
in  which there is incipieat differentiation. I t  is always difficult to deter- 
mine to what extent "splitting7' should be carried, and D r y a d o p h i s  offers 
excellent example of this problem. F o r  instaace, in  al terna tc~s  tlic 
populations of Saboga Island and of tlie Panarna-Costa Rica highlands are 
different in several minor respects from typical al terna tz~s .  The problen~ 
arises, then, as to whether or not they should be named. The Colombia~~ 
population of bodduert i  presents a similar problem. I f  al terna tus  and 
Doddacvli are of subspecific status there is no categoi y available which would 
include these slightly different populations witlii~l a subspecies except by the 
utilization of a quadrinomial system, as advocated by some of the European 
systematists. Although such a step mould prove of treinenclous value in  
discussions of variation, evolutionary trencls, and other problems, i t  would 
only cause conSusion and further burdeli already overburdened s y ~ ~ o ~ l y m i e s  
wit11 a profusion of iianles to be rearranged by each succeeding investigator. 
11 scelns best, therefore, to recognize these snlaller nnits bu t  to refrain from 
ac.cortling them taxonomic status. 
I11 snn~nling u p  this discussion of the composition of the genus we arc 
c.oi~iroiitctl with a series of iacrctlsingly smaller units. These are based not 
only u l ~ o ~ i  group relationsllips but upon degree of differentiation. The vari- 
ous degrees of differentiation may be listed as fol lo\~~s:  
1. Gene~ic  differeiitiatioii. 
2. Subgeneric clifferentiation, as bet~veen the D~.fossatzis group and the 
bodtlue?.ti-like series. 
3. Group differentiation, as bet\veen the various groups of the boddacrt i -  
like series. 
4. Specific differeatiation, such as occurs between boddaer t i  and its sub- 
sljccies and heathii .  
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5. Subspecific variation, as in the several subspecies of melanolomus. 
6. Local variation, or variation within a subspecies, as represented by 
the Colombian popnlatioll of boddaerti. 
From the above i t  is evident that the present nonlenclatorial system is 
inadequate, since i t  affords no way by which both phylogenetic relationships 
and extent of differentiation may be expressed. This problem becomes in- 
creasingly complex when the smaller categories of the genus are considered. 
Thus, although rclatioiiships forin the primary basis for accordiiig certain 
forms their taxonomic status, tremendous differences in the degree of dif- 
ferentiation may esist ~vithin a single group. Merriam (1919 : 6-9) rcalized 
that taxonoillic status, when based on relationship, as indicated by intergrada- 
tion, does not always present the facts clearly. For this reason he suggested 
that specific or subspecific status be accorded forms on the basis of degree of 
diffc~reatiation and even went so far as to hold that 2 l o rn~s  with slight dif- 
ferences be givcn subspecific ranlc even if they were lcnown not to intergrade 
(Merriam, 1897 : 753-58). I11 commenting upon this concept Taverner 
(1920: 124-27) and more receiltly Grinnell and Hill (1936: 9) hold that 
only proven intergradation should be the criterion of subspecific rank. 
I have been confrosited by these 2 conflicting concepts and have at- 
teiilpted to utilize our taxonomic system for the double purpose of indicating 
both the closeness of relationship and the degree of differentiation. I n  con- 
sequence, my application of specific and subspecific status to the various 
forms niay often seem devoid of reason. Apparent discrepancies are the 
result of my attempts to render more elastic a system which cannot, in my 
jnclgment, adequately cope with 2 conflicting concepts." 
For example, 2 island forms, bruesi and dwzni, have been accorded dif- 
fcrent taxonomic ranlc, the former specific and the latter subspecific. The 
reason for so doing is based purely upon the greater degree of differentiation 
which bruesi shows. On the other hand, I have been consistent in accoi-ding 
subspecific status in all cases i11 which intergradation is lrnown to exist re- 
gardless of degree of differentiation. I t  is apparent that the genus Drya- 
dopltis is difficult to deal with taxonomically because i t  is composed of so 
many different categories which are based in some instances on relationships 
and in other instances upon degree of differentiation. I have attempted to 
take a conservative stand, and for this reason inay be accused of incon- 
sistency. As I see it, the genus resolves itself into the following : 
Genus Dr?jaclophis 
bifossntecs group 
bifossatzcs Difossal lrs 
bi fossalw friscrialais 
bifossatzis striate~s 
Since t111s nr:ts n ~ l t t e n ,  tlle problem lias been commciltcd on a t  length; see Henry 
F l t e l~ ,  "il Biogeogrnpl~ical Study of the Ordinoides Artenkrcis of Garter Snaltes (Gcnns 
Tl~:rrnnol~l~is), " Unrv. Cnlr f. Publ. Zool., 44 (1940), 1 : 4-6. 

















pulchriceps (position uncertain) 
A word upon the relationships of Dryadopl~is  is pertinent to this dis- 
cussion of the composition of the genus. In a previous paper (Stuart, 1932) 
I attempted to show that Dryadophis sprang from Drymobius, which in turn 
could be traced back to Dendrophidion. Whether or not this conclusion 
is tenable, I am unable to say definitely. I t  has been suggested that Drya- 
dophis should occupy the stem position, but, on the basis of the data which 
were presented (Stuart, 1932), I judge that such a view of the relationship 
of Dryadopkis would prove rather unsatisfactory. Whatever the early his- 
tory of the Kcnus in Sonth America may have been, all lincs of evidence (as 
is pointed out further on in this paper) indicate that the progenitors of the 
genus entered that continent and then differentiated there to form a con- 
siderable number of colubriile genera which secondarily reinvaded North 
America. The later history of Dryadophis has been one of group, species, 
and subspecific differentiation, and at  various times certain of the "primi- 
tive" members of the geiins have u~idoubtedly given rise to such closely re- 
lated genera as Drynzolzcber and Salvadora. Whatever their relationship 
may be, i t  cannot be denied that Drymobius, Salvadol-a, and Drymolzcber 
are the genera most closely allied to Dryadophis. 
Any discussion of evolutionary trends must of necessity be largely hypo- 
thetical. Although some characters, such as temporals, are too variable to 
warrant any conclusioiis, in other characters there appear definite trends 
which are highly significant in the task of unravelling the history of the 
genus. 
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XCUTELLATION.-~~I~~ 3 scutellation characters offer any clews as to the 
trends within the genus. These are the snpralabials (and the associated 
infralabials), the dorsals, and the ventrals. Within the genus 2 labial for- 
lilulae are found. The first is that of pulclzriceps and the bifossatus group, 
which have 8 supralabials and 9 infralabials; the second is foulld in all 
those other forms which typically have 9 supralabials and 10 iafralabials. 
I t  is particularly significant that there is little variability in this character, 
and that there is a general tendency for the nurnber to be higher in the vari- 
ant specimens than in the typical specimens. Within the genus i t  is difficult 
to indicate which is the "primitive" condition, but, as previously pointed 
out (St~xart, 1932 : 9) ,  there is a tendency for the number of labials to de- 
crease through the Dryadophis-Salvadora-Masticophis-Co2ube.r series. I t  
seems evident, therefore, that the presence of 8 supralabials indicates a spe- 
cialized condition, and that the variant specimens represent throwbacks in 
this character. 
The number of dorsal scale rows appears to parallel the condition in the 
labials, in that reduction appears to be the trend. The basis for this as- 
suinption is again found in the evolutionary line described above, in which 
there is a tendency for the dorsal scale rows to decrease in number. This does 
not bear out the conclusions of Orteaburger, who discovered in Masticophis 
a tendency to illcrease the dorsal scutellatioii (Ortenburger, 1928: 12). 
With reference to Rathven's law of reduction ill clorsal scale rows as related 
to dwarfing, the genus Dryadoplzis parallels Masticophis in apparently hav- 
ing no such correlation. I n  fact, the opposite is true, since the bifossatus 
group, the largest speejes in the genus, has but 15 rows of dorsal scutes. 
Any attempt to harmonize these conflicting viewpoiilts on the trends ill 
labials and dorsals lnust await further studies. Possibly the difference of 
opinion arises from the fact that Ortenburger, by selecting a genus of so 
much greater variability, as is exhibited by Masticophis, was able to base his 
conclusions on data within a single genus, whereas my assumptions are based 
priinarily on trends through a series of related genera. 
Trends in ventral scutellation are somewhat difficult to understand. It 
is possible that 2 conflicting factors are at  work in controlling the number of 
ventral scutes. There nlay be ail orthogenetic trend within the species 
which is tending to increase the number of scutes. At  the same time there 
may be a tendency for the environment to select those with a small number of 
scutes. I t  is certainly clear that, except for a few generalizations, there is no 
tlefiilite law applicable to the genus as a whole. In  Masticophi.s, Orten- 
bnrger (1928 : 13) found that in one group the tendency was toward increase 
in the number of ventrals a t  the outer limits of the group and that is1 the 
other group the reverse was true. I n  general, there is a marked tendency 
for the nnmber of ventral scutes to increase with distance from the center 
of the group (see Figs. 5 and 11). This general law holds, however, only in 
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those groups which have inoved away froill the center of origin, viz., melano- 
lomus and pleei. As this inigratioil has for the most part been northward, 
it might be assuined that the increase is intimately related to the environ- 
ment. If such were the case, however, i t  ~vonltl be expected that altitude 
might produce the same results as latitude. I n  the cases of rutltveni and 
dorsalis (both mouiitaiii forms) this conclusjoil is borne out, but in Dod- 
ducrtl, f'rom the mo~~iitains of Colombia, and in altcr~zatus, from tlie high- 
lands of Panania and Costa Rica, tliere is rctluct ion rather than the expectccl 
addition. 
Aside Prom this teiicleiicy toward an increase in ventral scutes in the 
pcriplieral forms of the gronp, only 1 trend is significant. Ill such lines as 
alternatus-veraecrzicis or plcei-Drz~csi, the increase in subcaudal scutes reaches 
a maximum point beyond which reduction is the rule. This peripheral re- 
duction is brought out in the 3 forms shon~ii n Figure 3. I11 these the reduc- 
tion is progressive i11 a northerly direction, and i t  may be the result of condi- 
tions associated with latitude. More lilrely it merely indicates the stunted 
coildition that is to be expected in tlie indi\~iduals that exist a t  the extreini- 
ties of the range of the forin, under a most unfavorable environment, the 
form having reached, in the northern region, tlie limits of its tolerance. 
PATTERN.-T~~ pattern in Dryadophis oaers one of the most interesting 
problciils presented by the genus, and presciits, i11 addition, the basis for the 
unravellii~g of the phylogenic history. I11 general, tlie pattern has passed 
Prom the banded type through the striped coi~dition and has in 2 instances 
progressed to the uaicolor form. The "primitive" pattern was of the 
alteri~atiilg blotched type which is ilow foliild in p~clchriceps. This pattern 
gave way to the baildecl type, as in slriatzcs, which eventually broke down 
into the spotted pattern of triseriatus. Eventually, the spotted pattern 
assumed the striped condition of pleel, and finally the lateral stripes were 
restricted to forin the rtcthveni pattern. Colltiiiued loss of the lateral stripes 
produced the ~~nicolor  phase oL' vcraecr~ccis. I11 outline, the progression has 
been as follows (as illustrated with living fornls) : 
veraecra~cis (PI. TV, Fig. 6) 
I' 
boddaerti (Pl. IV, Fig. 1) 
'r 
rlcll~ve?zi (Pl. 111, Fig. 5) 
I' 
plcci (PI. ITT, Fig. 2) 
T 
triscriatzhs (Pl. 11, Pig. 6)  
I' 
.striatzu (1'1. 11, Fig. 4) 
t 
plt,lchriceps (Pl. 11, Fig. 3)  
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FIG. 3. Peripheral reduction in suhcaudals in 3 forms ~rliicli occupy a peripheral 
position in the distribution of the genus. Note that  in all instances tlie northern popula- 
tion sho\vs a decided reduction in tlie number of slibeaudal scutes. Only 3 specimens of 
northern slevini were available, and all had 109 subcaudals. 
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The basis for the abovc n r g u m e ~ ~ t  is complex, largely because some for~ns,  
though they have retainetl "l~riniitive" characters, are specialized along 
certain lines. Tlins, as pointetl ont further on in this paper, the juveniles of 
such forlils as r2111r1~c11c and Ooddaertl have the "primitive" pattern of alter- 
nating dorsal and lateral blotciies. Yet these are specialized i11 that the 
lateral aiicl tlorstil blotvhes tend to separate on scale rows 4 and 5 rather tliau 
oil ro\vs 3, 4, and 5. 
The prototype of the gellus undoubtedly was similar in pattern to p z ~ l -  
c l z r~ccps  in all respects excepting collstriction of the blotches, which was 
probably on scale ro\\.s 3, 4, and 5. These blotches eventually evolved into 
coiiti~iuons bands constricted a t  the same place. The evidence for this 
change from the alternate blotched pattern to the banded coiiditioil is the 
presence of ii bandecl pattern i11 the jnveiiiles of the more specialized mein- 
bers of the n~e lnnolornz~s  group, similar to that  in  the adults of the bifossat~c.s 
group. The conclusion that constrictioi~ of the bands occurred on scale rows 
3,4 ,  atid 5 is derived from the fact that as the banded pattern broke down to 
prod~xce a pattern ol' dorsal spots opposite to and separated from x series of 
lateral spots (as in t r i s c r i a t ~ r s ) ,  scale rows 3, 4, and 5 were left clevoid of' 
color. In tr ise~iutzcs  scale rows 3 and 4 present this condition, bu t  it must 
be re~l~embei*ed that this Porn1 has but 15 rows of dorsal scalcs and that scale 
row 4 has been lost, so that  the brealr is on original scale rows 3 and 5. It is 
evident, therefore, that the break in the prototypic form, with 17 scale rows, 
was on scale rows 3,4, and 5 (scale row 4 in  fornis with but 15 series of dorsal 
scutes being equivalent to scale row 5 in  the others). 
Tt should be notecl here that this "primitive" stripe was probably not 
associated with the scales, and that the tendency i a  the genus is to develop 
such alr association. Tl~ns,  the bifo.s.sc~f?~s group, despitc its "primitive" 
pattenl is speciulized in this feature. The plcei group, on the other hand, 
has retained tlre "primitive7' condition, ancl i t  was not until the Ooddnerti  
mid nte lnno low~z~s  groups developed that this spei~ialization took place ill the 
striped forms. I11 hcatlzii, a species apparently closest to the hoddncrtr 
gronp, there tias been a retention of this l 1  prinlitive" character despite a 
specializatio~~ of the pattern. 
Further  evoli~tion resnlted in the disappearance of the spots aiid in their 
replaceme~lt by a. lateral stripe on scale rows 1 and 2 anci by another oil rows 
3, 4, and 5. I t  is difficult to deterrr~iiie the i ~ a t u r e  of the dorsal pattern, but 
i t  may possibly have resen1bled pleez. This early striped pattern, unasso- 
ciated with the scale rows, finally becanie fixed, and the upper stripe became 
restricted to scale rows 4 and 5. This stage is represented today in r u t h v e n i  
aiid al lcrna tr~s ,  but art~aral i  offers an  exaniple of a pattern intermediate be- 
tween thcir pattel-11 and that of pleei. Continued evolution produced the 
single-striped design of boddaert i ;  this pattern eventually faded still more 
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in the lateral stripe and produced the brlcesi condition, which may fade coni- 
pletely to become ~uiicolor. 
I n  the foregoing reinarks on pattern evolution, pattern alone has been 
considered. I t  has been necessary to omit characters of seutellation from 
illustrations of the various evolutionary steps, aiid the evolutionary sequence 
has been presented without regard to actual relationships of the living forms. 
I n  the more specializecl types such as laevis and nzclanolonzus the 
juveniles have specialized further by developiilg a banded pattern rather 
than one of alternating blotches, although the juvenile pattern of slevini 
has not entirely reached that stage. The most specialized in pattern, verae- 
crzicis, has progressotl so far that today some of the javeniles tend toward 
the striped rather than the banded pattern. 
This parallel evolution of pattern in the several groups, especially in the 
boddaerti and melanolon~~rs groups, leads to considerable co i~ f~~s ion  in identi- 
fication of the various forms. Thus ruthveni,  dunni ,  alternatzcs, laevss, and 
occasionally slcvini a11 have a pattern of 2 light, lateral stripes. 111 rqctlz- 
veni  the upper stripe is bordered with black, thus differentiating i t  from the 
~mbordercd stripe of dzinni (PI. 111, Figs. 5 aiid 6) .  I n  alternatus (Pl. IV, 
Pig. 3 ) ,  on the other hand, the upper light stripe may or may not be bordered 
with blaclc, and on the basis of pattern alone the form resembles either 
~ ~ u t h v e n i  or dunnz. Similarly, laevis and slpvint often have faint traces of 
2 light lateral stripes, and since they overlap each other as well as dunn i  
in scutellation, a inost confusing situation may result when identification is 
attempted. 
This simplification of clorsal pattern has been accompaniecl by loss of 
color on the ventrnn~;  pz~lchriceps is extremely dark ventrally, striatzcs is 
somewhat lighter, ancl triseriatus is the first in the evolutionary series to 
have an in~maculate or almost immaculate belly. I n  the later forms ventral 
markings, if present, are only on the chin and throat and are faintly visible 
on the lateral edges of the abdominals. 
Some forms, such as dor.salis, nzelanolomus, and lteathii, do not fit into the 
evolutionary scheme indicated above. For these I can offer no explaiiatioii 
other than what may be indicated by the facts set forth in the species discus- 
sion. Instances such as these which have been incoilsiderate enough to 
brealr up a fairly logical picture bring home again and again the hypo- 
thetical nature of our feeble gropings and the futility of our naive attempts 
to regiment the worlcs of nature. 
The evohxtion of pattern in Dryadophis has progressed ailteriorly along 
the animal body in this genus. In the forms in which the alternate pattern 
is on the body, the pattern oil the tail is characterized by a more advanced 
banded condition. The cliange from the juvenile pattern, which gradually 
fades to that of the adult, is initiated on the posterior part of the body, and 
proceeds lorward. So striking is this featnre that occasionally one finds 
fully developeil adults that still retain oil the fore part  of the body evidences 
oP the juvenile pattern. 
The change from the bancled condition of' the juveilile pattern to the 
striped conditioll of the adult  pattern is brol~ght  about by the loss of color, 
the blaclr blotches or bands fading to the shade of the intervening ground 
color. Lilrewise, the evolution frosn the halidcd to the uiiicolor state pro- 
ceeds through the Further lading of the dorsal ground color to that of the 
stripes. I n  thc progress Sronl rzcthveni to 7 1 o d d t ~ e r t ~ ,  tlie black edges along 
the upper latt'ral stripe disappear in the intergrades and the sides lighten, 
obliterating the lower stripe. Continlxeil fading would, of course, produce 
a nnicolor form. 
OTHER CIIARACTERS.-EVO~U~~O~~~~>T trends in other fcatures are  not con- 
spicuous. The greater nltnibei- of liiaxillary teeth in brues i  and the bifos- 
sa tus  group is apparently a n  example of the retention of a "primitive7' 
c.onclition. Thc steady decrease in the number of teeth in  the series of 
D r y a d o p h i s  to C o l ~ i b c r  constitutes the basis for this argument. 
Trends in tail length accord ~vitl l  the suggestio~i, already made, that  tail 
length and llunlber of subcaudals may be c*or~.elate(li t irec~tlp. My data are 
too few to enable rne to discuss evolutionary trends in such variable Seatures 
as proportionate sizes ol' the several structures. 
1 sec in this genus all the various stages of evolution through which such 
end forms as brlcesi or ue?.accrucis have passed. It would a t  first appear 
lilrely that the snore central forms such as nl lcrnu t~cr  or 711fos.salu.s have re- 
niained static over a long period of time. Sui221, however, lias not been the 
situation. The prototype of this genus was probably a spec.ies of modcrate 
size, with a pattern of alternating dorsal and littcral blac.1~ blotczl.lcs, 17 dor- 
sal scale rows, 9 supralabials, and possibly about 175 :tbdo~uinals and 90 sub- 
ca~idals. No living forni in tile genus answers this description. The species 
pz~lc7triccp.s most closely a1)proaches this hypothetici~l prototype, b a t  even i t  
lias evolved by way oC reduction in the number of s~~pri-~labials.  S~lbspecies 
01 the bi fossa f zu  group stand next in  the evolutionary line, and these are  
followed by tlie p l c o ,  Doddtrcvt~, and nacla?rolonzzrs gronps respectively. 
It d l  he noted tliat, wit11 the exception of p ~ r l c h r ~ c c p s ,  about which 
notllillg is known, tlrr least spccializcd groups, Ocfo.s.snt7~s and pleez, are  
restricted to the nlorc arid regions, ant1 the boddtrcrla and mela?zolonzus 
groups have invaded Inore hrull~id areas (thougll some of them, heallzii a a d  
slevini ,  for example, liave scc.ondarily rt.-c~ntcrctl aritl localities). From this 
i t  may be asstrlnecl that the more arid regions oC nortliern South Asnerica 
(see the suminary of thc genlls) caollstitntecl tlle ancestral lloine of the genus. 
I n  the Pornls ~vhich liave inv;itled humid regions, specialization has been 
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greatest. I n  other worils, evolutioil has been rctarded a t  the ancient center 
ol origin and has been accelerated in  all directioiis away from this center. 
This is evident even when forms within a single group are considered. Thus, 
in the Oodduerti group, ~vliich probably had its inception a t  the time vhen  
it left the arid habitats and invaded the more humid ones, heathii has appar- 
ently returned to the arid habitats, and, in  consequence, is most peculiarly 
slxcialized. Similarly, on the relatively arid highlands of Gnateiiiala, dor- 
. X L ~ L S ,  ill the n~clunolonz7~s group, ha:, evolvecl u nnicyue pattei.11. For  this 
reasoil, such stem fornis as alternatz~s and pleei, inhabiting the ancestral 
homes of their respective groups, have evolved less than have the end fornis 
such as vevaecrccis or brzcesi. 
This does not ~iecessarily nleail that these stem forins have beeii static. 
I prefer, rather, to interpret their "primitiveness" in  other terms. The fol- 
lowing argument call be built up, if i t  is assumed that selection is an active 
;igent in evolution, ant1 that the characters diagnostic of the forms of this 
genus, such as a sinlplified pattern and the reduced number of supralabials 
and of dorsal scale rows, are of s ~ ~ r \ ~ i r a l  value. ( I t  must be borne in  mind 
that merely because, fi-om an an t l l r~pocent~ ic  viewpoint, we cannot see the 
sr~rvival value in marly characters, those characters are not necessarily 
proven to be of no benefit to tlie anin~al.)  'If nlutation has been as active 
j11 a stem form as i t  lias beeii in ail end form, i t  seems reasonable that, other 
things being equal, both should change a t  about the same rate. Uafor- 
tunately, others things have not been equal. I n  the instances in  which 
one forin is snbjected to the eilviroiiinent under which the group had its 
origin (and to \t,lrich it  is already adapted) aiid another is coming into eon- 
tact with a new environment, i t  shoulcl follow that selection would tend to 
destroy nlaiiy new mutations in  the former and preserve thein i11 the latter. 
This has already been demonstrated in Dryadophis. 
"Orthomodification" lias characterizetl the trends of evolution of tlie 
various forms. By "ortho~iiodificatiorl"' I wish to deuote niodifieation aloiig 
certain definite lints; 1 refrain from the use of the terms "orthogenesis" 
and "orthoselection" because of their implications. The fact that evolu- 
tionary trends in  this genus have been along lines of orthomodifieatioli is 
indicated in several ~vays-in tlre dcveloprnent of the dorsal pattern from 
the banded to the unicolor condition, in the rednctioiz of labials, and ill 
the increase in  numbcr of ventral scautcs. These trends have, except in 
peripheral forms, diverged f roin the center of origin and have, in  general, 
been associated with the a r n o u ~ ~ t  of difference rather than the tj7pe of differ- 
ence i11 environment. The evolutionary history of the intliridnal forms, of 
the groups, aiid of the genus is discussed nnder each species, under the group 
summary, and uncler the generic summary. 
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KEY TO THE IDENTIFICATION O F  T E E  ADULTS 03' 
DRYADOPHIS" 
A. Dorsal scales in 15 loi~gitudinal rows a t  mid-body . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  B 
13. Body pattern of continuous, narrow, darlc crossbands (PI. 11, Fig. 4) ; total ven- 
tmls, more than 279 
13R. Body pattern of con 
1ater:~l blotches; total ventr:lls, lcss than 279 
('. Body p;~t tern  of 1 
bifossatua (p. 39) 
CC. Rody pattern of series of dark, dorsal blotches separated from a n  opposite 
series of sirni1:~r lateral blotellev (PI. 11, Fig. 6) ................. triseriatus (p. 43) 
AA. Dorsal scales in 17 longitudinal rows a t  mid-body .............................. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  D 
1). Snpral:~bials, nonn:~lly 8 ;  body pattern of alternating dorsal and lateral dark 
blotclles (Pl. 11, Fig. 3)  ................................................................. pl~lchriceps (p. 50) 
111). Supr:~labials, normally 9 ;  body pattern, striped, unicolor, or narrowly banded 
E. Rody pattern anter~orly with a t  least 1 narrow, dark middorsal stripe F 
P. Rody pattern anteriorly with 3 narrow, dark dorsal stripes (which merge into 
a single bro:rd band po3teriorly) and n dark lateral stripe (Pl.  111, Figs. 
1 and 2)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  plcei (p. 53) 
I?$'. Body pattarn aut,eriorly wit11 :L singlc, narrow, dark middorsal stripe and occa- 
. . . . . . .  sionally a simi1:r.r stripe on either side (Pl. TV, Fig. 5) tlorsalis (p. 95) 
EE. Body pattern ni~teriorly lacking a middorsal stripc 
G. Body p:~ttern, rcticulatc, caused by prorniiierlt 
often 2 1;lter:ll light striprs app:urcl~t (Fl. 1V, Fig. 4) 
melan,olomz~s (p. 88) 
GG. Body p;lttern not reticulate, thougli scales often with faint, narrow blaclr 
I1 
. . . . . . . . . . .  J 
J. Two lateral light stripes . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  K 
I<. Upper lateral light stripe on scale rows 3, 4, a11d 5 :~ntcriorly (Pl. 
111, Fig. 3 )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  amarali (p. 57) 
. . . . . .  RR. Uppcr lateral light stripe on sc:rlc rows 4 and 5 only L 
. . . . .  L. Suhcaudals, less than 110 (PI. IV, Fig. 3)  alternatlis (p. 81) 
LL. Sul)eaud:lls, more th:ln 110 
At.  Upper light stripe wit 
Fig.  5) rutl~venz (p. 64) 
MM. Upper light stripe unbordrred N 
N. 1,ateral liglit stripes prominent, well diffcrentiatcd from 
gronnd color (Pl. TII, Fig. 6) dunnz (p. 76) 
NN. L:~teral light stripes obscure ... 
luevis (11. 86) or slevini (p. 93)7 
J J .  A single light lateral stripe 0 
0 .  L ig l~ t  1atcr:il stripe on s 
hcathii (p. 77) 
00. Light lateral stripe iilvolving only scale rows 4 and 5 . . . . . . . . . .  P 
6 I and Q arc porposely ornitted in order tha t  confusion may be avoided. 
7 P:lrallelism malccs it difficult to separate cert:rin sl>cciincns of laevis and slevinz from 
c.acl~ o t l~er  or from iE?i?~771.  For ~ ~ S C L I S S ~ O I ~ ,  refer to 1). 35.  
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P. Stl ipc nmrow :1nd zlgzag in :tpl)ealance; total ventrals more 
than 308 (Pl. 111, Fig. 4) bmccsz (p. 59) 
PP. Stripe I)ronder and s t ~ a i g h t ;  total \eiitlals less than 308 (Pl. IV, 
Fig. 1) boddaertz (p. 66) 
HH. No lateral light stripes (oeeaslonnlly prescilt posteriorly in banded phase 
of lacuis, see p. 86) .. ..... ... ..... ..... .......... ... ................................. .................................... R 
R. Body p:lttern of narrow, liglrt crossbars anteriorly ... ..... . laevis (p. 86) 
RR. Body pattern 1:rclting; unico 
S. Abdo~ninnls, nsu:rlly less 
T. Total ventrals less than 297 vernccrucis (p. 91) 
T1'. 'I'ot:ll ventrals more than 297 
SS. Al)domlnals usually Inole t l~all  180 
laevts (p.  8 6 )  or alcvinz (p. 93) 
TI113 RIPOSSATUS GROUP 
Dr!jadophis h i fossat t~s  bifossatus (Raddi) 
Col~tber bifossat7~.~ Itaddi, 1820: 33 (type locality, Brazil; type, Museo Realc, Florence, 
number unknown). 
Gol~sbsr capistratr~c Lic l~tcns tc i~~,  1823: 104 (typc locality, Brazil; type, probably in the 
Museum f iir Naturkunde, Berlin) . 
CoI1cbcr lichtensteinii Wied, 1825: 493 (type locality, Bmzil; type, locatioll of type 
n ~ ~ k n o w n )  . 
Coli~bcr pantherinus (no11 Daudin) Sclllegel, 1837: 143, P1. V, Figs. 13  and 14 (typc 
lo~ r l i t y ,  St. Paul [Sgo Paulo], Brazil; type, location of type unltnown). 
DESCRIPTION.-At mid-body, where the dorsal pattern is most typical, the 
gronlid color (stratzcnz cowzezinz laclring) is yellow to white. Sllperinlposed 
npon this light ground color is a series (3147, nape to vent) of dark-inar- 
giiied, gray crossbands varying (middorsally) from 3 to 5 scales in length. 
The scales included i11 these dark crossbaiids are heavily stippled or fleclred 
with blaclc or darlr gray. Middorsally the crossbaiids are separated by 4-2; 
scales (average .8 scales). Laterally, these crossbancls are strongly con- 
sti-ictetl on the upper half of scale row 3 and the lowev half of scale row 4. 
Ventrally from this point the dark bands are somewhat narrower than they 
are ~niddorsally, and they extend broadly on the belly, where they become 
irregixlar in shape and are often brolren up into darlr blotclies. Posteriorly 
frorn mid-body the crossbancls become soniewhat shortcr and darker, owing 
to the increased darlr stipplings on the involved scales, and the degree of lat- 
eral constriction decreases and may be entirely laclring. 011 the tail the darlr 
crossbands are closer together and gradually pinch out the light ground 
color, to leave, toward the end of the tail, a dorsal color of clark gray, irregu- 
larly flecked with light. Anteriorly froin mid-body the darli crossbaiids 
lengtl~eii slightly and become oblique in shape. The lateral coilstrictions are 
more and inore emphasized, uiitil, on the fore part of the body and on the 
~leclr, the dorsal ground color breaks through to produce a patterii of 3 darlr- 
edged, gray blotches, 1 dorsally atid 1 laterally on either side. These are 
separated by a clear-cut streak of groulid color on the upper half of scale 
row 3 and the lower 11alP of scale row 4. The lateral spots arc, somem~llat 
shorter t l ~ a n  tlie correspontlilig dorsal spot, ;lad oil tlie i~rlcli all brealc u p  and 
become irregular (1'1. 11, Fig. 5).  
Tlie grouilcl color of t l i ~  liead is slipl~tly clarker t l ~ a ~ l  that ol' the body. 
Tlic rostra1 is ol~tlinetl with dark gray or black, leaving a ligEit spot in the 
center. A ciarlc gray crossba~ltl extends across tlie posterior lialf of the 
internasals, and another across tlie posterior half' ol' the prefrontals. A dark 
interorbital band covers three-loul*tlls of tlie snpraocl~lars ant1 fl*ontal. Tlle 
parietals are dark gray cucept a ron~ld  tlle anterior, iiietl~al, and lateral mar- 
gins, where the ground color persists. This dark volor extelltls lmsteriorly 
on the ilcclr to produce 2 paraventral dark stripes (\\hick fuse to form the 
first dorsal blotcli behind tlie ilecli), 3 4  scale rows in widtll ant1 separated 
iniddorsally by a light stripe of groniitl color; a seco~ld branch extends 
obliqllely l;~terxlly across the posterior teinporals and on t l ~ c  lurdr~.stu-f'ace of 
tlie ileclc. Tllc~se dorsal head marlrings 111a.v or may not have a very narrow 
light border outside t l ~ e  dark borders. On the head, laterally, tlle nostrils 
are nlottled with gray. The posterior half of t l ~ e  loreal is darlr, aiid this 
vertical stripe joins t l ~ e  prcfrontal stripe oil the upper surface of the head. 
The supralabials are light, with dark posterior inargilis. A broad dark gray 
stripe extentls obliclnely fro111 the eye to  the angle of the mouth. The infra- 
labials have dwrlc niargins; the cl1i11 and throat arc cream or xirl~itc, irrcgu 
larly inargilietl or fleclrecl ~ r i t h  blaclr (PI. I, Figs. 1 and 2 ) .  
Tlie ground color of the undersurfaces is cream to ~vhlte. Laterally, t l ~ c  
belly is broadly infringed lrpon by the dorsal crossbancis, which here oftrll 
brealr u p  illto large irregular blotches 117itl-1 light centers. Tlie dark 111ark- 
ings on the belly are extremely irregular and variable, rendering descriptioll 
almost impossible. Posteriorly, the dark blotclles break u p  into black flecalrs 
or stipplings and cover inore a i d  Inore of the undersnrface. On the tail tl~c. 
light ground color is allnost c.oniplctely o b s c ~ ~ ~ r e d  ~vitll blaclr or gray a~ i t l  
renlains only in t l ~ c  form of numerous white flcc.lcs. 
I n  specirneiis in which the st7,utlrnz C0?'71( I ~ T I L  is in place, the dorsal grouilcl 
color is brown, the posterior part  of each scale being soinewhat darlrer t l la~i  
the anterior. The dorsal erossbai~ds are of a darlrer hue, each scale fleckctl 
with gray or blaclr. The belly color varies fro111 yello~v to cream. 
The ventral scntellation is as follonis: ab(lominals, 161-85 (174) ; sr~b-  
caudals, 86-102 (95) ; total ventrals, 254-79 (269). 
RANGE.-T~~s ubspecies is fotlilct alolig the huniid east coast of Brazil 
from l3ahia sontliward to Rio Grande do Sul. Aloiig its llortherli and west- 
ern bounciaries it intergrades little by little, owr a \vide belt, with t l - ~ c r ) , j -  
u t ~ i s  (Map 1). 






PULCHRICEPS <POSITION p 
JIATERIAL ESANINED 
Locality (and lluseuil  Number) 
lirnzil (U.hl.M.Z. 62678-83) 
Miilns Geraes 
Brejaubn (I.B. 8365) 
Cedoderta (I.B. 638) 
Entrc Rios (C.M. 329) 
Sereno (U.S.N.M. 100G77) 
Simplicia (I .E.  9816) 
Rio Graiide do Sul 
Porto Alegre (B.hl. 86.10.4.11) 
Rio de Jaileiro (B.M. 55.10.16.281; M.C.Z. 5 i 0 ,  843 [2],  1387 [3 ] )  
Barra Mansa (I.B. 9814) 
Friburgo (I.B. 948) 
Manguiilhos (I.B. 726) 
RIoilte Serrat (Serro do Itatayia) (A.PI.S.11. 23044) 
Porto Real (B.BI. 87.12.29.8, 87.12.29.19-20) 
Uruably (C.M. 381) 
Vargeur h l e g ~ e  (I.B. 259) 
Volte Redonde (I.B. 258) 
RLo Paulo (A.M.N.H. 25516-18; B.M. 1908.5.22.3; F.M.N.II. 19393; 1I.C.Z. 16689, 
17788, 17968-70; U.1CI.M.Z. G2720-23) 
Bellto Carvalho (I.B. 9780) 
Bocaina (I.B. 9800) 
But:rntBn (R1.C.Z. 62808) 
Casa Branca (U.;\I.>I.Z. 79644) 
Coli~ln (I.B. 9791) 
Crystaes (I.R. 9813) 
Gallia (I.B. 9779) 
Guararema (U.S.N.RI. 100732) 
Guasinduva (U.S.K.hI. 100743) 
J a f a  (U.RI.1M.Z. 79643) 
Jundiai  (I.B. 9817) 
Luis (I.B. 9818) 
Xovo Horizo~lte (I.B. 9812) 
PantellLo (I.B. 7250) 
T:~ipas (I .B. 2161) 
V:lllinhos (I.B. 9789) 
VA~1~~10~ . -P rac t i~a l l J -   the niaterial a t  liand originated i11 the state 
of SBo Panlo or in that of Rio de Janeiro. As a result, any discussion of 
geographic variation in this species is impossible. Individual variation is 
~iiost noticeable in the ventral pattern, where there is a treniendous variation 
in frequency and intensity of the dark blotching, ~vhich could be adequately 
sllomr~~ only through illustration. TJTith increased age (as determined 
through length) the dark belly nlarl<i~lgs becollie more regular-that is, the 
blotches become more closelj~ associated with the lateral spots-and the 
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black, very intense in juveniles, fades to gray. Variation in scutellatioil and 
in other characters shows no geographic correlation and is very slight. 
~ F F ~ N I T I E S . - T ~ ~  affinities of this form are talcel? u p  in  the discussioii of 
triseriatzcs, and its origin is treated under the discussion of the group. 
Ds-jyadophis bifossatus tl-iseriatus (Amaral) 
L)rt/tt~obincs bzfossatus t~7ccrzut1is Amaral, 1931:  86 (type locality, Taunay, Mato Grosso; 
type, I.B., No. 5395). 
DESCRIPTION.-At mid-body the dorsal ground color (stratum corncum 
lacking) is gray, stippled with blaclr. Typically, the pattern coiisists of a 
series of somewhat darker, blaelr-edged, dorsal rhombs (35, neclr, to 47, vent), 
varying in  shape from squarish to almost round. Middorsally these spots 
are 3 to 5 scale rows in length and are separated by 1-2 (average, 1.2) scales 
of ground color. Corresponding to, aiid considerably shorter than, these 
dorsal spots is a lateral blotch on either side. Like the dorsal rhombs these 
are dark gray with a narrow black border. They are separated from the 
dorsal spot by ground color on the upper half of scale r o ~ 7  3 aiid on the lower 
hall  of scale row 4. The separation of the dorsal and lateral blotches is not 
in  all instances complete, and may resolve into a pattern similar to that in  
bifo.ssalzss, but with the lateral constriction of the crossbaiids more pro- 
no~ulced. The lateral spots barely extend on the belly and i11 some instailces 
are evidenced oiily by stipplings on the outer ends of the ventrals. Posteri- 
orly, the dorsal blotches are somewhat shorter and their separation from the 
lateral ones is less coinplete. The dark stippling on the ground color also 
increases and in soine i~lstai~ces becomes so illteiise that both dorsal and 
lateral spots are completely obliterated. On the tail the stippling is progres- 
sively more dense and toward the end is solid blaclr. No traces of the pat- 
ler.11 of rhombs or crossbands exists, and the tail presents an irregular 
pattern of light flecks or spots on a blaclr ground color. Anteriorly, the 
dorsal spots lengthen slightly ai~cl becollie oblique in shape. A narrow light 
inargin appears outside the broader dark lnargiii of some of the spots. Sepa- 
ration b e t ~ ~ c e n  dorsal and lateral spots is coinplete (PI. 11, Fig. 6).  
The grouild color of the upper surface of the Iiead and iieclr is dark gray, 
111 soine instances so intense as to obliterate all traces of pattern. Typically, 
the piitten1 consists of a series of darlr crossbaiicls similar to those in bzfos- 
s(ht11.s (one on the posterior half of the internasals, another on the posterior 
half of the prefrontals, and a third forming an interorbital band).  Darlrer 
spots occupy inost of the parietals, aiid in  lighter-colored specimens these 
spots extend posteriorly on the neclr as 2 longitudinal darlr stripes (sepa- 
rated midclorsally), which fuse to form tllc first dorsal blotch. The second 
branch of each of tliese lines, which extends posteriorly in  an  oblique direc- 
tion across the sides of the neck in blfossat~~s, is barely discernible in  this 
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form. The ground color of the sides of the head is cream or yellow, all the 
scales being heavily fleclred with brown. 9 trace of a dark stripe extends 
from the eye to the angle of the mouth, but i t  is irregular and not distinct. 
The supralabials possess a clarlr posterior border which inay widen to inclucle 
inost of each labial. The iilfralabials are yellow or cream, each with a blacli 
posterior border. 
The chin, throat, anti undersurface of the belly are cream, either im~nacn- 
late or lightly stippled 1vit11 gray. Laterally, the ventrals are slightly in- 
fringed upon by the lateral spots. Posteriorly, the dark stippling iacreases, 
and the luldersurface of the tail beconzes black, heavily flecked with cream. 
I n  specii~lens in which the strutu17~ corlzezun is in place, the dorsal color 
and pattern consist of shades of brown rather than of gray, and the uncler- 
surfaces are cream or yellow. 
The ventral scutellation is as follows: abdominals, 169-81 (175) ; sub- 
caudals, 88-99 (92)  ; total ventrals, 263-78 (269). 
R A N O E . - T ~ ~  range of this s~lbspecies extends throughout the dry  lands 
of central and western Brazil aiicl eastern Bolivia, from Cear& and Parahyba, 
south~vard to the Argentine. Through Bahia and eastern Goyaz, Minas 
Geraes, and Mato Grosso it  intergrades broadly with bifossat~cs.  To the 
north, through the isolated savanna areas of the Amazon basin, i t  merges 
into s t ~ i a t z t s  (Map 1). 
MATERIAL EXAMINED 
Locality (and Museun~ Number) 
Argentina (A.M.X.H. 17576) 
Bolivia 
Buena Vista (U.M.M.Z. GO72G, 64161, 69376) 
Ixiamas (A.M.N.H. 22464) 
Brazil 
Baturit6 (Cear j )  (B.M. 97.12.29.18) 
Mato Grosso (I.B. 3432) 
Santa Philomena (I.B. 1697) 
Tllerezina (I.B. 511) 
I have also exaillined the followiiig 2,ifossatzt~-t?*ise~~iufz~s intergrades: 
Brazil 
Bahia (A.M.N.H. 36152; B.M. 61.3.23.10; M.C.Z. 1184 [2]) 
Santa Luzia (I.B. 3208) 
Goyaz (M.C.Z. 9883) 
Campinas (I.B. 4478, 6177, 6490) 
Mato Grosso 
Agachi (I.B. 7746, 8809) 
Albuquerque (I.B. 4535-36, 4630) 
Aquidauana (I.R. 5579, 6222, 6225, 6544) 
Arapu& (I.B. 5496, 5631) 
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Cnmpo Gr:~ndc (J.B. 8456) 
Corrcntcs (I.B. 7327) 
Corombh (13.M. 92.4.20.12; I.B. 5500, 7888, 8161-62) 
Qnaicurus (I.B. 9815) 
Jaraglia (I.B. 7781) 
Miranda (1.B. G133) 
Mnt6m (I.B. 3612) 
Porto Esperanyn (T.R. 8019, 8281) 
Ribciro Claro (I.B. 7740) 
Taunay (1.13. 6843, 6262, 6489, 6533, 6554, 6612, 6902, 7791) 
Teneros (1.17. 7741, 9069) 
Tres Lagoas (I.R. 5970) 
Urueum (F.M.N.H. 9243) 
Victoriano (T.B. 7667, 781 3) 
Minas Gcracs (M.C.Z. 3024) 
Montes Claros (I.R. 5985) 
Pcrn:~mbueo (l3.M. 44.1.9.22, 44.7.20.11, 44.7.20.16) 
Sergipe 
Paeataha (T.B. 7491) 
Paraguay 
Asunci6n (R.M. 94.30.14.33, 1930.11.27.188-90) 
VARIATION.-O~~~ 9 specillleiis of this forni, from widely separated locali- 
ties, were available, and hence any discussion of its variation is impossible. 
AFFINITIES.-The relatioilship betweeii triseriatzcs and bifossat~ss is one 
of the closest of any in  the elitire genus, and tlie region of intergradation 
between the two extends over a very large area. The conclusions as to inter- 
mediates are based largely oil the very fine series of specimeils collected a t  
different points along the railway froin Tres Lagoas to Corumbh, Mato 
Grosso. The first speciiiieii with the typical pattern of triseriatzcs is from 
MutGn~, Mato Grosso ; froin that  point westward to Coranibb, where several 
typical specimeas of D7fossutzcs appear, the entire population displays all the 
characters of intergradation typical of the genus. There are 3 types of 
specilneiis found: typical D~fossatzis, typical triscriatscs, and others which 
represent a n  i l~te~lnediate  condition. Although lriseriatz~s-lilte specimens 
make n p  tlie greater par t  of this population, it is suspected that if more 
material were availablc from the region of Tres J~agoas, Arapuii, and MutGm, 
where Difossatzis would be expected to preclomiiiate, the number of speei- 
lnens of each type inight well balance. 
Because the majority of the intergrades are fro111 localities near the tri- 
rcriat~is border, i t  is necessary to divide the populatioii into an  easterii group 
and a western group so that comparisoiis along the line of intergradation 
may be made. Assuming that the intergradiiig population extends from Vie- 
toriallo to a point west of Cornmbh, one may draw the dividing line through 
Correiltes as the approximate niid-point. The specimens, divided into the 3 
classes referred to above, may be charted as in Table IX (number of speci- 
inens followed by per ceiit of total in pareiitlleses) . 
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I t  should be noted that in each locality specirnees similar to tlie adjacent 
for111 predominate, whereas typical intcrmecliates aiict specirilei~s similar to 
the other forin nialre u p  only about one-fourth of the entire populatioa. 
Because i t  seeins clear that the band of intergradation is broad, rather 
than on the basis of actual material, of which there is little, the specinlens 
frorn Goyaz, Bahia, Pernainbuco, and Sergipe are collsideretl i~ltergrades. 
It should be reiterated a t  this point that hifossictz~s is apparently restricted 
to the rain forest o l  the plateau slopes and narrow lowlands, and that trl- 
seviatws inhabits the clryer canzpos and c a t ~ ~ i g a s  to the west and north. I t  
should also be pointed out that the type locality of triscriatus is Tannay, 
Mato Grosso, a locality ill which the popr~lation, altliongh made up of inter- 
grades, is like triscriatus in pattern. 
A tliscussion of the relationship of these 2 forrns to st r ia tz ts  is illeluded 
in  the diseltssioll of s t n a t m .  
Drj~adophis  bifossntus st?-iatzcs (Arnaral) 
Dryrnobz7~s bifos.ratt~s striutus Amaral, 1931: 86 (type locality, Villavieenrio [Colornbi:~] ;
type, I. L., number unknown). 
~ESCRIPTION.-T~~ ground color of the dorsal surface (stvatunt cornezLttL 
lacliiizg) is white with a rufous tinge, each scale being slightly stippled 01- 
flecked with blacli. A t  mid-body the pattern consists of a series of blaclr- 
margined crossbands (50-62, neck to vent) produced by the irregular blacli 
rnarlriiig on the scales involved. These crossbands are 2-2; scales long inid- 
dorsally and graclually narrow down, a t  the fourth scale row, to about 1 scale 
in  length. Below this point the bands retain that length and infringe rather 
strongly on the ventral surface. The crossbaiids are separated by -A-1 
scale. I'osteriorly, the ground color becomes darlier, because of an increase 
in  the dark stippliiigs on tlie scales, and the crossbands become somewhat 
obscure. The crossbands are slightly narro\rler than a t  mid-body and are 
somewllat more closely placed. On the tail the gronl~d color becomes pro- 
gressively darker and is eve~ltually pinched out by the darlier crossbaads, 
so that the color near the end of' the tail is a solid blaclr, touched in some 
specimens with occasioiial lighter fleclis. Anteriorly, frorrl mid-body, the 
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dark crossbaiicls becollie slightly broader and oblique in shape and are broken 
into 3 seginents-one midclorsally and one on either side, where the ground 
czolor breaks through on either side of the upper half of scale row 3 and on 
tlie lower half of scale row 4. On the neck the grounci color is dark gray and 
tlie clorsal pattern is extreinel y irregular and broken up (Pl. 11, Fig. 4).  
Above, the groluicl color of the head is dark gray, and upon this ground 
color is superimposed a pattern similar in all respects to that of D~fossatzcs. 
Briefly, this consists of a dark internasal band, another band across the pos- 
terior half of the prefrontals, and a third which is interorbital. The whole 
ceiltral part ol' each parietal is dark; this color extends posteriorly on the 
~lecli to Form 2 darlc paraveritral stripes, which soon fuse to form the first 
dorsal blotch. Another streak of this darker shade exteiids from the parie- 
tals posteriorly in an oblique direction across the posterior temporals and on 
the undersurface of the neclr, where i t  breaks up. Laterally, the head is 
dark gray, and all the scales ].lave irregular dark markings. The anterior 
supralabials are pale pinlr, with black posterior margins. A dark streak ex- 
tends from the eye to the angle of the mouth. The infralabials are piiilc, 
with darlr posterior ~liargiils ;the chin aiid throat are of the same color with 
irregular dark fleckings. 
The belly is pinkish, with irregular gray blotches (less exteiisive than ill 
bifossatzcs), and is laterally infriiiged upon by the dorsal crossbands. Pos- 
teriorly, the belly is progressively more heavily stippled m~itli black to the 
tail, on ~vhich the ground color is black with nuinerous light fleclcs and 
stipplings. 
111 specimens which retain the stratz~nz corneunt, the dorsal ground color 
is reddish brown, that of the crossbailds is darker brown, and the color of 
the upper surface of the head is a very dark brown. The labials and under- 
surfaces have a pinltish ground color. 
The ventral sclxtellatioil is as follows: abdominals, 173-89 (180) ; sub- 
caudals, 92-105 (100) ; total ventrals, 279-81 (280). 
RANGE.-T~~s form probably is widespread throughout the savannas of 
eastern Colombia, southern Venezuela and the Guianas, and northern Brazil 
(north of the Aniazon) . I t  probably intergrades broadly with triseriatz~s 
througl.1 the isolated savannas of the Amazon basin (Map 1). 
MATERIAL EXAMINED 
Locality (aiid Museum Number) 
Colo~nbia 
Villavicencio (I.L. 25, 26; M.C.Z. 19200, 31908-9; U.M.M.Z. [not catalogucd-local- 
ity in doubt]) 
The following striatzcs-trise~iatus intergrades have been examined : 
Venezuela. 
Arnbupu (A.M.N.11. 36059-60 ; U.M.M.Z. 85271) 
V A R I A T I O N . - I ~ ~ ~ S ~ U ~ L C ~ ~  as 1 have had access to only 6 specillieils of this 
species, representing but a single locality, it is impossible to present any dis- 
cussion of variation in  this form. It should bc rlotcd that, on the basis of the 
material available, there is a marked indication of tremendous sexual cli- 
morpllism with respect to the number of abclolriiual scutes, as iildicated in 
Table X. 
AFFINITIES.-O~~~ the relationships of this species to the other 2 members 
of the group need to be rrientioned here. Although Difossufz~s and triseriatus 
ditjfer from each other in  pattern alone, s t~ . ia t~rs  may be separated from them 
on the basis of scutellatioil (total veiitrals) as well as on tlie basis of pattern. 
In  other words, this form seelns better differentiated ant1 has apparently 
bee11 isolated from the other 2 for a consider*able period of time. I n  Table 
XI clifl'erenees in ventral scntellatioa are iilclicat etl. 
Intergradation between strialus and t r i sc r ia t~~s  is indicated i l l  specinlens 
from Arabupn, Venezlxela. Scattered throughout the Aillazoniali forest are 
local patches of savannas which, in  all probability, form a broken ehaiii from 
the canapos of the Guianas to those of Par& a i d  further cwllecting i n  those 
areas may reveal that there is a. gradual transitioll between friscriat~rs arid 
.slt8ratu.s. 
I t  is ciifficnlt to say which of the other 2 subspecies stt.ialzcs iliost closely 
resembles. The corrlpletcness of the erossballds intlicates a close relatio~lship 
lo t~tfossatus, but the slightly greater nrlmbel. of crossbailds ailct the black 
tail indicate a 1~~zserznlzc.s relatio~lship. On tlle basis ol' the belly pattern it 
is intermediate. Geograpliically, it is closer to tt.iscrlatw. This problem is 
more adequately discllssed in the following section. 
ORIGIN AND AFFINITIES 01" 7'11E BIFOSSAT  US (YTIIOUP 
The Difossatus group, with its banded adnlt pattern, lower number of 
dorsal scale rows, and greater number of iliasillary teeth, appears to contain 
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the inost "primitive" forins in the entire genus. Little or no specialization 
is evident in the group, but the pattern has progressed from the prototypic 
alternating series of dorsal and lateral blotches to the more advanced con- 
tinuous dorsal bands or derivatives thereof. In  this respect i t  has paralleled 
the condition existing in the juveniles of dorsal,is, laeuis, nzelanolomus, and 
vcraccrzccis i11 the melwnolonzus group. Because of its having retained this 
< I  primitiveness," the bifossatus group may be assumed to be the most ancient 
in the genus; its evolution inay have been retarded by its having existed, 
throughout its history, under conditions similar to those in which the proto- 
type had its inception. I ts  increase in size (it  is one of the largest of the 
few colubrines existing in South America) inay possibly be the result of a 
favorable habitat, which has enabled i t  to prosper in the almost conlplete 
absence of competing colubrines. 
The history of the bifossatzis group has been relatively uneventful as 
coinpared with that of other groups in the genus. The areas inhabited by 
the various forms have been fairly stable geologically over a long period. 
The Archignayanan shield and the Plano Alto, which form the greater part 
of its range, have remained almost unchanged throughout the Cenozoic, 
though much of the Amazon basin has been covered by fresh-water lakes of 
considerable size during the same era. Since i t  is thus restricted in its 
range, an explanation of its present distribution is relatively simple. 
The prototype of the group apparently had its inception on the Guiana 
highlands of southern Venezuela, the Guianas, and northern Brazil, some- 
time during the early Cenozoic, froin a form which invaded South Amer- 
ica froin North America prior to the mid-Eocene. That this region was the 
ancestral home of the generic prototype is evident. The reasons for this 
assertion are discussed else~~rhere in this paper. This bifossatus prototype 
was probably very similar in pattern and scutellation to pulclzriceps, except 
that i t  possessed 17 rows of dorsal scales. From the Guiana highlands the 
form spread southward on the Plano Alto and invaded most of South 
America east of the region now covered by the Andes and south to Paraguay. 
The reversal of the Ainazon River during the Miocene and the subsequent 
development of the Amazonian lowlands, with their luxuriant rain forest, 
split this wide-ranging form into 2 populations, one to the north of the 
Amazon and the other to the south. With this effective barrier between the 
2 lv~pnlatioiis, differentiati011 was iaaugnrated. This first differentiation 
probably tool< the form of a recluction in the number of ventral scutes, which 
might be interpreted as peripheral reduction such as that in slevini, verae- 
crzrcis and brziesi. I t  is possible that while this was talring place the pattern 
of alternating dorsal and lateral blotches changed to one of continuous 
bands. After the split into 2 populations, some of the southern population 
appears to have invaded the more humicl regions of the plateau slope, while 
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ill tlie west, on tlie dry lands, the original type persisted. 111 these 2 cliverse 
localities, the original southern type gradually differentiated into 2 different 
forms, bifossatus and triseriatus, but so slightly that a broad region of inter- 
gradation persists even today. Tllc irortlierii population, 011 the otlrcr hand, 
gavc rise to striatzcs. 
Thus, although apparently there was differentiation, i t  had not pro- 
gressetl far. eiro~lgh to preclude interbreeding between striatus and triseri- 
atus when interbreeding becaine geograpliically possible. In, the final stage 
3 subspecics have been produced ; of these 2 are extremely close to each other, 
but the third is a well-differentiate form which has joined the other 2 
secondarily. The phylogenetic outline of Figure 4 indicates the relation- 
ships of the forms as I conceive them. 
PROTOTYPE 
FIG. 4. Kelatioilsliips of the for~iis  of the bifossatzts group. 
POSITION UNCERTAIN 
Ilrycndopl~is pulchl-iceps (Col~e)  
Mastbcop7~zs pulc7~~iceps Cope, 1868 : 105 (type locality, Plntcnu Valley of Quito [Ecua- 
dor] ; type, U.S.N.M. No. 6704 [existence doubtful]). 
Colt~ber fasczatus Roseii, 1905:  172, PI. XI, Fig. 2 (type loc:tlity, Ecu:~dor; tjpc, Luiid 
Museum, number unknown). 
DESCRIPTION.-This poorly understood species appears to have the com- 
bined characters of the bifossatus and Doddaerti-like groups. I n  possessiiig 
but 8 supralabials and a banded adult pattern, it resembles the bifossatus 
group, but its 17 rows of dorsal scales indicate a relationship to the bod- 
daerti series. 
I n  alcohol ( s t ra tum cor~zezc?7a lacliiirg) the dorsal pattern to the vent con- 
sists of a series of 30-50 dai-lr gray, black-edged, rectangular blotches which 
extend from scale row 5 on one side to scale row 5 oil the other. Laterally, 
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aiid alternating with tliesc dorsal blotches, is a series of spots similar in color 
and shape to the dorsal ones and extellding from the ventral scutes to dorsal 
scale row 4. Although these lateral and dorsal blotches are generally fused, 
there is a distinct tendency for thein to be separated by a narrow, light 
lateral line formed by white fleclrings on scale rows 4 and 5. These series 
of blotches, both dorsal and lateral, are separated one Prom another by light 
crossbands formed by a white border and a gray center on each scale in the 
band. At mid-body the clar*li blotches are 3 4  scales in length and the inter- 
vening light bands are 1-2 scales lolig. Posteriorly on the body the light 
bands are progressively some~vhat shorter, and there is a distinct tendency 
for the dorsal and lateral blaclr blotclies to be opposite rather than to alter- 
nate. On the tail, the latter conclition is typical, aiid the pattern becomes 
a series of long dorsal bands separated (except along the lower scale rows on 
either side) by short, light bancls. Anteriorly on the body, both the light 
bancls and the dark blotches become slightly longer, and the latter tend to 
become irregular aiid often obliquely placed. On the iieclr and extreme fore 
part of the body the lateral line mentioned above becomes intensified on scale 
rows 4 and 5 and generally prochlces complete separation of dorsal and 
lateral dark blotches. 
The head pattern is variable, but has certain general, stable character- 
istics. The rostra1 is blaclr with a small median light spot or narrow vertical 
line and with a light superior border. The internasals and prefrontals are 
light, with a narrow blaclr border and a darlr media11 spot. The frontal and 
supraoculars are rnottled blaclr and gray, and all have a narrow white border. 
The parietals are blaclr, with a narrow ~ v l ~ i t e  border which medially com- 
bines with its neighbor to proclilce a inecliaii white stripe oil the posterior 
part of the head. Laterally, the nasals, loreal, lower half of the preocular, 
lower postoenlar, and lo~ver temporals are blaclr, a blaclr stripe being thereby 
produced. This stripe divides on the posterior labials and sends one branch 
to the angle of the mouth and another to the first dorsal blotch, which is 
divided by a white line medially. This light line on the nape extends for- 
ward and splits a t  the parietals, to send one branch forward on either side 
across the upper temporals to produce a V-shaped, wliite fignre. The supra- 
labials are white, mottled, or fleclred with blaclr. A darlr stripe extends 
obliquely from the base of the orbit across labials 4, 5, and 6 to the mouth. 
The infralabials are blacli, with wbitc iliedian spots which in some instances 
extend to the mouth. The chili and throat are blaclr, fleclred with white. 
The belly is blaclr or of a mottled pattern of blaclr, gray, and ~vhite, and the 
niajority of the ventral scutes have, on either side, a lateral white spot. 
These spots tend to disappear posteriorly. The uiidersnrface of the tail is 
blaclr or gray (Pl. 11, Figs. 1-3). 
The ventral scutellation of this Eorln is as follo~vs: abdoniiiials, 171-85 
(180) ; subcandals, 84-99 (93) ; total ventrals, 264-84 (275). 
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~LANOE.-XO fa r  as is lrno~mi, this species is restricted to the Guayinas 
basin and the more hnniid habitats of west central Ecuador (Map 1). 
MATERIAL EXAMINED 
Locality (and Museum Nniiiber) 
ICcundor 
B;~lz:~pnnlba (11.hI.N.11. :15952) 
Goayaquil (U.S.N.M. 62803-7) 
EIulgra, Rio Cliiqnancy (A.N.S. 18134, 1812G) 
Pasago (A.M.N.11. 22098) 
Penaherrera (U.M.RI.Z. 83712) 
Wcst Brundor (I3.M. 60.6.16.57, 60.6.16.64-65) 
VARIATION.-TOO few speciinei~s of this perplexing species liave beer1 
available to afford a very conlplete discussion of variation. Not only does 
pctlcJ~?*iceps ileed further study, but also, DodcZacrlc in western Ecuador is not 
satisfactorily lino~lii. It is niost difficult to clistiiiguish between juvenile 
boddacrli and pz~lchriceps in  this region, but pz~ l chr~ccps  i readily identified 
by tlie p~ossessioii of only 8 supralabials. Unforhuiately, there are occasional 
specinlens with 9 snpralabials and a Sew bocldaert, with but  8. In these 
iilsla~iccs one ninst rely upoll the very dark vcntrnm of pzclchriccps for 
icle~~tification. 
AFFINITIES.-As previously indicated, pz~ l c l~~ . i c cps  probably is very like 
the 1,rototyl,e of t l ~ e  lltire genus, and has apparently sl)ccialized oiily in  the 
of tlre suilluber oS illaxillary tcetll ;illcl ol' the ~ ~ u m b c ~ r  of supra- 
labials. It has been poiiited out above that this form is intermediate be- 
tween the bifossalz~s gvollp and the Dodduc7,li-like species, tliough neither of 
tllcse has sprung clirectly frorn it. D. pt~lchriceps probably represents, 
rather, a slightly specialized offslioot of the prototype. I t  tl~erefore seems 
fairly certain that tlie form is a relict whicll has i11 some nlanner become 
isolated in  western Ecuador. This isolation was undoubtedly bronght about 
by the elevation of the Andes, possibly during tlie Miocene. Geological evi- 
dence indicates that the Andes were first folded during tlie Cretaceous and 
that peneldanatioii took place tllrougliout the carly Cenozoic. I11 the Mio- 
cene were begun the elevation and s~~bsequent  erosion which pi-odueed 
mature land Po~.nis, ant1 further elevatioil toolr place during thc Pliocene and 
Pleistocene. I t  l i i ~ ~ s t  be assliinctl that the carly foldi~lg resulted in  sufficient 
elevation to prodnce fairly arid coliclitions along the west coast of Soutli 
ilineriea, since the prototype of tlie genus seems to liave occupied arid, but 
not desert, habitats. Tlle bird distribution along western South Anlerica 
indicates that such climatic conditions prevailed (Chapman, 1926 : 73). 
The prototype of 2)7~lclr~~iccps wa distributed o\rrr ii~ost of northern Sonth 
America, and, by means of tlie elevation of tlie Ancles, mras separated into 
eastern and western pop~llatioiis; later evolr~tion car~sed the replacement 
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of the prototype in tlie east, but the more "primitivev characters were re- 
tained in the west (Ecuador). This is substantiated by Chapman's dis- 
covery of a parallel condition i11 birds (Chapman, 1926 : 62-74). Appar- 
ently, pulchriceps has not spread solrthm~~rd oil account of the very arid 
I'eruvian coast, and i t  has not spread northward because of the humid Choco. 
TI-IE PLEEI GROUP 
Dryadophis pleei8 (Dum6ril and Bibron)  
Dron~icus pleei Dum6ril and Bibron, 1854: 661 (type locality, Martiiiique [undoubtedly 
a11 error] ; typcs, Museum National d'IIistoirc Naturellc, Nos. 1255, 3549, and 7355). 
Ilcipelodryas qtsa~aquelancalus Steindaehiier, 1870: 346 (typc loe:tlity, Rio Vaup6s [Brazil 
or Colombia] ; typc, Zoologisclies lns t i tu t  der Universitiit Wien, number unlinown). 
Dromicus (Alsophis) n1aczr1zvatta.s Peters, 1877: 458 (type locality, Calabozo [Venezuela] ; 
type, probably in Zoologisclle Museum, Berlin, number unlmown). 
Alsop~ais pulcher Garmnn, 1887: 283 (type locality, Testigos Island; type, M.C.Z. No. 
6146). 
DESCRIPTION.-A~ adequate description of this species would require a 
separate discussion of each inclividual. Examination of numerous speci- 
inens indicates, however, that all individual variations are merely slight de- 
partures from a basic pattern type. This basic type is produced by a dark- 
ening of various parts of the scales with varying shades of gray or brown, 
depending on the state of preservation. The typical form may be described 
as follows: scale row 9 (middorsal row) is light. The upper half of scale 
row 8 on each side is blaclr; there is, therefore, a dorsal dark stripe with a 
light center. The lower half of scale row 8 and the upper half of scale row 
7 are light. Scale row 6, like scale row 9, is light and is bordered on either 
side by a black stripe, caused by the darkening of the lower half of scale 
row 7 and of the upper half of scale row 5. So striking is the blaclr, and so 
flecked with gray or blaclr are the light scales (with the exception of the 
upper half of scale row 7 a i d  the lower half of scale row 8, which remain 
very light), that a pattern of 3 dark dorsal stripes is formed. These appear 
to be located on scale rows 5, 6, aiid 7 on each side, and middorsally on scale 
rows 8, 9, aiid 8. These darli dorsal stripes all have lighter centers. Later- 
ally, the lower half of scale row 5, all of scale row 4, and the upper half of 
scale row 3 are light, thus producing a broad, light lateral stripe. The lower 
half of scale row 3 and the upper half of scale row 2 are black, producing a 
narrow clarlr stripe ; the lower half of scale row 2 and all of scale row 1 are 
light. 
About a third of the distance posteriorly on the body the 3 dark dorsal 
8 As I liavc bee11 1111;rl~lc to es ;~~n ine  tlie types of this form, i t  is with some hesitancy 
tha t  I use the name. My friend, E. R. Dunn, informs me tha t  there is, in the Academy 
of Natural  Seicnces of Philadelphia, a specimen which he believes to be one of the cotypes. 
Dunn's description leaves little doubt as  to the identity of that  specimen. 
stripes fuse to procluce a 1mtter.n Illore like that Uound in the Ooddaer*ti and 
alternatus groups. This may be described as a darli dorsal ground color 
with 2 lateral light stripes-the upper 011 scale rows 3, 4, and 5, bordered 
above and below by a narrow darlr line, and the other on scale rows 1 and 2, 
and bordered above by a narrow dark band. 
The upper surface of' the head has the dorsal ground color and is heavily 
mottled with darlrer shades. Laterally, the head is somewhat lighter, but 
bears a broad dark streak ~~d l i ch  extends froin the nostril through the eye and 
across the temporals. In many specimens this is continuous with the more 
lateral of the dorsal darlr stripes. The supralabials are light, with a very 
dark inferior border which in sonle cases extends upward and enters the 
orbit. The infralabials, chin, and throat are light, very heavily mottled with 
darlr gray. This rnottling lnay extend posteriorly to the belly, which is light, 
and there produce a mid-ventral smudge. Tlie undersurface of the tail is 
oP the same color as is the belly. Laterally, the belly and underside of the 
tail are infringed upon by the dorsal ground color, the limits of which are 
never definite. I n  living speciinens the lighter shades appear to be yellow 
or cream and the darlier parts are either blaclr or very dark brown (Pl. I, 
Figs. 3 and 4, PI. 111, B1igs. 1 and 2). 
The ventral scutellation of this species is as follows: abdominals, 171-91 
(183) ; s~ibcaudals, 83-105 (94) ; total ventrals, 263-94 (277). 
~%ANGE.-T~~s species ranges over the Inore arid parts of Colombia and 
Venezuela, and is lrnown from Margarita and Tcstigos Islands. I t  has also 
invaded Central Anlerica along the Pacific coast to as far north as Panama 
City (Map 2) .  
MATERIAL EXAMINED 
Locality (and Museum Number) 
Crntral Americ:~ (U.S.E.M. 123-74) 
Colombia 
Barranrluilla (I.L. 5) 
Uonda (C.M. 177-82, 186) 
CiBnag:~ (G.hl. 1982.(i 16.24-27) 
C6cuta (I.L. 5) 
ITond:~ (I.L. 3; U.&I.M.Z., uncnt:rlogued) 
Jcric6 (I.L. 2) 
La Mesa (I.TJ. 7)  
Rosario dc C6ruta (l3.M. 89.8.23.8) 
Sabanxlarga (A.M.N.H. 35791) 
Snn  Pedro (A.M.N.TI. 35747, 35750, 35791) 
Valellcia (U.M.M.Z. 54956) 
Valparaiso (C.M. 202) 
Panama  
Clocle Province (U.M.M.Z. 83514) 
Isthmus of Panama (T3.M. 1905.7.10.3) 
Savannas of pan am:^ (U.M.M.Z., uncxtalogucd) 
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'I'cstigos Tsl:?ncl (M.C.Z. 6146 [type, f!l,oplrtc p ~ t l c l r o  1 )  
V e n c ~ r ~ c l : ~  (11.N.S. 5G01; T3.M. 4G.7.23.- 1 one of types of ~ c ~ p p t r ] )  
Cacnguilcto (C.M. 2009, 2020) 
Mmguritn. 1hl:rnd (l3.M. 190(i.X.14.34; 1p.R.I K.11. 3678; 1J.S.N.R.I. 23533, 70225) 
hI~i1(1o7:~ (U.M Rf.7;. 57396) 
VARIAT~~N.-A coiirl>lete tlisc114s~oii of tlie variatron t'orrild in tlie pattern 
of pleci would require detailed description of' each intlividual specimen. 
As has been pojlited o ~ ~ t ,  tlie variations iiiay al l  bc c.onsiclerec1 as departures 
from the basic patter11 type prcviolisly clescribecl. Altliol~gll the majority 
of these departures are brouglit about by sliglit \.ariatioils in the color of but 
a. few individual scales, the Sew variations can produce wsi effect of having 
alteretl tlie pattern completely. To illustrate, one of tlie   no st coimnoiz vari- 
ants is caused by tlte cliaiige i l l  certain scales above the broad, lateral liglit 
stripe, these silalcs having ttalterr on a i i i ~ ~ c l ~  ligliter color or llavisig liglit 
borders. I11 iliasly iiistair~es these scalcs are arranged in rows across the 
clorsuirt, and the eflcct is a handed pattern, since ilte 3 dorsal darlr stripes 
seem to have been obliterated. Actually, tlie dorsal darlr stripes reinail1 and 
are  merely interrupted a t  iatervals by these liglrter bands, but  tlre cye snb- 
ordinates the longitudinal stripes to tlie white crossbands. 
Another pattern variation of considerable freqlleilcy is produced by the 
reduction of the blaclr stripe separating the 2 liglit lateral stripes. It often 
Eiappeils that this darlr stripe is reduced to a inere narrow streak in tlle 
ceilter of scale row 3, aiid occasioirally i t  is lackiilg aiid scale rows 1, 2, 3, 4, 
aiid tlic lower half of 5 are left light, except for dark fleclriiigs on some of the 
scalcs. Tliere are other variations-too nuinerous and too coinplex to de- 
s c r i h c w h i c h  are  produced by white or black scale margins, by various darlr 
strealrings on other scales, and by remnants of jllveiiile pattern, and wliich 
have neither geographic or phylogeiletic significance. 
Variations in  scutellatiosr artd in  pattern are for the most pa r t  witliout 
significance. I t  shoultl be reiterated, ho~irever, wit11 reference to the n~linber 
ol' ;~btlotrlinal st~utcs, that sexual dimorphism is greater in  plcci tlian in  any 
other form in  tlie gcn~ls. Geograpllic variation is slight and is entirely laclr- 
iiig in  trends. Specimens froin the Bogoth region are almost identical with 
those fro111 the lolver Magtlalrria Valley, thougl.1 both groups have a sliglitly 
greater ~ i i ~ n i b r r  of ab(Ionzilla1 aiicl total ventral sclitcs tlian liave the Mar- 
garita Island specimciis. Tllere is 110 such variation, howe~er ,  as is fonnd is1 
t r l l c t ~ n c r ~ ~ r r  (tliscnsscd boIo\v). 
~ ~ 1 ~ ' 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ . - ~ l t h o n g l l  the identity of cleriratives of plcei is inore or less 
obvious, tlie progenitor of tliis species is lost in oblivion, and the character of 
tlie prototype from which it developed is open to conjecture. The clear 
differentiation of all nicnlbers of this group and tlie fact that 1 species lras 
reached Grenada, the Grenadines, and St. Vincent, its range thus exceeding 
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the ranges of the other groups in the Antilles, inay possibly be talien as indi- 
cations of a history somewhat longer than that of either the ~nelanolomus or 
the Oodduerti group. With the exception of the peculiar healhii, no other 
group of the genus 11as a pattern in which 3 scale rows are involved in the 
production of the rlppcr light lateral stripe. Furthermore, the 3 darlr dorsal 
stripes present a condition which does not, on the basis of available material, 
lend itself to interl>rctation. 
Wit11 rel'erence to pattern it sl~ould be iiotcd, howcvcr, that i11 species of 
closely related genera, i.e., XuLvadoru ~ Z L ~ C ~ Z C Y T ~ Y ~ Z I S  axid 1Maslicophis t .  
gzrardi, 3 scale rows are involved in the upper light lateral stripe, whereas 
in other species of the saliie genera no more than 2 scale rows enter into that 
same stripe. I11 the genus Xalvadora, in particular, the lateral light stripe 
o l  the basic forni of the mexicanus group involves the same 3 scale rows. 
Furthermore, this species, pz~lcherrinzus, lias a more southerly range than 
has any other forin of the entire genus. Since Xalvadora probably came 
Prom the same protostocli that Dryadophis is derived from, i t  does not seem 
illogical to assnine that the transition from the previously described banded 
pattern to the striped condition passed through a stage in which scale rows 
3, 4, and 5 made up tlie donzinarit light lateral stripe. Unfortunately, none 
of the species of Dryadophts which have retained the "primitive" pattern 
show any indication of a lateral light stripe involving more than 2 scale 
rows, lor  scale row 4 lias been lost. 
The pleei group, whatever its prototype may have been, apparently had 
its origin in northern South America, and the indications are that physio- 
logical mutations caused i t  to be restricted to the more arid regions while the 
boddaerti group was developing in the more h~uiliid habitats. For this 
reason pleei has been prohibited from southward movement by tlie Ama- 
zonian forest. That i t  did not niove soutllward with the bzfossatus group 
when conditions inight ~vell have permitted that migration (see discussion 
of bifossatus group) may be explained by the lilrelihood that other genera 
were already in possession 01 the ecological niches which pleei otherwise 
niiglit have occnpied. Beyond these few suggestions, discussion of the origin 
aiid afinities of pleeo is rendered iilipossible both by the lack of inaterial and 
by a lack of  knowledge of tlie early history of the species. 
Dryadophis amarali (Stuart) 
Eud~?jas arnarali Stuart, 1938: 7 (type locality, Margarita Island; type, U.S.N.M. No. 
22534). 
DESCRIPTION.--T~~ very few specinleiis which have beell available indi- 
cate that this form is remarkably constant in pattern. I n  alcohol (stratz~nz 
corneum lacking) the dorsal ground color is a bluish gray. I11 some speci- 
mens each scale is finely dusted with a darker shade, particularly on the 
posterior hall' of the scale. A very narro\\- (lark posterior border on each 
scale is an  allnost co~rstant character. Anteriorly therc is a light lateral 
stripe on scale rows 3, 4, and 5. This stripe includes the upper half of scaie 
row 3, all of scale row 4, and the lower half of scale row 5. The lower half 
of scale row 3 and Ll~e upper hall of scale row 5 arc darkened somewhat, so 
t l ~ a t  a. liarrow dark border on the lateral stripe is formed. Both the light 
stripe and its dark bordcr gradually fade posteriorly and disappear a t  about 
one-third of the way back on the body. Below this stripe, in some speci- 
mens, there is evidcnce of a narrower light stripe on tlie extreliie upper par t  
of scale row 1 and the lower margin of scale row 2. The upper surface of 
the head is of the same color as is the dorsunl. Laterally, this color becomes 
lighter, leaving the supralabials white or cream. A h i n t  dark sinudge ex- 
tends From the nostril through the eye and across the temporals. The infra- 
labials, chin, throat, and entire under parts are cream or white, generally 
immaculate or lightly dusted wit11 gray. Laterally the belly and underside 
of the tail are infringed upon by the dorsal ground color, the limits of which 
are demarked by a narrow light line (Pl.  111, Fig. 3).  
The ventral scutellation is as follows: abdominals, 183-96 (189) ; sub- 
candals, 110-19 (115) ; total ventrals, 300-312 (306). 
RANGE.-Although this species is inlp)erfectly Bnown there is a reasonable 
probability that i t  inhabits the dry  lands of northeastern Venezuela and the 
islands of? the north coast, with the exception of Trinidad, to Tobago 
(Map 2) .  
MATEItIAL ESABIINED 
Locality (and Museum Number) 
Tobago Island (U.S.N.M. 10137 [parntypc of amurul?])  
Venezuela 
Cariquito (A.N.S. 18286-87 [paratype of amnralr ])  
Margarita Island (U.S.N.M. 22534 [holotype of amaralr ])  
San Antonio de Matudn (M.C.Z. 9988-90 [paratypes of umuru l i ] )  
V~nrn~~oN.-The available specimens of this species are too few to serve 
as the basis of adequate disctissioil of variation. 
AP~INITIES.-A~ stated in  the description of this form, there can be no 
doubt but that i t  has been derived either directly frorn pleei or froin a pleei- 
like ancestor (Stuart, 1938 : 8 ) .  The pattern is readily recognized as having 
been derived fronz that of pleei through a loss of throat inottling and through 
the fusion of the 3 middorsal stripes. I11 fact, so close is the pattern of 
amarali to that which covers the posterior par t  of the body in  pleci that the 
2 are almost identical. An  increase in  the number of ventral scutes in  
amarali has aecompaaied tlle simplification of pattern. Similarly, scutella- 
tion increase has accompanied pattern simplification in  the forms which have 
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developecl froiii alterr~atus. I t  seems probable that from a pleei-like stock 
nunarali developed on the outer parts of the Parian land mass ~vheii that 
part of Paria was still connected with the mainland, or later on one of the 
islands off the northern coast (Tobago, most probably) while pleei was de- 
veloping farther to the ~011th and west on continental South America. D. 
amarali reinvaded the iliainland (possibly as a waif) when separation had 
been completed aiid now exists with pleei on the mainland and on sonze of 
the coastal islands. 
Dryadopl~is  Oruesi (Barbour) 
Alsopl~ is  bruesr Barbour, 1914: 337 (type locality, near St. George's, Grenada, B. W. I.; 
type, M.C.Z. No. 7702). 
D ~ s c n ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ . - A l t h o u g h  variable in detail, a condition possibly resulting 
Prom differences in the states of preservation, this species exhibits a basically 
fundameiital pattern throughout. The dorsal ground color is probably 
light blue-gray, but so heavily is each scale powdered with darker hues that 
the ground color appears to be very darlr blue-gray. A light lateral stripe 
is present on scale rows 4 ancl 5, or, occasionally, only on row 4. If the 
former condition prevails, the upper posterior margin of scale row 4 and 
Ihe lower anterior margin of scale row 5 are lightened, and the result is a 
zigzag appearance. Occasional specimens have only a narrow light posterior 
border on row 4. The upper half of scale row 5 and the lower half of scale 
row 4 are darkened, a dark border of the lighter lateral stripe being thereby 
produced. Scale rows 1, 2, aiid 3 generally have darker centers, and the 
borders are solnewhat lightened. This is especially noticeable on scale row 
1 and often produces a lower lateral light stripe. All traces of stripes dis- 
appear about halfway back on the body. The upper surface of the head is 
of the same color as is the dorsum. This color becomes lighter laterally, and 
is entirely laclring on the labials. A dark smudge extends from the nostril 
through the eye and across the temporals and upper portion of the posterior 
supralabials. The supralabials and infralabials are cream or white, many 
of the scales possessing a liarrow darker border. The chin and throat are 
white, as is the underside of the body and tail. The under parts are in some 
instances immaculate, but more generally they are dusted with gray. 
Laterally, on the belly and underside of the tail the ground color of the dor- 
sum is strongly evident, and its limits are demarlred by a conspicuous light 
line. I n  living specinlens the dorsal ground color appears to be darlr olive 
brown, whereas the uiider parts are cream (PI. 111, Fig. 4) .  
The ventral scutellatioii is as follows : abdominals, 191-206 (199) ; sub- 
caudals, 112-30 (122) ; total vcntrals, 308-32 (321). 
RANGE.--T~~s pecies is know11 only froill Grenada, the Grenadine 
Islands, and St. Vincent, British West Indies (Map 2). 
l\lATI<RIAL EXAMINED 
Locality (and Museum Number) 
Gicn:~dn Island (B.M. 88.2.13.54; U.S.N.M. 79191) 
St. Georgc's (M.C.Z. 4509 [5], ti120 [ G I ,  7792 [71 [t:pes of b i ~ t e s ~ ] )  
Grcnadincs 
Culllc Island (U.S.N.M. 791 61) 
Moustiquo (U.M. 91.5.12.5) 
Quatrc Island (U.S.N.M. 79099) 
Urrlon Island (U.S.N.M. 7!)lti6) 
St. Vincent Tslnnd (D.M. 88.2.13.55, 90.11.25.19-90; M.C Z. 6142 / 3 ] )  
Trinidad (undoubtedly an  error) (13.M. 97.7.23.51) 
V A R I A T I O N . - T ~ ~ ~ ~  is little to be said coilceriiiiig the variatioil in the spc- 
cies. As pointed out previously, this form is uilique alnoiig all the forms in 
the hocldnerti-like groups in that i t  has a slightly greater iiulilber of maxil- 
lary teeth. I am unable to offer an interpretation of this peculiarity a t  
this time, unless i t  indic~ates "primitiveness," as previously discussed. 
The most conspienons variant character in this form is tlie number of 
ventral scales. There is a tendency for the peripheral populations of periph- 
eral forins to have a smaller iiuniber of ventral scutes. This species is no 
exception, as indicated in Table XI1 (based on female specimens only). 
TABLE XI1 
Locality N'lnlber of Ahdorni~r:rls Gprcimc~rs Subc:~u~lals Total  Vcntrals 
St. Vincent Isl. ......... ( 4 ( 196-204 (201) 1 11"119 (116) 1 308-21 (317) 
Variations ill other characters are so negligible as not to warrant discus- 
sion. 
AFFINITIES.-I feel that, to be intellrctrlally honest, I must adrliit that tlre 
coliclnsions in aecordaiic~ with which I assigir this species to tlle pleci group 
have beell drawn frorri a very slight amoliltt of scientific evidence. That 
this form may be a member of the boddaerti group is by iio nleai~s impossible, 
but I believe that the little (and extrerncly wealr) evideiice which exists 
poiiits toward a pleei relationship. The pleci group as a whole is made up 
of species neither so large nor so robust as those of the Doddacrti group, and 
bruesi is, with the exception of p~~lchraccps, the smallest and most slender 
form in the entire genus. The n~embers of the pleet group are well dif- 
ferentiated one hon1 another (to a specific degree in the case of plcei and 
amarali), whereas boddnerti, rutl~ve?ti, and dlcnwi are very closely related, 
and the mainland forms intergrade wit11 one another. This degree of dif- 
Perentiation may be talren as an indication of age, and it therefore seems only 
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logicaal to  conjecture that tlie older group would be inore likely to liave reached 
the more distant islands. Furthermore, the sequence of pattern from pleci 
to Orzcesi forms a far  more logical chain than does that from rutlavcni to 
brzcesi. For example, anaurali has a reduced pleei patterii (fnsion of dorsal 
stripes), but 6 ~ v c s i  llas an anaarali pattern even further reduced and ap- 
proaching-what I believe to be the end pattern throughout the genus as a 
wiiole-the unicolor condition. I11 some specimelis of astaurali the dorsal scales 
have a definite dusting of gray or black, and in brzccsi this dusting is greatly 
intensified. If brucsi -\\-ere a ~neinbcr of the boddaerli group, on the other 
hand, its patterii would represent a radical change from dacnni, wliich is very 
like rulhveni. With reference to ventral scutellation, this species might 
well be a member of either gronp. I t  is therefore to be suggested on this 
evidence, meager thotlgll i t  is, that Orucsi fits logically illto the pleei line. 
If the above conclusioiis are correct, the (.losest relative of brzccsi is 
anaarali. This view is supported by morpliological as well as geographical 
evidence. Morphologically, witli reference to ventral scutellation, bodily 
proportions, and pattern, bt.~cc.si presents one end of a pleei-amarali-brzccsi 
line, as previously pointecl out. Evidence indicates that brz~esi  has cle- 
veloped froin an arnnrali-like progeaitor rather than clirectly from a pleei- 
like type. Geographically, inoreover, there is ample support for the view 
that bruesi is an offshoot of anzarali. As has been shown, awzarali very prob- 
ably developed either on the onter extension of tlie ancient Parian land ~liass 
while i t  was still joined to South America, or later, on one of the coastal 
islttnds after they had become separated from South America. At any rate, 
it seems very probable that an anaarali prototype or anzarali itself entered 
Gre~lada as a waif (ocean currents in this region flow northwesterly along 
thc cdoast and heilce from Tobago toward the Greaadines) and froiii i t  de- 
velopeci bruesi, whicll later spread tlirough the Grenadines and to St. Vin- 
cent. I t  is fa r  more logical to assume that Grenada was populated from the 
nearer islands than that it was populated from the mainland. 
ORIGIN AND AFFINITIES OF TIIE PLEBI  GROUP 
Tf the previous conclnsions as to the coinposition of the plccl group are 
correct, the task of explaining tlze origin and distribntion of the various 
forms offers few difficnlties. An examination of biological data and of the 
resultant reconstrt~ction of the history of this group, based entirely upon 
this evidence, coincicles perfectly with the geological history of the region 
wliich the group inhabits. This geological history, which has been treated 
in detail by Schuchert (1935), may well be suinmarized at  this point. 
Tlie history of thc plcei group is laid primarily on the ailcicilt land mass 
of Paria and in the region directly to the south of it. Paria extended north 
and east into the Caribbean Sea from what is now northern Venezuela to 
Barbados. This land niass began to break down cluring the late Cretaceous, 
blut land coilnections existed to Tobago until the npprr  Mioceile or pos- 
sibly until the early Pliocene. Barbados, on the other hand, was subjected 
to tremendons oscillatory inoveinent during tlie entire Cenozoic and did 
not finally emerge from the sea lui~til the late Pliocene. The southern Carih- 
bees, Grenada to St.  Viiicent inclusive, have a inore obscure history. By 
some authorities i t  is held that  there may have been connections between tlie 
mainland and this chain u p  to the Pliocene, altllo~lgh others deny that  such 
a bridge existed. I t  sliould be noted, however, that the assr~niption that  this 
lancl connection existed is not the oiily possible way of' esplaining the en- 
traiice of brzccsi into the islai~cl chain. Tlie specics coulcl-and very prob- 
ably, did-enter the island chain as a waif. Finally, i t  is important to 
understancl that  no l a i d  coiillectioii existed b e t ~ ~ e e i i  Tobago, the southern 
Caribbees, ancl the coastal islunds after tlie lo~ver Pliocene, and that these 
islands were never conrlrcted one with aiiotl~cr after that date. 
Another physical leature of this region to ~ ~ h i c l r  attention sl.iould be 
called is the South Atlantic equatorial current. This cnrrcnt strikes the 
continent a t  Cape de 8.50 Iioqne, Brazil, and one brailch s~vings northward 
along the Brazilian and Gnianan coasts. I t s  main body passes between 
Tobago and Trinidad, and j t  washes the shores of the islands off the north 
coast of Venezuela. This current, depending on the intensity 01 the trade 
winds, lnoves northward and soatllward, so tlrat at tiirles it flows past the 
southern Caribbees and a t  other times moves southward to wash the Vene- 
zuelan mainland. 
The only biological data of importance in  an  esainii~ation of the origin of 
tlle pleci group arc  those of pattern and ventral sc~rtellatioii. Progressing 
from pleei, amarali represents the first stage in  the loss of pattern through 
a fusion of the 3 dark dorsal stripes and a reduction of the lower lateral 
ljglit stripe; bruesi represents a still further rcdnction in  pattern througll 
the almost complete loss of the lower lateral stripe arlcl a considerably re- 
duced upper lateral stripe. Althougll the unieolor condition considered as 
the end result in  the genus has not beell attailled in this group, there is a 
marked tciideilcy in  that direction. The ventral scutellatioil shows a dis- 
tinct increase from pleei through anzuralz to Dvq~csi and parallels the situa- 
tion found in  the melanolomzcs group. I11 Fignre 5 this gradual increase 
in  the number of ventral scutcs is indicated graphically. On the basis of 
both pattern and ventral scntellation, therefore, it appears that a distinct 
orthoCvolutionary trend exists from plcci to bruesi. 
On the basis of these geological ancl biological data i t  seems probable that 
the Dryadophis prototype entered South America from North Ainerica prior 
to the mid-Eocene and gave rise to the ancestral Dryadophis which even- 
tually formed the pleci prototype. illthongh it is difficult to visllalixe 
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FIG. 5. Trends in ventral scutellation in the pleei group. Compare this with the 
trend in subcaudals in the melanolornus group (Fig. 11). There is great sexual dimorph- 
ism in the abdominals of pleei. 
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the prototype of the group, that  it rcseinbled /,Lee; appears fairly c,v~derlt. 
The ancestral home of the group was undo~~bteclly Paria ant1 tlie area to t11e 
immediate south. On tlie outer end of this lancl lr~ass ;z form similar to 
arnarali developed, whereas to the \vest tlle prototype probably was ehangir~g 
but little unclcr tlic ancestral environment. When the coniiectioii betwecii 
the mainland and Tobago mas severed (probably ill the lower Pliocene), 
the amarali ancestor was isolated, and eventually i t  became t rue arnarall. 
Two explailations rnay be offered to account for 111,z~esi. Either the ama? all 
ancestor reaclicd the sol~tlierri Caribbees by way of a land bridge which inay 
llayc existed prior to tlic Pliocene, or, nlo1.c probably, i t  el~teretl t l~osc islantli; 
;w a wail from Tobago after a inore nmaf-cxli-like fo1.111 hat1 evol~ct l  t11cl.e :rlltl 
srrbsequently became D T I ( P S ~ '  on the southern Caribbees. A t  any rate, 3 forills 
appear to have developed serially: plcei on tlie mainland, amarali on Tobago, 
ancl bra~esi on the southern Caribbees. r~alcl" currents ac~count for the re- 
iavasion of the iuaii~laiicl ancl of the coastal isla~ltls by a?tlu~vLi ils a .waif a i d  
for the rcinvasion of tlie coastal islaiitls in tlle saint manncr by pleei. T l ~ e  
reason why brz~rsi  has iicvcr eiltered tllc coastal islands or thc mainland may 
be that no ocean cl~rrcnts  wash tlic sliores of both the lower Caribbees and 
the northern coast of South Anlerica. Tlre absence of av~uralz. Srom Trini- 
dacl is not explicable in  the light of present lalo\vledge of the group, b u t  i t  
rnay be clue to some ecological factor. My coircept of tlie re1;ltionships of 
tlir Jorms of this group is l)rcsciltcd ill b'igt~rc 6. 
\ 
PROTOTYPE 
E'IG. 6. Relationships of the forms of tlir pleci g~.oup .  
THE BODDAEEY'I GROUP 
Dryadoyl~is Ooddacrti rzctl~veni (S tuar t )  
E~lrlr!jos rul7~vcnz Stuart, 1 9 3 3 ~ :  4 (type loer~lity, slopes of S:m Loreiizo in t l ~ e  Sielra Ne- 
vada de Snnta Marta, Colonrbia, t~ltituclc nbo~it 5500 feet;  type, U.M.M.Z. No. 54954). 
DESCRIPTION.-The dorsal ground color ( s t ra t~cm c o r n e ~ ~ ~ n  lacking) of 
this form is blue-gray. Laterally, on each side, a liglit line is present on 
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scale rows 4 and 5. This line is procluced by an intense lightening of the 
uppcr hall' of scale row 4 and of the lower half of scale row 5. The lo~ver 
half of scale row 4 and the upper half of row 5 are blaclc; there are therefore 
dark upper and lower margins along the light line. Eelow this darli-mar- 
gi~ied, light stripe is a second light line on scale rows 1 and 2. This lower 
stripe is variable in ~~liclth and intensity, but typically i t  is the result of a 
lightening of the lower anterior part of scale row 2 and of the upper pos- 
terior part of scale row 1, these giving this lower stripe a ch;~inlilie appear- 
ance. Above and below, this stripe also may have a narrow dark ~nargin, 
though the lower niargin is usually 1acBing. The lo~ver stripe generally 
disappears by mid-body, but the upper one is often continnous, though fre- 
quently very inconspicuoasly, to the vent. The wrface of the head is of 
tlie same color as is the dorsum. Laterally, the ground color becomes in- 
creasillgly lighter, leaving the sapralahials a dirty white. An indication of 
a slightly ciarker smudge extends f r o ~ r ~  the nostril through the eye and across 
the lower temporals and upper portions of the posterior supralabials. The 
inSralabii~ls, chin, and throat are immaculate white, though they may occa- 
sionally be flecked with gray. The belly and undersurface of the tail are 
white, sonletimes sliglltly mottled with light gray. Laterally, the dorsal 
ground color infringes upon the nnderside; the limits of this infringement 
may or niay not be marlied by a narrow light line. I11 specimens in which 
the slralzcm corneunz is in place, the clorsal ground color is olive brown, the 
labials, chin, a i d  throat, cream, ancl the belly and unclcrside of the tail, pale 
yellow (Pl. 111, Fig. 5) .  
The ventral scutcllation is as follows: abdominals, 181-99 (191) ; sub- 
caudals, 114-22 (118) ; total ventrals, 300-319 (309). 
RA~o~.-Restricted to the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, Colombia 
(Map 3) ,  at altitudes above 2200 feet (Ruthven, 1922 : 65) .9 
MATEIZIAL EXAMINED 
Locality (and Museum Number) 
Colombi:~ 
Honda (C.M. 176, 183) 
TJ:L ConeepeiGii (M.C.Z. G521, 6544-47 [paratypcs of rutl~venz]) 
Palorniaa (M.C.Z. 6554-55, 6575, 6577 [paratypes of rt~thveni]) 
Sun Lorenzo, Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta (U.M.M.Z. 55674 [paratype of rulh- 
vent] ) 
Sierra Nevada de Sauta Marta (varions elevations) (C.M. 1873; U.M.M.Z. 45591-97, 
54949-53, 54955 [paratypcs of rcctltuenr], 54954 [holotype of rrcthveni]) 
Valparaiso (C.M. 203) 
V ~ s t a  Nieve (U.M.M.Z. G3775) 
South America (C.M. 1872) 
9 Tho speeilllel~ referred to by Rutlivcii as  eolleetcd on thc flood-plain forest a t  
Valeneia proves to be pleei. 
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VARIATION.-AS~~~ from the variations in pattern already iloted, alld 
which may be the result of the state of' preservation, this forni appears to be 
reinarl~ably constant. Variations in scutellation are negligible. The 
restricted range of ruthveni undonbteclly accounts for its constancy (see 
p. 17). 
AFFINITIES.-~~ certain features rz~thvcni nlay be lookecl upon as tlle 
"primitive" form of the Doddaertz group. As has been pointed out, the 
generalized pattern of the prototypes of the boddaerli, melanolomz~s, and 
pleei gi-oups consisted of 2 lateral, light stripes. I t  should be noted that in 
pattern rzcthveni does not differ greatly froin alteri.zatt~s, especially the 
population on the Pacific coast. I t  is believed that the prototype of both 
the naelanolomus and boddaerti groups occupied northern Sorrtll Amel.iea 
sonletime prior to the middle Miocene ~vlrllen the l'anamanian-Costa liican 
portal finally allowed i t  to enter Central America. 
From that time on boddaerti probably began to develop in South America 
and to replace the rz~thvcnz-like prototype. I11 the nieantinie Paria was fast 
breaking up, and the Maracaibo embaynient may have isolated a part of that 
prototypic-like stock on the peninsular arm in northern Colombia the iiorth- 
ern limit oC which was inarlred by the Sierra Nevada de Saiita Marta. I t  
seeins probable, therefore, that, altElougEl boddael.ti developed in nortliern 
South America, there remained in the Santa Martas a relict population of 
the ancient stock m~llich, althongh incrcasiilg its ventral sc~rtcllation, retained 
its "primitive" pattern and bccame rzcth~)en?. The affinity between ruth- 
veni am1 boddnerti will be cliscussed under Doddaerli; rulhveni is here con- 
ceived 01 as a relict forni, isolated a t  a fairly carly date i11 the Sierra Nevada 
de Santa Marta. 
D r y a d o p h i s  boddner t i  boddue13i  (Xentzeri) 
Colz~ber Zoddaer t i  Scnteen, 1796: 59 (type locality, un1mown;lo type, location of type 
unlmo\vn). 
Coluber f r ~ s c t ~ s  IIxllomclS, 1845: 241 (type locality, ~vitl~in 200 milcs of Carac:rs, Republic 
of Colorr~hia [Ve~~ezuel:~] ; typc, location of type unknown). 
B e ~ p e t o t l ~ ~ ~ a s  rappii Gii~rther, 1858: 116 (type locality, many local it it:^ in S o u t l ~  America; 
type, many cotypcs in Eritisll Museum [Natural IIistory]). 
?Dcrpetot l ,~yas rct.iciclnla Peters, 1863 : 285 (type locality, Guaya.qui1 [Ecuador] ; type, 
possibly in Zoologische Muscum, Berlin). 
D ~ s c ~ ~ r ~ l o ~ . - T l ~ e  vcry large serics of this form which has been avail- 
able intlicates that considerable variation ill pattern exists ~vitbin the race. 
Whether the apparent variatioii is merely t l ~ e  result of varied states of 
preservation or actually exists in the living speciineiis i t  is inipossible to 
l o  Mcrrcm (1820: 110) sccms to  havc been the first dcfinitely to allocate this name. 
EIis reniark " Aufeiitl~alt: Siictarnerilra, vorziiglich Surinam" suggests Dutch Guiana as 
the type locality. I have, thereforc, restricted b o d d a e ~ t i  to this widespread South Ameri- 
can form. 
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say; but, despite the seemingly tremelidous variability, the pattern of bod- 
tlaerti (just as ill pleei and i11 alternatus) is basically uniform throughout. 
The dorsal ground color (stratzcm corneum laelring) ranges from pale gray 
to very dark gun-metal blue, depending on the state of preservation. Later- 
ally, there is a light loiigitudinal stripe on scale rows 4 and 5 or varying 
parts thereol'. In very large specimens and in those which are dark in color, 
this stripe is often either very faiilt or occasioiially entirely obliterated. 
This stripe, which nlay or inay not have narrow, dark borders, generally 
extends more than three-fourths of the length of the body. The top and 
sides of the head are of the saine color as is the dorsal surface of the body. 
A dark smudge extends from the nostril through the eye and across the 
anterior teinporals and posterior snpralabials. The supralabials are eou- 
siderably lighter than are the sides of the head and are irregularly mottled 
with light gray. The infralabials, chin, and throat are white, either im- 
maculate or mottled with gray. The belly and uiidersurface of the tail 
vary from white to gray, with or withont darlrer flecks or mottlings. Later- 
ally, the belly is infriilged upon by the dorsal ground color, tlre limits of 
which are generally cleinarlied by a narrow, light line. Fresh, well-pre- 
served material indicates that in life the ground color of the dorsum, top, 
and sides of the head varies froin green to olive brown, and that the labials 
and under parts are cream or yellow (Pl. IV, Fig. 1 ) .  
The ventral scutellatioiz of this race is as follows : abdoininals, 159-201 
(184) ; subcaudals, 79-113 (101) ; total ventrals, 238-308 (285). 
 RANGE.--^^^^ the exception of Venezuela and the Santa Marta region 
of' Colombia, this form inl~abits the inore humid areas of northern South 
America south to the limits of the Amazon basin. I t  is lrnowiz from the 
Andes, fro111 Bolivia to Colombia, bat is prcseiit along the \vest coast of 
South America only from Ecuador northward. The occurrence of speci- 
mens lrom Bahia, Brazil, indicates that an isolated colony exists around 
Bahia and possibly as far  southward as Espirito Santo (Map 3) .  
ilIATERIAL EXAMINED 
Locality (and Museum Number) 
Bolivia 
Beni River (A.M.N.H. 22271) 
Buenavistx (B.M. 1927.8.1.199 ; U.M.M.Z. 67924, 67925 [2] ) 
Espia, nopi River (A.M.N.H. 21249-50) 
IvGn (R.M.N.Fr. 22490, 22500) 
I J ~  P u z  rcgion (A.M.N.11. 32995) 
Rio Madre de Dios (U.M.M.Z. 59773) 
Rurrenabaqne (A.M.N.11. 22476) 
Santa Cruz (U.M.M.Z. 60793, 63921, 64010-12, 63923) 
Br:lzil (13.M. i C [type of rapprr]) 
Ballia (M.C.Z. 2953, 3281) 
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Cameth (1.33. 2190, 2190, 2223) 
Ja tuarana  (M.C.Z. 2571) 
Ma115os (I.B. 1566-67) 
Maraj6 Island (B.M. 1923.11.9.103-6) 
Obldos (I.B. 1256, 1258) 
Par5  (BelBm) (B.M. 51.2.3.4; I.B. 3107, 3144; M.C.Z. 5670) 
Parintius (I.B. 1290) 
Porto Vellio (A.M.N.11. 22252-53) 
Santariim (M.C.Z. 2586, 2800, 3292, 3339; U.M.M.Z. 56312) 
850 Luiz de Chcercs (I.B. 1390) 
Tajipura River (M.C.Z. 2565) 
Jlritisll Guiana (R.M. 86.4.21.3-4) 
ncrbiee (R.M. 53.4.6.66, h C [types of rappr r ] )  
D~nloon (U.M.M.Z. 53941-42, 53974) 
Gcorgetolvn (Dernern~n) (A.N.S. 20818; R.M. 55.8.28.20, 78.12.13.8-9; A.M S.11. 
2666, 8568-69) 
Groets Creek, Esscquibo R ~ t e r  (A.M.K.H. 8092) 
Iiartabo (A.M.N.TI. 14252, 13148-49, 18166-68, 21273, 21334; U.M.M.Z. 65164) 
Lena Creeli, Demcrar:~ Ri\ er (A.M.N.H. 36112) 
Snnta Rosa Island, Mo111c:l Rlver (1J.M.M.Z. 55872) 
Colombia 
Aprilo (I.TJ. 9)  
Gorgona Island (B.M. 1927.9.2.5) 
Mcdcllin (A.M.N.11. 35612-17, 35620, 35638, 35640, 35648-40, 35052-37, 3565!)-61, 
35663-67, 35695-97, 35699-702, 35709) 
Mnrzo (I.L. 14)  
Pcna Lizn (E .M.  1914.6.21.28) 
Pueblo Rico (C.M. 1910.7.11.23) 
San P c d ~ o  (A.M.N.11. 35746) 
Sons6n (I.L. 8;  31.C.Z. 2198(i) 
Tolima Province (M.C.Z. 15933) 
Villaviceneio (I.L. 10) 
Dlltell Guiana (Surinam) (A.N.S. 5649-50; B.M. 58.10.24.3-1; 3I.C.Z. 841; U.S.N.M. 
11151) 
Paramaribo (M.C.Z. 15548) 
Port  Groningen (A.M.N.13. 8675) 
Ecuador (A.N.S. 5711) 
R~iluin (A.M.N.11. 13590) 
Chan Chan Valley (M.C.Z. 17089) 
Chaquarapata (A.M.N.1-T. 23031) 
Pnrnmba (A.M.N.?I. 13433; R.M. 98.4.28.57) 
Playas Montnlva (U.M.M.Z. 83950) 
Portovclo (A.M.N.11. 18321) 
Sail Niellolhs (U.M.M.Z. 83705, 83707) 
Hanta Elcnn (A.M.N.11. 22099) 
Santa Javiclr (B.M. 1901.3.29.27) 
Freneh Guiana 
C:~ycnne (B.31. 1920.1.20.411; M.C.Z. 1957) 
Peru 
Cliyaretas (R.M. 67.6.13.16) 
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EIuaraz (B.M. 1900.6.20.25) 
Pcrene (B.M. 1900.11.7.36) 
Rio Ucayali (U.M.M.Z. 71615) 
San Fernando (Rio Casireni) (U.S.N.M. 60716) 
Yurimaguas (B.M. 67.6.13.10) 
r l  Jrinidad . (A.M.N.H. 2943, 3511; R.M. 93.4.22.8, 97.7.23.52-55, 1917.9.27.24; M.C.Z. 6145 
[3] ; U.S.N.M. 452, 5577-78, 17752-53, 17753-Xi) 
Patas  Island (A.M.N.H. 8724) 
The followiag boddaerti-rzcthveni intergrades have also been examined: 
Colombia 
Bucaramanga (I.L. 6)  
Venezuela (B.M. 46.7.23 9, 47.7.18.19 [types of rappii l)  
Arabupu (Mount Roraima) (A.M.N.H. 36058, 360133 ; IJ.M.R1.B. 85272-73) 
BoqucrGn (U.M.M.Z. 55898) 
Caracas (A.N.S. 5491-92, 5601; U.S.N.M. 16831) 
Elvecia (Sucre) (C.M. 7996) 
L a  F r i a  (Puebla Nuevn) (U.M.M.Z. 57061) 
L a  Guaira (U.S.N.M. 22535) 
Maeuto (U.S.N.M. 27822) 
Maracaibo (B.M. 43.10.12.26) 
M6rida (A.M.N.H. 13591-94; U.M.M.Z. 46622) 
Milla (A.M.N.H. 13434, 13436) 
Mount Tumuriquire (P.M.N.H. 17837) 
IJuerto L a  Cruz, Fcdcral District (C.M. 7285, 7334, 7341) 
San Estcbhn (U.M.M.Z. 55885-86) 
Santa Lueia, hfirnda (C.M. 7459) 
Sucrc (F.M.N.H. 17838) 
VARIATION.--A~ already stated, the comparatively large series of this 
form to which I have had access and its extensive range indicate that varia- 
tion in Oocldaerli is consiclerable. Whether this variation is rcal or merely 
apparent and eatlsed by differeiiccs in states of preservation i t  is impossible 
to say, but in some instances, at  least, it is certain that the method of preser- 
vation utilized has liad a considerable effect upon the pattern of some speci- 
mens. IJnaffected by the state of preservatio~~, and therefore of greater 
importance as an indication of actual differences, is tlic variation in the ven- 
tral scntcllation. 
I t  has been found that both the age 01 any particular specimen and the 
method of preservation produce apparent 13attrrn variability in Boddaarti. 
Juvenile specimens can, of course, be readily recognized and show 110 varia- 
tion ~ ~ h i c l ~  is not easily interpreted. The variatioils of pattcriz in half- 
grown specimens and in very large adults, on the otlier lianc'l, sllould be inore 
thoroughly explained. Tlie former, especially tliose which have completely 
lost the juvcnjle pattern ant1 on which the adult pattern is plainly visible, 
often present an atypical apl~earance becansc of the of irregular 
clarlc niarliings over the body and of especially dark mottlings on the chin 
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and throat. The latter are merely remnants of the juvenile ventral marli- 
ings, which are retained long after tlle juvenile dorsal pattern has been lost. 
The former are likewise the last reinains of the dorsal bands, which in some 
instances, through their irregular arrangement, tend to obliterate to the 
eye the primary pattern of the single lateral stripe. In  occasional speci- 
mens, which, judged by their size, are fnlly adult, the juvenile pattern is 
retained. This is probably because of retarded development of the pattern, 
or possibly may be explained as a "sport." I11 very large specimens an- 
other variation is often noticed, that is, the conlplete obliteration of the 
lateral stripes through such a lightening of the ground color that a unicolor 
condition is produced. It is possible that the comparative state of preserva- 
tion may contribute to this obliteration of the lateral stripes. 
Even in the typical adult pattern (a light lateral stripe on scale rows 4 
and 5), minor variations are numerous. The greatest variability in the 
lateral stripe is its width. I am inclined to believe that typically this stripe 
occupies the upper half of scale row 4 and the lower half of 5. I n  types of 
variation which are not unusual, however, this stripe occupies scale rows 4 
and 5 in their entirety, all of one scale row and only part of tlie other, or 
only about one-fourth of each scale row. A very narrow black border above 
and below the lateral stripe constitutes a frequent variation. I t  is to be 
understood that none of the above-mentioned variations have any correlation 
with geographic area or with sex, and, on tlie basis of the material available, 
they appear to be 01 no taxonoinic significance. Phylogenetically, however, 
they are suggestive. Most striking is the tendency of the pattern in large 
adults to approach the uiiicolor condition, which, as has been indicated, 
seenls to be the ultimate pattern throughout the genus. The parpose of the 
above discussion is to describe variations which might prove confusing to 
one unfamiliar with the genus. 
Although the above variations are of ininor importance, there is one of 
pattern which appears to be of no little significance. This is the very darli 
and often unicolor condition fonnd in specimeils froin the Colombian Andes. 
I n  all these specimens, regardless of method of preservation, the dorsal color 
(stratzcm cornezcm lacking) is a very darli glzii-metal blne. I11 many, the 
lateral stripe is entirely obliterated, or at  best very faint. The chin, throat, 
and undersurfaces of body ancl tail are lieavily mottled with light gray. If 
the very dark dorsal color is the result of the nletllod of preservation, this 
population may be slightly different physiolopicnlly froin tlie other popula- 
tions of tlie form. This geographical variant takes on further significance 
when i t  is noted that it is coupled with scale variation. 
Variation in scutellation at  any one locality is apparently no greater 
than is fonnd in a single population of any other form in the genus. With 
a single exception, the lacli of variability between various populations over 
FIG. 7. Loenl d l f l e rn l t~a t~on  111 t l ~ c  (>olo~rrbr:~n ])ol)nlat loi~ of borldnc? 1%. Note tllc 
declcnsc ia nbdominals and total ventrals (eontrolled by the nbdomianls). 
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the form's extensive range is nzost surprising. Material froin Trinidad, 
the Guianas, aiid various parts of the great Aiiiazon basin shovs little or no 
variation in ventral scntellation, as is indicated i11 Figure 7. Unfortuiiately, 
boddaerli is not withorrt its complexities, for, in the Coloillbiaii Andes, there 
is a pronounced recluction in the nuniber of ventral scutes. Scanty inate- 
rial from the Andes of Bolivia and Peru compares favorably with that of 
the Amazon basin. Is1 Ecuador, however, reduction is initiated, and filially 
hecolnes very iioticaeable ill the Colombia11 highlands. This gradual deci~easc 
i11 the number of ventral sc-trtcs i11 the females is iiidicated iii Table XIII .  
(Because of the few available specinleiis from the Andes south of' Colombia, 
these figures are not included in Figure 7.) 
This retluctioii is ceilterecl priillarily around the abclo~riiiials. 'VVllerr the 
TAULF XI11 
- 
Coloinbiaii population is compared with specimelis from the Guiaiias aiicl 
from the Amazon basin, the recluction is seen to be cxtreiiiely well niarlied 
aiid statistically significant. Figure 7, sho\ving the coiidition existiilg in 
adult females (juveniles beiiig excluded for reasons previously discussed), 
brings out this striking feature. 
The sigiiificance of this variant Colonlbian population is only too evident. 
Throughout its tremeiidous range (with the exception of Colombia and 
Ecuador) bodduel-li does not vary geographically either in pattern or in 
scutellation. In Colombia a i d  to a lesser degree i11 Ecuador, ho\vever, there 
exists a population mllicli has a definite average difference fro111 all other 
populations in both pattern aiid scntellation. I t  seems apparent, therefore, 
that in Colombia, particularly, incipient speciation is present and a iiew race 
is evolving. A similar situation is discussed fnrther on under alter.natzcs, 
the Saboga Islancl and Costa Rican highland populations of ~v l~ ich  also give 
every indicatioii of race formation. 
AFFINITIES.-AS already snggested, boddaerti is the derivative of a rzctlz- 
veni-like ancestor, and, although rzcthveni and boddaerti developed in dif- 
ferent areas, they retained some coliiiectioii in Venezuela, where there is an 
extensive intergrading population. Since these 2 subspecies differ so 
greatly in both pattern and scutellation, this intergrading populatioii is 
naturally very complex genetically. I ts  condition is siinilar to that found 
in alternattcs-laevis intergrades (discussed later) and far  more complex than 
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I t  is found that there are 3 pattern types among the intergrades. First, 
there is the ruthveni  pattern, or a slight modification of it, produced by a 
slight fading in the narrow dark margins of the light lateral bands; second, 
a pattern intermediate between rutltveni and boddaerti (identical with the 
pattern of dzmni, as ~vill presently be pointed out) ; aiid h a l l y ,  the bod- 
daerti pattern, which is often modified to such an extent that it has a very 
distinct black margin along the light lateral stripe. I t  is unfortunate that 
nly material is too scanty to indicate the distribution of these 3 patterns over 
the range of the intergrading population, as i t  was possible to do in the case 
of bifossatus-triseriatz~s intermediates. The majority of the specimens, how- 
ever, preseiit the intermediate condition. 
With reference to ventral scutellation, Figure 8 indicates the gradual 
decrease in the number of subcaudals and total ventrals from rzctlzveni to 
boddaerti. (The abdominals are constant.) The range of rariation of the 
intermediates in their entirety almost completely spans the range of both 
rzctl~veni and boddaerti-an indication of the genetical complexity of that 
population. 
I n  both pattern and scutellation, the entire population assumes ail inter- 
mediate character. In  other words, the majority of individuals could never 
be mistalren for either typical boddaerti or typical r t~ thven i ,  since they may 
be intermediate in all characters, or they may possess the pattern of one 
form and the scutellatio~l of the other. To illustrate, a female from 
Bucaramanga, Colombia (I.L. KO. 6 ) ,  has the typical rzctlzveni pattern, but 
possesses only 109 subcaudals and 293 total ventrals-well below the lower 
limits of these 2 characters in female ?.zctlzvc?zi, which are 114 and 305, re- 
spectively. Again, a male from Mkrida, Venezuela (U.M.M.Z. No. 46622), 
with boddaerti pattern, has 114 subcaudals and 304 total ventrals, whereas 
male boddaerti never exceed 113 subcaudals and 300 total ventrals. 
One of the most striking features of the rz~tltveni-boddaerti relationship 
is the absence of any intergradation between ruthveni  and the populations 
south of it, as typified by the ATedellin population. Intergradation, in 
other words, is found only to the east of rz~thveni .  The reason for this laclr 
of intergradation to the south may be explained on the basis of the very arid 
conditions prevailing in that region. The boddaerti group is restricted 
primarily to humid habitats, and pleei replaces it i11 the more arid regions. 
Thus the Medellin population is completely isolated from rzctlzveni, and 
therefore there is intergradation between r z~ thven i  and the Guiana popula- 
tions only. 
Intergradation between the boddaerti and alternatzu groups may even- 
tually be found aiid thus necessitate the combining of the 2. Intermediates 
must be sought in eastern Panama. Although i t  is possible that there may 
be such intergradation, there is no indication of such conditions eithey in 
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FIG. 8. The nature of intergradation between r ~ i t h v e n i  and boddaerti. The abdon 
]la1 scutes show little variation and were not plotted. Compare with the alternatzcs-laez 
intergrades illustrated in Figure 10. 
tllc Panainaniall popt~latloll of all c ,  ?lot 11s or ill the Aledel lin ant1 Clloco 
~)olnrlations of Doddaerti. 
As to tlie origin of boddnert i ,  it is i l npo~s ib l~  to state ~vhether i t  cle- 
\~elo~ecl  from the saiile stock that later hccaame u ~ t h v e n i ,  and changed as i t  
iiio\red eastward, or ~vhcther i t  tlevelol~cd in tlie cast while v ~ i t h v e n t  was 
developing in the west and the 2 later hybridized. 0;1 the hasis of geo- 
logical history, the latter eoilditioli is most strongly irrdicated (as cliscussetl 
under r . t ~ t l ~ u c ? ~ i ) .  At  any rate, this iliflcreiltiation has talcen place s i r l~e  
t tre fi'liocene and was probably illlliatctl in V(11leznela. 
The occurrence of an isolatetl colony in eastern Brazil is not snr1)rlsrlig. 
Tllis salne distributional pattern is foarltl in other groups, notably tlie 
~iio~rlreys, ant1 is probably the result of l)ostglacial recessioil of tlie forests i a  
nortlienster~l Bruzll ~\liicll separatetl tlic. 2 l)ol)~ilations of the Iinnlid-land 
subspecies. 
Dryadophis Oocldaerti dugzni (Stuart) 
4~rd1.: jus dz~nna Stuart, 1 9 3 3 ~ :  5 ( t y l ~ e  locality, Tol):~go Islalid, RI it1711 TVcst I ndles ; t~ l ) ~ ,  
M.C.Z. No. 12071) .  
D E s c ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ o ~ . - ~ ~ o r s a ~ ~ y  the gro~ultl color (strntlcq~z CornezrllL laclring) is 
bh~e-gray. A part  of sealc l .o\~s 1 aud 2 is slightly lighter, and this re- 
sults jn a very laint lateral line, wtliclr is visible o~i ly  a t  the anterior ex- 
tremc. A distinct lateral stripe oc2cnp)ics tlre upper half of scale row 4 allcl 
t l ~ e  lower half of row 5. rl'llis I I ~ ~ C I .  stripe 15 ~ ' ~ s i b l e  OVCI. nlwt of the lengtll 
of the body. Tllc top of the 11cacl ( s t ~ n l l c n ~  c .ot~~~e~crta 111 place) is olive 
bro\\rn. Laterally, this color becaomes solne\vliat liglltcr ; i t  is even liglltel- 
011 tllc supralabials. A11 ir~tlefil~ite clarlc smudge eatends Sroln the nostril 
tbroltgh the eye and across t11e teiilporals alltl posterior sul)raIabials. The 
ini'ralabials, chin, arid tllroat are dirty nliite, lreav~lj- mottled v~i th  gray. 
The uildersi~rl'ace of the hotly is pjnlrish wlllte, hlotc~llecl \\it11 gray-blue and 
~rll'r.jilge(l i10o11 laterally by tlir (lorsi~l gro1111(1  lor, the I111iit\ of' wIii(~11 a).(, 
not clearly definetl. Tlle ~~adersicle of the tail 1s crealrl, sliglltly flecl~etl 
witti gray (1'1. 111, Pig. 6) .  
The ventral scutellat ion is as follo~vs : abcloillinals, 18&96 (190) ; ill\)- 
cartdals, 119-22 (121) ; total vciltrals, 303-18 (311). 
~&ANGE. -T~~S  srtbspecies is l<no\vii only from Tobago, British West 
Inclies. 
VARIATION -AS the only specinlelis of this race arc the type ancl para- 
l,ype, iiotliir~g is Bno~vn of its variation (PI4ap 3 ) .  
MATERIAL EXAMINED 
Locality (and Museum Nltillber) 
Tol~:~jio Islnlld (M.C.Z. 12071-72 [holotype and paratype of r71c7b?~i]) 
AFFINITIES.-J~ according this iiisnlar fornl oiily sltbspecifie rani<. 1 lii~ve 
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attempted to indicate its very close relatioilship to both ruthvent and bod- 
daerti. I n  an earlier paper (Stuart, 1933a: 5-7) I suggested that d~c?zl~z 
was intermediate bet~veeii Ooddaerti and bvzccsi, but since I have removed 
br7rcsi from the Oocldccerti group, tliis stiggestioll becomes untenable. It is 
no\v my opiiiioii that dw?l,li l ~ a s  been derived from an intermediate bod- 
daerti-r~ethz~cqzi stock. 111 fact, there arc among the Ooddaerti-rutl~veni 
intergrades some sl?ecirnens ~ ~ h i c l i  might well pass as dun~zz.  I have 
already sl~onii, llowc\ er, that the former represent a mixed population, and 
I believe that dlc?z?u ~ ~ 1 1 1  eventually prove to be a pure strain. This argn- 
ment is based on the fact that the single available female (the paratype) 
csceeiis in ntuiiber of abclominals, snbeaudals, and vmtrals the limits found 
in the females of the boddaerti-~~lcthvcni intergra(lles. Isolated as d z ~ n n i  s, 
this paraIlclisin b e t ~ ~ c e n  ail intergratlirig popnlation and a, distinct race is 
reminiseerit of the eondltion which I have described (Stuart, 1935: 4 6 )  
as liavirrg been found 111 intergracles between Larlrpropeltzs t.  nelso7zz and 
L. t. polyio?~a and L. 1. blnncl~ardi. 
I t  is my opinion that dzcn?ti has reached Tobago and developed there in 
a inwnner similar to that ill which amarali has developed. I t  seems prob- 
able that while the plcci group was developing in the more arid habitats of 
ancient Venezuela and tlie Parian land mass, the Ooddaerti group was in- 
habiting the humid areas in the same region. This protostock of the bod- 
dncrti group was at  this time evolviiig frorn the double-striped type (ru th-  
ucnz) to the single-striped form (Doddacr l~ ) .  Possibly dfiring the late 
Miocene or e a ~ l y  Pliocene, wlieii Tobago was severed from the mainland, a 
],orlion of that stock was isolated on Tobago, and dun.rzt subsequently de- 
veloped. I t  is not snrprisirig, therefore, to find that, in pattern and scutel- 
lation, dulzni closely resembles intergrades between rzcthveni and Ooddaerti 
ancl yet bas had a history of isolation. That dacnni is more restricted in its 
range than is anzarali, which has had a similar history, must be laid to the 
fact that suitable habitats have apparently been wanting. 
Dryadopliis 7~ea t l~ i i  (Cope) 
Dr?j?nobius l~eatllii Cope, 1875: 179 (type locality, Valley of Jequetepeclue, Peru;  type, 
possibly in the A.N.S.P.) . 
D ~ s c n ~ r ~ ~ o ~ . - D e s p i t e  the fact that this species is abundantly repi-e- 
sented in European museums, i t  is exceedingly rare i11 American collections, 
ancl I have had access to but 3 specimeils. These, ho~\7ever, indicate that the 
form is fairly constant in pattern. Above (strntwm coryzezcm laelring), de- 
pending on the state ol preservation, the ground color varies from light 
gray to gun-metal blue. At mid-bocly each scale (except those involved in 
the lateral stripe) lias a black anterior border and a black apical spot. 
130th anteriorly and posteriorly these darker markings beconie much re- 
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duced or disappear entirely. On each side is a light stripe occupying scale 
rows 4, 5, and G anteriorly. Posteriorly, this stripe becomes less evident, 
and when the slumber of dorsal scutes is rednced i t  drops down to occupy 
scale rows 3, 4, and 5. The slrrface and sides of the head are colored as 
is the dorsum. A narrow dark smudge just above the supralabials extends 
from the nostril through the eye and across the lower temporals. The 
supralabials are either iinlllaeulate or mottled with gray. The infralabials, 
chin, ancl throat are white and may or may not be slightly mottled with 
gray. The belly and uiidersnrface of the tail are immaculate wllite. Lat- 
erally, the belly is infringed upon by the dorsal ground color, the liiliits of 
which, although distii~ct, are not demarked by the narrow white line so 
Prequelit in other forms of the genus. When the straiuqn corneuna is 
preserved, the dorsal ground color is probably pale yellowish green a i d  
the under parts are pale yellow or white (PI. IV, Fig. 2). 
The ventral scutellation is as follows : abdominals, 191-97 (195) ; sub- 
caudals, 108-15 (112) ; total ventrals, 299_310 (305). 
R~ivc~.-This species is apparently restricted to the very arid coastal 
desert from Ecuador possibly to as far  south as Chile (Map 3 ) .  
MATERIAL EXAMINED 
Locality (and A'luseum Number) 
Peru (U.S.N.M. 38557) 
Lima (Vorrugus Caiion) (U.S.N.M. 51 513) 
Pncasmnyo (F.M.N.H. 5706) 
VARIATION.-T~~~ presence of only 3 specinieils (all females) of this spe- 
cies reiidcrs a discussion of variation impossible. 
AFFINITIES.-It is with considerable hesitancy that I place this form in 
the boddaerti group. The similarity to pleei, in that 3 scale rows are in- 
volved in the lateral stripe, the inilepe~itle~ice of that stripe from the scale 
rows, and its distribution along the arid west coast of Sorrth America spealr 
against its inclnsion. Rut, unless keathii rcprescnts ail isolatetl relict, i t  is 
too far" removed, geogralAiically, to fit the p h i  picture. 1 prefer to look 
upon i t  as a sornc\vhat specialized species rctaitliiig a "prilllitive" character, 
origirlnting in s~tlc f r o n ~  are-Doddac~t~ under conclitions of extreme aridity. 
Inasrn~lclr as the evolution of the bodda~rt i  gronp took place in northern 
South America, i t  may be ~ i ~ c l l  to glance briefly at  the historical geology of 
that region. Of greatest iniportance is tlie 11istor.y of the Panamanian- 
Costa Ricali portal, since i t  was across that region that the progenitors 
of the 8011th American coll~brines niade their way from North America. 
I t  is now generally agreed that this portal was closed from the Cretaceous 
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through the lower Eocene and was open from middle Eocene times to the 
middle Miocene, after which i t  was permanently closed (Schuchert, 1929 : 
34143 ; and 1935 : 568-79). Next in importance is the history of Paria, also 
adequately discussed by Schuchert (1935). Briefly, this land mass, which 
included northern Venezuela and extended into the Caribbean to Barbados, 
began to break up during the Cretaceous, but land coiinectioiis existed to 
Tobago possibly until the lower Pliocene. After Oligocene times the rem- 
nants of Paria and the Archiguayanan shield were broadly joined to form 
a land mass upon which the history of the genus Dryadophis was unfolded. 
A third significant feature is thc fact that the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta 
formed a peninsula end to the Pliocene, since much of northern Colombia 
was flooded during the Cenozoic and the Maracaibo basin mas far  more 
extensive than i t  is at  present. This left an arm of land, connected only to 
the south, jutting out into the Caribbean. The significance of the penin- 
sula-like piece of land is seen in the history of rz~thvcni ,  and has already 
been noted briefly. On these 3 geological features rests the explanation of 
the present distributional pattern of the boddaerti group. 
Biological evidence of importance in the history of the group is dis- 
played by the patterns of the various forms. As previously noted, i t  is 
believed that the pattern of 2 lateral light stripes is a "primitive condi- 
tion,'' and that the end point of specialization is the unicolor condition. I t  
seems evident, therefore, that boddaerti with a single lateral stripe is the 
most specialized of the group insofar as pattern is concerned, that r z~ thven i  
is the most generalized, and that d z ~ n n i  s intermediate between them. 
An increase in abdominals and subcaudals indicates specialization in 
scntellation. In  this respect boddaerti and r z ~ t k v e ~ z i  reverse the condition 
found in the pattern, whereas dzcnqzi again occupies an intermediate posi- 
tion. With these remarks serving as an introcluctioii, the history of the 
boddaerti gronp may be ontliiied. 
As indicated i11 the discussion of the bifossatz~s group, the ancestor of 
Dryadophis entered South America from Central America sometime prior 
to the middle Eoccne. D1iring the period from iiiidclle Eocene to iiliddle 
Miocene the genus developed in northern South America and gave rise to 
the boddaerti, the plcei, and the bifossatz~s groups. I11 northern Venezuela 
the former 2 groups developed together, but at  some early date became 
physiologically clistinct, so that boddaerti probably occupied the more 
humid areas while plcci moved into more arid regions. The prototype of 
the boddaerti gronp -\tras luldoubtedly rzcthveni-like in pattern and possibly 
occupied most of northern South America. At some time prior to the Plio- 
cene (when dzcnni was cut off) a boddaerti-like form began to develop and 
to replace the two-striped rz~tlzveni type. With tlie breaBiiig up of the 
Parian borderland, dunni ,  in which the lower lateral stripe had already 
faded to a consitlcrable degree, was isolated n it11 crnaa~.ali on Tobago during 
the lower Pliocene ant1 here specialized by increasing its number of ventral 
sentes while retaining a more "prin~itive" pattern. 
I t  seeins certain that in the meantime a. par t  of t l ~ e  prototypic stock 
became more or less isolated on the pe~r i~~su la ,  in  northern Colombia 
(already noted) and took i11 the Sierra Nevada de Sarita Marta. I n  
northern Venczl~ela and in  the Amazon basin, aiid possibly also in  the rising 
Andes, boddact.li developed tlirolrgll a sin~plification of pattern. When 
South America. assumed its present form boddacrt i  and r 1 ~ 2 h u ~ n i  met along 
their western and eastern boundaries, respectively, and by hybridization 
produced the great intermediate popnlatioii now f o m ~ d  i11 Venezuela. 
Fillally, tile Andes, in  rising to their present level, cut oiT in  Colombia, 
through the ICnot of I'asto, a part  of t11e early b o d d n ~ r t i  population which 
is slowly exrolving into the variant poplrlation already disc~~ssed. As pre- 
viol~sly indicated, I i~a t l z i i  developcil in s i f l c  froill boddaert i  on the arid 
west coast. The abseilce of the group from Grenada nncl the islands to the 
ilorth (where ~ I . I C C S ~  of the pleci grorlp is fo~mt l )  must be explained on the 
basis of ui~snitable llabitats a t  llie tirne when the entrance ol' 7)oddaerli  to 
those islands was possible through land connections. 
The outline of the history of these fol.nis as Irere given inay be f a r  dif- 
I'erent Srom their actual history, but i t  is st~.ongly iricljcated by the mor- 
phological features of the group aiid by mliat is lc11o~~11 of the geological 
history of tlle region. My concept of the relationsllips o l  the 3 lorms of the 
boddacvt i  groap is illustrated in  Figure 9. 
PROTOTYPE 
FIG. 9. Relatiollsllips of the forms of the boddaerti group. 
A REVISION OF THE GENUS DRYADOPHIS 
THE il!lELANOLOlVUX GROUP 
Dryadophis melanolonzz~s alternatus (Bocourt) 
Cov!~photlon alternatus Bocourt, 1884: 133 (type locality, Isthinus de Darica; type, 
Museum National dJHistoirc Naturelle, No. 6202). 
B/trlr?jas bocldaerti gaigeae Stuart, 1933a: 7 (type locality, Wright's Ranch, lxoquete, 
Clliriqai Provinrc, Panalnn (type, U.M.M.Z. No. 57917). 
D ~ s c n ~ r ~ ~ o ~ . - B e c a u s e  so many specimens of this form have been avail- 
able from so many localities, alternat?ls appears to exhibit considerable 
variation. Certain populations, as those of the Pearl Islands or of the 
Clliriqui and Costa Ricaii highlands, definitely indicate that new subspecies 
are in the making, but, a t  present, differentiation has not progressed far 
enough to warrant naming. A s t~ ldy  of all the minor variations in pattern 
indicates that they may be reduced to 1 basic type. I n  alcohol (s t ra tum 
corncztnz lacking), the dorsal ground color consists of varying hues of gray 
or blue. Laterally, scale row 1 aiid the lower half of scale row 2 are some- 
what lighter, as are the upper half of scale row 4 and the lower half of scale 
1 . o ~  5. The extent to which these scale rows are lightened is extremely 
vai*iahlc, but they always produce a pattern of 2 light lateral stripes, which 
may or may not have a narrow black eclge. These lateral stripes gradually 
fade posteriorly and tlisappear at  the vent. The surface of the head is 
colored the same as is the dorsum aiid is often fleclred or blotched with blaclr. 
Laterally, the head becomes lighter, leaving the supralabials white. A clark 
smuclge extends from the nostril through the eye and across the temporals. 
The infralabials, chin, and throat are white, often lightly mottled with gray, 
or ~vitli a narrow, dark margin on each scale. Tile belly and lliiderside of 
the tail are white, infringed up011 laterally by the dorsal ground color, the 
liinits of which are often cleinarked by a narro\v light line. Fresh speci- 
mens indicate that in life tlre dot-sal gromicl color coilsists of various sllades 
of brown ; the ~mdersnrfaces arc cream or yellow (Pl. IV, Fig. 3 ) .  
The ventral scutellation is as follows: abdominals, 163-95 (181) ; sub- 
candals, 85-110 (100) ; total ventrals, 263-97 (281) .  
Ra~o~ . -Th i s  form cxteirds throngliout Panama and Costa Rica and is 
Pound on the jslancls ofl' the coast and ilortliward on the Caribbean slope of 
Nicaragua. a i d  Honduras. Its distribntion i11 Hond~lras is ~xnlmown, but 
the form is probably limited to the low Caribbean coastal plain as far as the 
rrgiol~ of Tcla, where it intergrades with laevis (Map 4) .  
MATERIAL EXAMINED 
Locality (aiid Museum Number) 
Cost:) lzica (A.M.N.11. 17269, 17310; U.S.N.M. 14065, 32609-11) 
&\rriball (U.S.N.M. 6353 [3]) 
1 1  Referring to the 1liglll:nlds of Costa Rien ; probably from the rieinity of Snn Josh. 
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Boruea (A.M.N.11. 17304) 
Guapilcs (M.C.Z. 15324) 
Iraz6 (A.M.N.I-I. 17343) 
Monte Redondo (B.M. 95.7.13.14) 
Navarro (M.C.Z. 15325) 
San Jose (U.S.N.M. 13539) 
Talamanea (M.C.Z. 19350) 
Honduras 
Scgovia River (U.S.N.M. 24530) 
Nicaragua (U.S.N.M. 151 95) 
Jllncficlds (A.M.N.H. 12648) 
Chontalez (B.M. 94.10.1.1 6) 
Cupitna (A.M.N.H. 12647) 
Mctagalpa (U.S.N.M. 56499) 
Recero (U.M.M.Z. 79763) 
Rio San Juan  (U.S.N.M. 19559) 
pan am:^ (U.S.N.M. 13504, 14117) 
l3oeas del Toro (U.S.N.M. 38673) 
Eocluete (U.M.M.Z. 57912-13, 57918-22, 57932 [paratypes of gaigeae],  57917 [hoio- 
type of grlnigccle] ; U.S.N.M. 51967, 51978) 
Progreso (U.M.M.Z. ,57916) 
Rabo de Puereo (U.M.M.Z. 57911) 
Saboga Islaild (M.C.Z. 9339-46) 
San Miguel Island (M.C.Z. 9338) 
Canal Zone (U.S.N.M. 38505) 
Ancon (M.C.Z. 13299-300, 16400, 20574, 24001; U.S.N.M. 59869, 65870) 
Balboa (M.C.Z. 25114-15) 
B:~rro Colorndo Isinild (U.M.&f.Z. 63763-65) 
Bruja  Point (M.C.Z. 25095-96) 
ColGn (M.C.Z. 2221 6) 
Empire (U.S.N.M. 54265) 
Fort Clnytor~ (M.C.Z. 22270, 26772) 
Fort  Davis (M.C.Z. 25131 ; U.S.N.M. 65855-56) 
Gatuii (U.M.M.Z 56230 ; U.S.N.M. 54013-14, 541 56) 
Juan Mina (M.C.Z. 26639-44) 
Tabernilla (U.S.N.M. 54158) 
Toro Point (M.C.Z. 22232, 22235, 22237) 
VARIATION.-In pattern, the most coilspiclious variation in alter~zatus 
is the presence or absence of the black borders on the lateral light stripes. 
These blaclc margins are best (leveloped in specimens from Chiriqui Prov- 
ince, Panama, and to a lesser extent in the specimens from the Pacific coast 
of lower Panama. On the Caribbean coast of Panama, on the other hand, 
thesc dark margins are much less intense and are not found at  all from 
Bocas del Toro, Panama, northward. Thus, 2 geographic trends in this 
particular character are evident: (1) the variations existing between 
poplllations of the Pacific and the Caribbean coasts, and (2) the nortliward 
fading of the dark margins. 
There is a second striking variation in pattern in the Pearl Island popu- 
lation. Here, contrary to expectations, the lateral stripes are not margined 
with blaclr. Tlle lateral stripes are, moreover, almost completely obscured, 
owing to tlie dark fleekings on the scales involved in  producing the lateral 
stripes. 
Variations in  veiitral scntellation, although sho~viiig some differences be- 
tween various populations, are of rather minor iml~ortaiice except in  1 or 2 
illstancrs. As already rioted, there exists a slight difference in  pattern be- 
txvecn the Caribbean-slope and Pacific-slope popnlatiovs. Althotigh a slight 
clitYcrence exists in scutellation between these 2 localities, it is of no signifi- 
c.;Lnce, taxononlically speaking. The variation in ventral scutellation of 
females from the 2 sicies of the I'ananla Canal Zone is shonn in Table XIV. 
. .- 
Tn the males this same slight reduction in tlic nllmber of abdomi~~als  arid 
total ventrals on the Pacific coast is prc.seilt in nho~lt  ltc same degree. A 
comparison of the very f c ~  specirnens available fro111 both sides of Costa 
ltica shows this same variation, so that i t  may bc concllldeti that the Pacific- 
I,oc.:~ lit,!. 
- ~~ 
(::I l.il)bc:xu Coast 
Pacificz (!o:\st 
TART,l': XTV 
-- ~ ~ - -  
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coast popnlatiou has a lower averagc llllmher of ahtlorniilals and total ven- 
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the ~luinber of rentral scntes as was noted in the pattern is apparent. Table 
XV, co~~ta in ing  coml)ariso~ls of females ill three given localities on tlte Carib- 
I I : I I : S  
-- . . - - -- 
9S-I 02  ($18) 
bean slope, iildicates that altho~igli slight \-ariation exists i t  is ol' little conse- 
Tot:~l Ventrals 
-. -  -- 
274-92 (281 ) 
TABLE XV 
I n  the populations from the higl l l i~~l~is  of Costa liica and Panama are 
variations in scutellatioa of sligbtly rnore significaiice. The lrighland popu- 
lations, althouglr difYereat froin one allother in the iluinber of subcautials 
and total ventrals, when combined are quite different from all the other 
specirnens on t l ~ p  lo~vla~icls, especially in tlie ilumber of abdominals. Table 
XVI indicates tile differences in  the males of these 2 populations. 
I n  Table XVII these 2 populations combined are compared with males 
f om the lowlands of Panama, Costa Eica, and Nicaragua (recalling again 
that slight differences exist between the Caribbean and Pacific populations). 
-~ ~- -- a- .- - - . 
l,oc;~lit,y S i~cc i~nc~ l s  
Canal Zorrc 
Costa 12ie:i 
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TABLE XVI  
.- - --- 
J~oea l i ty  / Slwci~ncns 1 A b d o m i n a l ~  I Snhcandals 1 Total  V c ~ ~ t r a l s  
Although, as noted earlier, the Pearl Island populatioii differs somewhat 
in pattern, i t  does not vary in scutellation from the lowland population on 
Boqucte, Pal lama 168-76 (172) 
Snn .Tosc', Costa Rien 169-75 (172) 
ThELF XVJT 
the mainland. I11 Table XVIII  the males from Saboga Island are compared 





Mainland .. . . . / 22 1 175-93 (181) 1 92-109 (101) 1 272-93 (281) 
- - -- -- - -- - 
The variation in altc~~~zafais, lthoagh much of i t  has a geographic corre- 
lation, is too slight and too overlappiilg to warrant taxoiiomic recognition. 
I t  seems evident, ho\l-ever, that a number of races are now in the process of 
differentiating, and that if we were to utilize a quadriilomial system they 
would be recognizable. If differelitiatioil proceeds uninterruptedly, 4 
races may be tllc eiltl result. These incipient forms at  present appear to 
include a Pearl Island race, recognizable through a distiiictive pattern; a 
Pacific-slope race ~vith darli-margined stripes; a Caribbean-slope race with 
~ulmargined stripes; and a highland Pananiaaian-Costa ltican race with a 
reduced number of abclomiiial scutes. 
AFFINITIES.-As \\,ill be sl.iown later, i t  is believed that alternat~cs or an 
allernalzis-ljlie aiicestor represents the original D~.?yadophis toclc in Central 
America. This conch~sion is largely based 011 the fact that the ancestral 
pattern of the Doddaerli, pleei, ancl alternatus groups mas of 2 lateral light 
stripes. The origin of the Cei~tral American forms will be talien up later, 
but i t  shoald be poiuted out that, a t  present, the alternatus group has 
severed all conllectioiis with the South American groups-a condition the 
interpretation of wl~ich lies in the geological history of Panama. Thus, the 
original connectioils between alternatus and the South American forms have 
J~oc.;~hty S 1 ) ( ~ ~ 1 r n c i ~ 4 A ) J d o i m ~ l n a l s  
- .- - 
Snhoga Isl. 1 6 1 178-84 (180) 
.- 
S u b c n ~ ~ d a l s  Tot:~l Vc~r t ia l s  
101- I 0  (105) 
now disappeared, arrd the Ccntral American group has dispersed ant1 differ- 
entiated in almost complete isolatioli from the rest of tlie genus. 
As to alternaizu itself, i t  has probably differentiated in situ from the 
original stoclr, wliich sent off a number of forms to the north, while retaining 
many of the original characters in Panama, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and 
Honduras. In this last-named country, altcrnatacs now intergrades with 
laevis; this feature will be considered under laevis. 
Dryadophis mela~zolom.zcs laevis (Fischer) 
Herpetodryas l a e v ~ r  Fisrller, 1881: 227 (type locality, Guatemala; type, Natoralien 
liabinet, Stuttgart, No. 2032). 
Drornict~s coeruleus I"iseher, 1885: 103, P1. IV, Fig. 7 (type locality, Cobbn, Guatemala; 
type, location of type unknown). 
Dr:jnbobzus boddnerlz var. nrotlesta Werner, 1903: 346 (type locality, CobBn, Guatemala; 
type, Zoologisclic Sa~nmlung des Rayeriscl~cil Staates, Munchen, No. 1627/o). 
I~ESCRIPTION.-Th is form, because of the few specimens available and 
because of the variation in pattern, is the most poorly understood of the 
alternata~s group. Material at  hand indicates that this subspecies may 
~ t a i n  the juvenile pattern until fully grown, at  which stage i t  may lose its 
banded condition for a fairit striped pattern and may eventually become 
unicolor. 
When the banded pattern predominates, the dorsal ground color 
(stratum COT'IZCZlI?L laclring) appcars as a series of liarrow (I  scale row wide),  
gray-blue bands which number about 60 on the body. These light bands 
are separated by broad bands ( 3  scale rows wide) which are much darker 
and are ~larrowly bordered anteriorly and posteriorly by black. That the 
light bands and not the darlr represent the ground color is inferred from our 
hlowledge of the development of tile adult pattern from the juvenile. What 
is apparently a later stage in the reduction of these evidences of the juvenile 
pattern is the striped phase. I n  specimens of this type, the dorsal ground 
color is gray-blue, and the first, second, fourth, axid fifth scale rows are sorne- 
what lighter. This gives the appearance of a faded alternutus pattern. 
That tliis is a later stage of pattern development is iiiclicatecl by the fact that 
several of the specime~is at  hand, although definitely banded, have evidences 
of  lateral stripes, apparently representing the trailsition from the banded to 
the striped phase. When the niliform pattern js present, the ground color 
is like that of the other 2 phases. Whether or not a nnilorm condition actn- 
ally exists is open to q~xestioii. Tlie state of preservation may well be the 
reason lor the obliteration of all traces of a faint pattern of lateral stripes. 
Aside from this variatioil in dorsal body pattern the characters of specimens 
in all 3 pllascs are uiliform. The l~nicolor phase (which in life may have 
beell striped) has been narned laevis and modesta, arid cocrulez~s has been 
applied to the ba~~t led  type. 
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Above, the color of the head is the same as the ground color of the 
dorsnm. Laterally this color becomes lighter and may leave the supra- 
labials cream or white, mottled, or bordered with gray. An indication of 
a dark smudge, extending from the nostril through the eye and across the 
temporals, is present. The infralabials, chin, throat, belly, and undersur- 
face of the tail are white. Anteriorly, on the chin, throat, and fore part of 
the belly, there are heavy niottlings of gray. Laterally the belly and under- 
side of the tail are infringed upon by the dorsal ground color, the limits of 
which are demarlted by a narrow, light line. 
I n  life, 2 distinct color phases were observed in specimens which I col- 
lected in Alta Verapaz, Guatemala. The one has a ground color of olive 
brown on the upper surf aces, while in the other the dorsal ground color is a 
brilliant, reddish orange. 
The ventral scutellation of this form is as follows: abdominals, 171-86 
(180) ; subcaudals, 114-36 (124) ; total ventrals, 296-317 (306). 
Ii~Na~.--This ubspecies is apparently restricted to the highlands of Alta 
Verapaz, possibly the Cnchumatanes, aiid the adjacent lowlands (Map 4) .  
MATERIAL EXAMINED 
Locality (and Museum Number) 
Guatemala. (U.S.N.M. 6764) 
Chamb (U.M.M.Z. Field Nos. 154, 291, 709) 
Panzamala (U.M.M.Z. Field Nos. 31, 1052) 
Quiriguii (F.M.N.H. 20552; U.S.N.M. 56284) 
Scmicoch, above Panzos (U.S.N.M. 35903) 
Senalii (U.S.N.M. 35912) 
Sepacuitb (M.C.Z. 24945) 
Vera Paz, low forest (B.M. 64.1.26.20) 
I have also had access to the following alternatus-lccevis intergrades: 
Honduras 
Lancetilla (M.C.Z. 28040) 
Santa Ana, 3 miles northwest of San Pedro Sula (F.M.N.I-I. 5284-89) 
Tcla (M.C.Z. 27255, 32009; U.S.N.M. 82161, 82169) 
VARIATION.-NO other form in the entire genus shows such striking vari- 
ation as the dichromatism in laevis. The several patterns aiid color phases 
previously described show no consistent sexual or size correlation. Of 4 
adult females, 3 are banded aiid 1 is striped, whereas in the same number of 
males only 1 is banded, 1 is striped, and the other 2 are unicolor. I t  is quite 
possible that these variations may be loosely associated with age, in which 
case the expected series would progress as follows: banded + stripes and 
bands -+ bancls + unicolor. 
Another possibility, of course, is that pattern dimorphism, such as that 
described by IClauber (1939) i11 Lnnzpropeltis getzclzcs californiae, may exist. 
Whatever the significa~lcae lliiky be, t11e probleirl can certainly not be solved 
or1 the basis ol' sue11 sc;inty material. 
Discussion of v;~riatioil in sctltellation is iiiipossible because of tlie laclc 
of material. I t  is irrtcrestillg to note, liox~~ever, that sexual dilllorpllisnl ap- 
pears to be considerirble with respecst to snbc~wrrdals and total ventrals, as 
iildicated by the figr~res ill Tablv XIX. 
TAETjll: X I S  
h ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ s . - A l t h o l l g l l  severa  possibilities presellt thelusclves as cxljla- 
nations as to the affinities of Ltscuis, the available niaterial lntlicates that this 
forrrl has arisen Prolll an  ulte~nalz~s-lilic ancestor. Sp'c~ii~lens fro111 'L'ela, 
EIonduras, al~cl viciility represent ideal i~ltcrgrades. I11 pattern nluch the 
same condition exists as Ilas been noted with respect to ~~1rtlzvcn~-7)odducrti 
intergrades. Some specinrens are unicolor (perhaps becallsc of the metl-~od 
of preservation) ; others show very faint lateral stripes arra~lged as in altcr- 
natus; and still otlicrs exlilbit the typical allcrllatt~s pattern. Accoml~any- 
illg all 3 types of dorsal pattern, however, is a niottlecl conditioil on thc eliin 
and throat. This inottling is mmxcll less intcrlse tllan in  typical Luevzs and 
represents, therefore, a condition interinediate between lnrvzs and alternutus 
in  which mottling, if present, is always very faint. 
The scutellatioil of this Honduran poyillatioll is that which would be 
expected in  intermediate sl~ecimens. Figure 10 depicts graphically tlle in- 
crease in scutellation from typical wltcrnat~rs i11 Nicaragua to laev7s in  
Guatemala. 
As will be discussed later, it is not i~npossible that, from a population 
sirnilar to tlie one found about Tela, IIo~lcLuras, 117hich a t  a foriner period 
irlay have cvolvecl in northern Honduvas, lacvla niay have developed in  the 
south ~ l l i l e  vc~~accr.zccis aiid ~nclu?zolon~zic \\ere devclopi~ig in the north. 
pp~--p ~p 
After differentiation, Laewis may have spreael along the coast of Honduras 
and may havc hybridized with nl ternat~~s;  lleilce the apparent relationship 
between altcmattcs and lacz:is inay well be secondary. Direct relationsliip 
betwecn lacvis ancl either voraec~.t~cis or melanolonaz~s seems improbable. 
Dryadopl~is  uzcla~zolonzus melanolov~us  (Cope) 




-- . -. - . 
313-17 (315) 
as:3-:ioci (:coo 





- -- - - - - 
DESCRIPTION.-T~~S s~lbspccies, because of its distinctive pattern, ca~iilot 
be coilfused with ally other forrn in  the genus. The ground color of the 
dorsum (stratunz corneuna laclting) is bluish gray. The anterior half of 
S ul)c:r ud:~ls 
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FIG. 10. Intergrndntion hetrvcea ultel-?tat?ts and laevis, as i l l~~st rn tcd  in n eornpari- 
son of 3 male popalations-Nicnr:1g11n11 ullc~?~ulrr.s, IIondnrnr~ intcrgradcs, m ~ d  the total 
laevw population. 
90 L. C. STUART 
each scale has a narrow blaclr edge, and thus is produced an illusion of 
a series of iiarrow black stripes on the ground color. Tliis blacli edging is 
reduced on scale rows 1 ancl 2, aiid 4 and 5 except on the upper half of scale 
2 and the lower half of scale row 3, where i t  is often somewhat wider and 
gives the effect of 2 lateral light stripes separated by a darker one. This 
condition may well be interpreted as tlie holdover of the lateral striping 
typical of alternalz~s. The top of the head is colored as is the dorsum; 
laterally the color gradually fades to white or cream. A failit blacli smudge 
111ay extend from tlie nostril through the eye and across the temporals. The 
slrpralabials are white, often flecked with gray. The infralabials, chin, 
throat, and under parts of the body and tail are white. Laterally, the dorsal 
ground color infringes upon the belly and tail, the limits of this infriiige- 
meiit being den~arked by the iiarrow light line. 
I n  living specinieiis the dorsal grouiicl color is brown. The labials, chin, 
throat, aiid fore part of the belly are cream, aiid the posterior third of the 
belly and underside of the tail are brilliant pink (Pl. IV, Fig. 4 ) .  
The ventral scutellation of this form is as follows: abdoniinals, 173-88 
(181) ; subcaudals, 116-30 (123) ; total veiitrals, 294-307 (301). 
R ~ ~ c ~ . - A l t h o u g h  known from only 2 exact localities, this race probably 
is widespread throughout the semiarid northern part of the YucatAn Pen- 
insnla (Map 4). 
MATERIAL EXAMINED 
Locality (and Mnsenm Nmliber) 
Mexico 
Yucntrin (B.M. 80.7.13.9-10; U.S.N.M. 10302, 24986) 
Chichcn I tz6  (M.C.Z. 26839-41; U.M.M.Z. 68233, 73076-78, Ficld Nos. 3, 31) 
Colailia Santa  Maria (U.M.M.Z. 76164) 
The following alter1tatzcs-melano10~~zzcs intergrades have also been avail- 
able: 
Britisli Ilorrduras 
San Augusiine (U.M.M.Z. 80714) 
Guatemala 
PctOn (R.M. 64.1.26.19) 
L a  Iiibct.tad (El l'ctiln) (U.M.M.Z. 74897) 
V~n~A~ro~.-Becanse th re were very few specimens and they were from 
only 2 localities, any discl~ssioil of variation in this fonn is impossible. I t  is 
important to reiterate, however, tliat the majority of the specimens have an 
inclication of the 2 light lateral stripes wllich arc cvident i l l  the typical pat- 
tern of alternatau. 
AI"FINITIES.-L~~~ most of the Yucathn fauna, this subspecies is of fairly 
recent origin and its affinities are fairly clear. Fronl E l  Pet@n, Guatemala, 
aiid from British Hond~~ras ,  speeime~is .which are cvideiitly intergrades be- 
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tween n~cla~~olomzcs and alter?zatzcs have been available. Although these 
specinlens are allnost unicolor, there is distinct evidence of the black anterior 
edging on the scales. I11 scutellation, moreover, they are also intermediate. 
Frorn this population, or more probably an earlier, yet similar, population, 
inl~abititig' the central portion of the YucatAn Peninsula, has also developed 
vcraccrzccis. Because of the differcnce in scutcllation i t  is not logical to 
assume that ~11elano10n~~cs is related to laevis. I t  appears that from an alter- 
nalus-like ancestor or a population similar to laevis-alternatus intergrades 
(pi-cviously discussed) laevis has developed in one direction while vzelano- 
lonz?cs and vcraecrzccis have developed in another. 
Dryadophis melanolornus veraecrucis, new name12 
J<~rtlr!/as botltlaerti ~r~ezzca?t?~s Stuart, 1933a: 8 (type locality, Zacuapkn (= ZacualpLnB), 
Mexico; type, B.M. I Natural History] No. A, b in Boulcnger, 1894: 12, under Dry- 
mobzus boddaertr) . 
DESCIZIPTION.-The pattern typical of this form is somewhat confusing, 
since i t  appears to change with age or to be of 2 different types. I n  the very 
large adults the dorsal surface is probably unicolor gray-blue (stratum 
corncum laclring). Ill smaller adults there is frequently a light lateral 
stripe on scale rows 4 and 5 which extends only over the anterior one-fourth 
of the body and is often confilled to the neclr alone. The surface of the head 
is of the same color as is the domum, and in smaller adults irregular lighter 
marlrings may be present on the nape. A darlr smudge extends froin the 
nostril through the eye and across the temporals, occasionally extending pos- 
teriorly on the body, where i t  may form a dark superior border to the 
lateral light stripe (if present). The snpralabials are light, mottled with 
gray. The iiifralabials, chin, and throat are white, mottled in varying de- 
grees with gray (the larger adults are generally immaculate). The under- 
surface of the body and tail is cream or white, infringed upon laterally by 
the dorsal ground color, the limits of which are demarlred by a narrow light 
line. The undersurface of the tail may be mottled with gray. 
The juveniles display 3 different patterns. One is the banded phase, 
similar to the juvenile pattern of laevis. The second type laclcs all traces of 
banding but has a narrow light line on scale rows 4 and 5. The third is a 
combination of the 2. Only a single specimen with the third type has been 
Sound among the material available, while the others are about equally 
divided between the banded and the striped types. The undersurfaces dis- 
play the typical mottled condition, although there is a tendency for the 
outer end of each ventral scute to be spotted and a third irregular spot is 
found on the center of each ventral scute, thus producing what appears to be 
3 darlr ventral stripes (PI. IV, Fig. 6). 
1 2  The name wexicanrcs is  preoccupied by Herpetodr?yas mexicanus Bocourt (1890: 
722) ; this author placed under Drymobircs (Eudryas) laevis a specimen so labeled by Jan .  
The ventral scntellat~oi~ IS ;IS follo\\.s: abclonli~lals, 166-82 (175) ; st~l)-  
canclals, 106-20 (111) ; total \cntl-als, 276-97 (287). 
R ~ ~ c ~ . - G e n e r a l l ~ -  clistributeci on the hiinlid lonlantls and east slol)cs ol' 
tlle platr:111 of' caster-n Pllcsico fro111 Tabasco to Tanlanlipas (i\lap 1) 
MATERIAL ESANIKED 
l ~ o c a l ~ t y  (nncl Muselun N ~ l n ~ b c r )  
Mcxico (1%.M. 61.1.8.11) 
Tab:lseo 
'l'eapn (B.RT. 94.3.1.11-12; U.S.N.34. 46592) 
Vera Cruz 
C':~tei~l:lco (U.S.N.31. 4(i478-79) 
I1;lcicndn dcl Ilobo (l<.M. (80.4.7.55) 
TIantrrzeo (I3.RI. 93.4.26.32-33) 
Jnlapa (M.C.Z. 16102; U.S.N.M. 5346) 
Mir:idor (U.S.N.M. 25007) 
0riz:rba (U.S.N.M. 30357) 
I'otrcro (A.M.N.IT. 198:ll; U.M.M.Z. 80944) 
S:rn Rafael (IJ.S.N.II4. 32162) 
'I'cxola (A.N.S. 15337) 
' I ' I I Y ~ ) ; I ~  (U.S.N.M. 25194) 
Z;~c.u:~p:in (=Zncr~:rlp:iu;D) (13.M. b A [ In  Coulcnger, 1894; type of ? ~ r c . ~ i c n ~ l ~ c \  1 )  
VAIIIMI~ION.-M~SL perplesi~lg is the variation in  tlie jilvenile and adult 
pattenls in  this race. I t  is suggested that here is a form which is actively 
differeutiating. As has been uoted, evolution ill the genus as a whole has 
tended toward loss of pattern, and vcraccrucis is apparently ilow i11 the 
process of assunlil~g a nnicolor condition. This suggestioil is based on the 
fact that, a l t l~ougl~  ni;~ny of the smaller adults are nnicolor, the very large 
adults are always ~n~icolor .  With thc exception of this significant (>orrela- 
tion with size, therc appears to be no connection of pattern with sex, geo- 
grapl~ical position, or any ~uorphological feature. 
Variation i11 scntt~llution is very similar to that already discussed under 
bl-uesi ancl that to be ~iotecl later in  slevi??i. There is a definite peripheral 
decrease ( in  this case northrvard) i n  the number of subcaudal and total ven- 
tral  scutes. As is inclicated in Tablc XX, this coiidition exists ia the males. 
I~ocnli ty I S l ) c c i ~ r ~ c ~ ~ s  / Ahdomill:~ls I Snbeaudals I Total Voltrals 
South . . .... .... 1 4 ) 175-82 (178) ) 113-20 (116) / 292-97 (295) 
~FFINITIFS . -T~~  affinities of vcraccr~icis must be looked for i n  the cen- 
tral  portion of the Yucatbn Peninsula. Fro111 that 1-egiolz I have seen speci- 
mens (already noted) which might well be intergrades between veraecrucis, 
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)~zelanolomzcs, and alternatus. It seems fairly evicient that this intergracl- 
ing population has derelol>ecl froin another population very like the laevis- 
alternatus intergrades of Honduras, and that subsequent differentiation has 
given rise to melanolonazcs in  one direction and veraec~zccis in the other. The 
E l  Pet& population is, however, inost lilre melanolon~zcs. This concept of 
relationship is basecl primarily on the relatiollship lines indicated by the 
~ e n t r a l  scntellation, ancl will be talien u p  in  greater detail later. 
Bryadophis +~zelanolomus sleuini (Stuart) 
Eutlr?las slevzn~ Stuart, 1 9 3 3 ~ :  9 (type locality, Nmia Madre Island, Tres Mar~:rs Tsl:inds, 
Mexico; type, C.A.S. No. 58679). 
D E S C R I P T I O N . - B ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~  of the lack of material and because of the tre- 
~nendolrs variation existing within the material a t  hand, this form, as here 
recogiiizecl, is extremely coinples and may represent a coinposite of as inany 
as 3 distinct races. In alcol~ol (stratzrna cornetcnz lacking) the dorsal ground 
color is generally grap-blue. I n  Inany speciineils the interstitial skin is 
blaclr, and, especially in  Tres Marias Islailds specimens, the dorsal scales may 
be powderecl or strealred with darker shades. I11 several instances there is a 
failit indication of 2 light lateral stripes, as i11 alternatzcs. The head is 
colorect as is the dorsum and lilcewise may be streaked with blacli. A darli 
smudge extends from the nostril through the eye and across the posterior 
snpr;tlabials and te~nporals. The sul>ralabials are white or cream, mottled 
with gray or blacl~. The ilifralabials, chin, and throat are light and mottled, 
in varying degrees of intensity, with gray or blacli. The belly and under- 
side of the tail are ~vhite, infringed upon laterally by the dorsal ground color, 
the liinits 01 which are not definitely cleinarlied. The underside of the tail 
niay be lightly mottled with gray. 
I n  living specimeils the dorsal ground color varies from olive green to 
olive brown. The dorsal par t  of the head is of the same color as is the 
clorslim, while the ullder parts are white or cream (Pl.  IV, Fig. 6). 
I t  slioul(l be reiterated that the juveniles of this form have the same 
pattern as alternnlzis has, ]lot that of Itrevis, nzeln?aolomzcs, and veraecrucis. 
The following is the ventral scutellatiorl: abdominals, 179-95 (186) ; sub- 
c a~~da l s ,  108-18 (113) ; total abdorninals, 292-310 (300). 
~ZANGE.-This lorm, as here recognized, exteiids along the Pacific slopes 
from Guatemala northn~arcl to Colima, Mexico, and on the Tres Marias 
Islands (Map 4) .  
MATERIAL EXAMINED 
Locality (and Museum Number) 
Guatrmnla 
Volc&n Zuni1 (C.A.S. 66946) 
Mexico (A.M.N.TI. 19571 ) 
Acapulco (E.1I.T. 10094) 
Clliapas 
L. C .  STUART 
Finea Jubrcz,  30 liilometers nort11e:rst of Esqlii~~tla (U.M.M.Z. Field Nos. 1018, 
1062, 1137) 
Colima Province (U.S.N.M. 56283) 
Colima, city (C.M. 7253; U.M.M.Z. 80202) 
Trcs Marias Islands (U.M. 81.10.1.103, 81.10.1.108, 82.11.15.41) 
Maria Madre Island (C.A.S. 58679 [type] ; U.S.N.M. 24674-76) 
Maria Magdalena Islaild (U.S.N.M. 24679) 
I have also seen the following alternatus-slevilzi intergrades : 
Tehuantcpec, Mcsico 
Tcl~uantcpcc (U.M.M.Z. 1''iclcl Nos. 430, 633, 741, 1068, 1108, 1439, 1448) 
~An~AT~o~.-Because of the scanty material, tlie task of interpreting tlie 
variation in this form is difficult. Most striking is the difference between 
tlie lnainland and island populations in scntellation. I11 Table X X I  this 
condition in the males is elearly indicated. No such colllparison of the 
females was possible becanse too few female specimens were available. 
TABLE XXt  
' 1 ' ~ s  M:~~.i:is I ls. ( (i 1 181-86 (184) ( 109 ( 292- $ I ( ;  (394) 
-- . -- - . - - - - 
In  pattern the most striking feature lies in the very intense mottling on 
the chill and throat in the island populations as compared with the very 
faint mottling in the Colilna specimens. Were more material available, i t  
is not improbable that a narlie should have to be applied to the mainland 
specimens. With this niaterial lacking, however, i t  appears that, since vari- 
ation in slevini parallels that in veraecrzccis (i.e., decreasing northward), a 
Locality Subcsndnls - 
l\l:~l llniid 1 9 -  8 114-17 (115) 
name is nnrvarranted. I t  is impossible to distinguish any differences what- 
soever between the Colirna and Chiapas material. The significance of this 
point is brought ont further on in this paper. 
AFFINITIES.-T~~ aflinities of slcvini are co~nples in the extreme. The 
Mllseum of Zoology has a series of Dryadophis from the Isth~nus of Tehuan- 
Total Ventrals 
294-310 (3Ol) 
tepee which cannot be distinguished from the intergrades between alternatz~s 
and laevis in northern Ilonduras. This Tehlxantepee population undoubt- 
edly represents an isolated coloiiy of relicts \vhicIi wcre at  a foriner date dis- 
tributed from western Mcxico southward throughout Central America. The 
opening of the Tehuantepec portal separated the 2 populatiovis and isolated 
the former. From this point slevini probably cliffcrentiated (though i t  re- 
tained in the juvenile pattern a remnant of tlie prototype), spread north- 
ward, and later moved southward, taking on tlie same cliaracters in both 
directions. That the sanic pattern s h o ~ ~ l d  develop in both directions is to be 
expected, since there were no new lines open for pattern evohltion nnless an 
evolutionary reversal were to take place. 
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If  this explanatioil of the discontinuity of the distribution of slevini is 
correct, there is no reasoii to suspect that the Chiapas and Colima popula- 
tions are genetically identical. If the 2 pop~~lations are only superficially 
identical but physiologically distinct (and I have reason to believe that they 
are),13 they warrant a namc, but herpctologieal systenlatics has not yet be- 
come involved in the naming of physiological races. As has already been 
suggested, slcvini inay in the future be broken into 3 separate raccs, namely, 
the Clliapas population, tlie Colima (and probably Guerrero, Michoacbn, and 
iiorthern Oaxaca) population, and, finally, the Tres Marias Isla~lds popu- 
lation. 
I t  may well be argued that further exploration in Salvador, western 
Nicaragua, and western Guatemala may result in the discovery of an un- 
known linlr connecting ulternutzcs and the Chiapas populations directly. 
For the present i t  seems best to consider slevini as a direct affiaity of alter- 
natzcs, and as having arisen from an isolated population of an alternatus-like 
ancestor. 
Dryadophis dorsalis (Bocour t )  
Drymobius ( E t ~ d r y a s )  dorsalis Bocourt, 1890: 724, P1. LI, Fig. 2 (typc locality, Guate- 
mala; type Museum National dlHistoire Naturelle, Nos. 7391 and 91-257). 
DESCRIPTION.-The ground color of the dorsum (stratum corqzeum lack- 
ing) is composed of shades of bluish gray. Some of the dorsal scales may be 
flecked with white a t  the edges or may have a narrow white anterior border, 
usually concealed by the posterior part of the preceding scale. A middor- 
sal, longitudinal, dark stripe exteiids from the nape to the end of the tail and 
is formed by tbe darkelzing of scale row 9 and of the upper half of scale rows 
8 and 10. I n  some speci~neils there is an iiidication of a lateral dark stripe 
on scale row 3 over the fore part of the body. The upper surface of' the head 
is of tlie sa~ne color as is the clorsum, and the sides of the head are somewhat 
lighter. A slight dark smndge extends from the nostril through the eye and 
across the temporals. The sx~pralabials are white, sometimes narrowly mar- 
gined with gray. The inIralabials, chin, aud throat arc immaculate white. 
The belly and undersxlrfacc of the tail are white, heavily mottled or flecked 
with gray. Latcrally, the dorsal ground color infringes upon the belly and 
vcutral surface of the tail a i d  is delimited by a narrow white line. Fresll 
speeimeils have not been available, but  Rocollrt stated (1870-1909: 725) 
that the dorsal ground color is olive, ailcl I have see11 specimeiis in the zoolog- 
ical gardens in Guatemala City which bear out this statcment (PI. IV, 
Fig. 5) .  
The scntcllatioa of dorsalis is as follows: abdominals, 177-96 (183) ; sub- 
caudals, 109-31 (121) ; total vcntrals, 286-316 (302). 
1 3  The Chinpxs speei~neils were tnlreii on the very humid west slopes of the mountains, 
and the Colillia spcciinens arc from thc arid coast typical of wester11 Mexico. 
Ii~~c:E.--This specles is lcno~\rn ollly from the highlautls of western and 
sonthern Guatemala anrl the IIondllrail nplands. The exact l i~ni ts  of its 
range are a t  p~~rsei i t  rinl\-~lo\\ 11 (Map 4) .  
MATERIAL EXAMINED 
1,ocal ity (and Mi~senm Nlunbrr) 
Guntcmnla (k7.M.hT.H. 25226) 
Ccnti~nl  Clu:~tci~inl:~ (11.N.S. 5520) 
AtitlBn (F.M.N.H. 1965) 
1)uc~n:rs (1i.M. (i0.12.1.:10, 64.1.2(i.14 121, 64.1.26.25) 
El I'orvcllir, S:ln Alarc3os (I".RI.N.H. 20332) 
01:~s dc Mocn, So1ol:i (F.M.N.11. 20416) 
l'nnn jnchcl (M.C.Z. 22440) 
Quiriguh (P.M.N.11. 20554-55) 
Volehn St. Lucas (M.C.Z. 25215) 
I-Ionduras 
Subirana Vallcy, Y o ~ o  (N.C.Z. Field Nos. B 278, B 291, B 319) 
V A R I A T I O N . - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O U ~ ~  a fair series of this species has been available, 
the majority of the specimens are from the vicinity of J~alie AtitlLin, Guate- 
mala, and tlle reniaindel. from localities too scattered to permit any discus- 
sion oC variation. Tlie variation in pattern (the presence or absence of the 
dark lateral stripes) niay i l l  all probability be attributed to the state of' 
preservation. As to sentcllation, however, 2 sl)eciilieiis ( a  inale and a fe- 
male) from lovier altitudes 011 the Pacific slope of Guatemala have fewer 
snbcaudnls than llighlalitl sl)eci~nens 1lur.e. Wlletlier or not this altitudinal 
corrclatioii with illliriber of snbcauc1;zls actually exists can only be deter- 
~ilined when Inore material is available. 
A ~ ~ ~ ~ I N I T I E S . - T ~ ~  afhi t ies  01 this species are the lnost obscure of any in 
the allcrnait6s group. The juvenile pattern indicates that the species is to 
be associated with vcraccr~rcis, lncvic. and nzclu~zolo?lz~rs and that i t  has arisen 
fl.om tllc saxlie ancestry. True iilterg1.wcles betn een dorsalts and any other 
form are lacking. 
It shonld be notecl tliat t l ~ c  pattern of dorsulis is not too difficult to 
derive from an allc~~~ztrilcs-lilie pattern. Throughout the Kcnus as a whole, 
well-pi~cservcd adults tend to be dark middorsally, though this darlcer shade 
fades gradually into the lighter shade laterally and is often imperceptible. 
IS \ve were to asslunr that an aLlcr11al7rs-like pattern were to fade to such an 
extent that the nl)l~el. ant1 lo\\ er lateral light stripes became the sanie shade 
as is the rest of the botly \vll~le scale r o ~ m  3 and 9 retained theii- original 
shadc, the pattern of do~.snlis ~vonld bc thc result. That this has avtually 
happened seenis to offer the only logical explanatioa of the do~snlis pattern. 
It appears, therefore, that clovsalis probahljr hat1 the sanle type of ,  or even 
tlre very same, a~lcestor as lacu,s, ?~zcln~tolonl~r.s, and ve~accl-l~cls, bnt, in mov- 
ing to the. lliglllalrtls of' Crr~atenlula, beca~ne sufficiently isolated to sever all 
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coi-ruection with these. So f a r  bas differentiation progressed that, if no 
in1 ergrades are lrnowii frorn Honduras, it seems very probable that they do 
ilot exist elsewhere. There is, moreover, no evidence of intergradation be- 
tween dorsalis and slevi~zi  n a specimen of the latter froni western Guate- 
mala. This statenlent is based on the fact that the juvenile patterns of the 
2 are of diEereiit types (discnssed more fully below) aiicl on the conclusion 
that, if clorsalis does not intergrade with either a1te1.watzl.s or laevis, it would 
not be expected to i~ltergradr with slcvi~zi ,  which Ira.; had a rather peculiar 
and isolated history. 
OHIGIN AND AVFINITIES O F  TEIE M B L A N O L O A l U S  GROUP 
The lrey to the present distribution of the nae1anolonl~l.s group in Central 
h111e~ica is to he fonncl in  the geological history of the Paiiai~ianiaii-Costa 
Iticbau anci the Tehualitepec portals. These have been adequately discussed 
by Scl~lichert (1929 : 3 4 - 4 2 ;  and 1935 : 568-79) and are outliiled in  this 
paper uiicler boddacvti. Briefly statcd, the Panamaniaii-Costa lticail por- 
tal \vas ~ p p a ~ c i i t l y  closeil during the late Cretaceons and lower Eocene. 
Frolrr the nliddle Focc~lr  to tlie illiddle Mioceile, wit11 the possible exception 
of a short period iv tlie loxver Oligocene, this portal was opca, and fro111 the 
Ilpper Miocene to Ille present it has remained closed. The Telirlantepec 
portal, on tlie other hand, rc~i~raiiied closed until the l'liocene, or possibly 
lliltil the late Miocene, wlieii i t  was open; a i d  it remai~-red open niitil the 
I I ~ ~ I C ~  Pliocene. Of soine ii~lportaiice to tile history 01 the nzclu7zolonzus 
group is the fact that eastern Mexico (lowlands) and the Yucathn Peilinsula 
were widely flootlcci cl~urin:: tile Pliocelie and Pleistoceile and that the high- 
lands of Guateinala ancl IIo~iduras mere never flooded during the Cenozoic. 
Thc biological evidence upon .cvhich the history of this group rests coil- 
sists of tlic patter11 types of the various fornls aiid the ventral se~~tellatioil. 
I t  sl-~ould be noted that, as already tliscussccl in  the introdnction, the pattern 
of altc?.~zat?cs, with its 2 lateral light stripes, probably most closely ap- 
proacl~es the allcestral type of the Kroup. Furthermore, lucvas, nzclafzolonaus, 
ucl.aecrzccis, ancl tlie Oaxaca, population all retain traces of this prototypic 
pattcl-11. Well differentiated, on the other hand, are dorsal~s ,  with its pe- 
culiar patterll of a dorsal stripe (tlie possible origin of mllicll has already 
been discussed), and the nnicolor slcvrni. Finally, i t  should be emphasized 
again that dorsalis, l a c ~ ~ i s ,  nzclanolonazi.s, ancl veraecrzicis have a juvenile 
pattcr.11 quite ClifYereiit fro111 that oL' altcrnat~rs and slevini. 111 scutellatjon, 
~ I I C ~ P  is a tendeiity for the subcaudal scutes to iiierease in iiuinber in  all 
clircctions froin u1tcr~~atzr.s except, as already noted, in  peripheral popula- 
tions of sleuz?zi ant1 v c ~ a c o ~ l c z s .  These geological and biological facts for111 
the basis loy my conception of the origin and distributioi~ ol' the several 
forms of the alte7,natzis group. 
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A fairly clear c\-olutioiiary Illstory of the ruelu~zolon~z~s group may be 
based entirely upoil the geological hlstory of Central America. The geims 
Dryadopltis probably had its origin in  norther11 South America. It is gcii- 
erally conceded that the colubrines originated in  the I-Iolarctic region. IS 
this is true, i t  is probable tliat some colubrines invaded South Aincrica by 
way of Central Ainerica a t  some period between the Upper Cretaceous and 
the beginning of tlle middle Eocene. Isolatioil i11 South America from that 
time runtil the niicldle Miocene, caused by the open portal i11 Panama and 
Costa ltica, probably resulted in coilsiderable generic differentiation, and, 
as has already been pointed out, such genera as Dendrophid~o?z, Dryadophis, 
Cl~ironlus,  anci possibly Leptophis arose during that interval. When this 
portal was finally closed, these genera invaded Central America; among 
them was the prototype of the nzelanolotntcs group. This prototype probably 
spread northward through Central America, 011 the highlands of Honduras 
and Guatemala, and illto western Mexico. (Eastern Mexico and the entire 
Y~lcatbn Peniiisnla were submerged a t  that time.) As the Miocene drew to 
a close, or possibly early ill the l'liocene, the Tehuantepec portal appeared, 
which isolated in  western Mexico a par t  of the protostock in  nillch the same 
way as tliat in  which Cnemidophorz~s gz~laris was isolated (Burt,  1931: 73- 
74). Dnring the Pliocei~e differentiation proccecled in sontllern Central 
America, in the I-Ioricluran and Gl~atenlala~i I~iglllands, and in western 
Mexico. The Tehuantepec portal was again closed in the upper Pliocene, 
whereupoa the western Mexican population migrated south.ward illto Chi- 
apas. Later, the Yucathil Peairisula and eastel'a Mexico emerged, permit- 
ting the spread of the Central Ainericail type into these newly formecl 
regions. 
This history is borne out by tlie biological evidence, especially with refer- 
ence to pattern. As llldicated previouslj-, the prototype of tlie nzelanolowzus 
gronp which entered Central America during the Mioceiic was probably very 
similar in  pattern to the living allcmatzcs. From this original type differ- 
entiation has talren place in  3 dircctioiis: (1)  the devclopilzent of the alter- 
nutzcs pattera-this form, despite its long history, very probably has llot 
cllailged grcatly from tlle prototype, since i t  has always iiiliabited an  en- 
vironment similar to that in which it  had its origin ; (2) the grcat amouiit of 
differentiation which has talren place in  dorsa11.s and slevlni-these 2 forms, 
altho~lgh their history is no more alicieilt than that of al fcrnatz~s ,  liave bee11 
subjected to eilvironmcnts radically different froin their ancestral 11o111e, 
do1 aalis on the highlands and slevini 011 the arid west Mexicall coast; (3) the 
rathci- recently differentiated forms, laevzs, ~~zelanolo?~zz~.c, and v c r a e c ~ ~ ~ c i s ,  
all of which still retain traces of tlie prototypic pattern. 
After the ancestor of the alternatz~s group Ilad entered Ceatral Anierica, 
it spread over all ol' Central America and illto western Mexico. Whell the 
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Tehuantepec portal hat1 been opened, differentiation began in lower Central 
America, on the highlands of Hoiiduras and Guatemala, in western Mexico, 
aiid possibly on the lowlands of northern Honduras. In lower Central 
Anlerica differe~ltiatio~l was slight. 011 the highlands of nortliern Central 
America i t  must have been fairly rapicl to produce the bizarre pattern of 
dorsalis and to change this forin so thoroughly ill physiological respects as to 
preclude any chance of later hybriclization. In wester11 Mexico the striped 
pattern gradually faded to the unicolor condition (except in Oasaca, where 
it retained traces of the original), but a t  the same time the forin did not corn- 
pletely sever its co~l~lectioii with tlle prototype, as i t  retained the original 
juvenile pattern. On the lowlands of norther11 13ondnras7 on the other hand, 
differentiatioll probably proceeded slowly, yet rapidly enough to produce a 
new type of juvenile pattern, and it may have been from this ancestry that 
dorsalis was derived. When the Tehuantepec portal was fillally closed, the 
Oaxaca population was able to sprcad southmrard along the coast. There it 
produced a for111 which parallelecl slevi?zi in the north and ~vhich today can- 
not be distiagixishecl from it. Finally, i t  remained only for the YucatAn 
Pe~~iilsula and the lowlaiicls of eastern Mexico to emerge and open new terri- 
tory illto which the slightly differentiated population of nortllern Honduras, 
with its distinctive type 01 juvenile pattern, could move. When this oc- 
curred, toward the close of the Pleistocene, laevis developed at  the base of 
the YueatAn Pe~linsula and invaded the uplalid of Alta Verapaz, nzela~zo- 
lonzzu diff'erentiatcd in norther11 Yncat511, aiid veraccrzccis evolved on the 
lowlands of eastern Mexico. As previously stated, these 3 all retain reill- 
ilants of the prototypic pattern, as evidenced ill the iildicatioil of lateral 
light stripes, and are to be co~lsiderecl the inost recently differeiitiatecl of the 
nzelanolor~rzcs group. They havc, however, progsessed well along the line 
toward the u~iicolor condition, ~ i ~ l ~ i c h  at  present is found only in slcviai. 
Evolutio~~ary evidence presented by scutellatioli parallels that of the 
pattern ancl fits the sclselzze 01 origin already presented. The iiuinber of 
abdominals sliows very littlc diff'erentiation; they are sonlemhat erratic in 
their variation from one locality to another within a single form as well as 
between the various forms, so that no definite trends are clisceriiible. 
With reference to the iilterspecific trends in the nuniber of abdomiiials, 
there appears to be a slight decrease in all directions fro111 alter,zatz~s, though 
more noticeable in nzclanolomz~s and veraecrzccis than in the others. This 
decrease is so slight, however, that i t  is apparently without significance. 
Further co~nine~it oil this character or a table of variations and meails does 
not seem warranted. 
The number of snbcandal scutes, on the other hand, offers ail excellent 
phylogenetic clew aiicl fits exactly into the history already drawn up, which 
is based 011 geological development and pattern. Evolution, except in the 
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peripheral positions already noted, has produced an increase in subcaudals. 
The trends in subcaudals of the total population of a l t e r n a t u s  (6 forms) are 
set forth in Fignre 11, the mean number of subcaudals being considered as 
indicative of the trends. 
I11 both s l e v i n i  aud ver.acer.zicis the increase is not comparable to that of 
laev is ,  do rsa l i s ,  and naelanolovzz~s, partly because the peripheral decrease in 
s~lbcaltdals in spcc~i~neiis from the norther11 part of' their ranges Elas had a 
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~irarlred effect on the iileaiis. As i11 pattern, the Oaxaca popalation is siiiiilar 
to the Honduran intergrades-a similarity which is further evidence of 
the close relationship oP the 2 populations. The slightly greater mean num- 
ber of subcaudals in the latter may be explained on the basis of secondary 
lucvis influence. 
A chart of the increase in total ventral scutes would present much the 
same picture. The increase, however, -would be less marked than i n  the sub- 
caudals, because, as previously notcd, the abdominal scutes decrease slightly 
in nullzber in  all dircctioiis froni a l t e ~ ~ n a t z ~ s  and wonld, t l ~e r e fo~e ,  counteract 
to some extent the increase in  subcaudal scntes. 
All evidence points to the follomring history of the a1tet.nat1c.s group: a 
protostock entered Central America froni South America prior to the 
middle Eocene. Here it  spread over the entire area and north into western 
Mexico, but remained isolated from South American groups because of the 
open Panamaniaii-Costa Ricaii portal. I n  late Miocene times the Tehuante- 
pec portal opened aiicl isolated the population in western Mexico. Here 
developed slevini; meanwhile do~.salis evolved on the Gllatemalaii and Hoii- 
duran highlands, and the original prototype changed but little to form 
altc+.natus in  sontherii Central America. At the end of the Pliocene, enier- 
gence began, and opened for colonization the east coast of Mexico and the 
Yucathil Peninsula. The allewzatzcs stock in  Ho~~cluras  then spread north- 
ward and became veraecrzccis in  eastern Mexico, nzelanolonzz~s a t  the onter 
end of the Yucathn Peninsula, and laellis at  the base and on the adjacent 
highlands. The relationships of the forms of the nzelanolonzz~s group, as I 
conceive thein to be, are indicated i11 Figure 12. 
SLEVlNl VERAECRUCIS 
MELAN- / ALIERNATU5 O L O M U S  
PROTOTYPE 
FIG. 12. Relationships of tllc forins of tlie naclanolo~ntts group 
ORIGIN AND I IFF 'TN~T~EX OD' 'llEIE SI'ECIES GI'LOUI'S 
Inasmuch as tlie history of the various species coinprising each species 
group has beell covered in  soine detail i t  rernaiils oiily to show how they have 
arisen and have becon~e clistributcd since the prototype of the geilus had its 
i~lception. Previous investigators, the most famous ol: whom are Matthew 
and Aclanls, have listed criteria b j ~  1vhic11 they suggested the manner of 
tleterrni~ling the cclnter of origin. Matthew's col~cept h i ~ s  never, so f a r  as I 
l ~ n o ~ v ,  received any support from so ephemeral a catego1.y as a genus, though 
Por larger units lris coiiclusioiis are now generally accel~tcd. Adarns' criteria, 
011 the other Iland, whcln applietl to smaller taxoiion~ic categories, are most 
useful. IIis 10 criteria may be reclassificd i n 2  major groups, (1) those deal- 
ing wit11 tlie location of generalized types, such as location of4 living general- 
ized lorms and locatio~r of least del~endence upon restricted habitat, and (2) 
the place of contact of evolutioiiary lines, such as the coutinuity and coil- 
vergenee of lines of dispersal artti the location of greatest tliff'erentiation of 
ty1,e. 
When these 2 geilcrul criteria a i d  their jmplications arc applieci to the 
genus Dryadophis, i t  b~conles evident that generalized types are situ;zted in  
northern South America, where such forrr~s as stw'atzcs and p l e e ~  are found. 
(The occorrencc of the most generalized form, pzclchriceps, in  Ecuador has 
already been discussed.) This same region is the place of contact of evolu- 
tiowdry lines, as the ~ ~ c c l a ~ ~ o l o n ~ u s ,  pleci, and Bifossatus groups all converge 
on this region and tlle boddacrti group is centered j11 t11c same area. I t  is 
evident, therefore, that northern So11tl1 Anlerica represents the center of the 
genus. 
The early history of the genus, t l~ea ,  was enacted npon the Parian land 
ulass, which l ~ a d  already begun to break ilp iii the Crctaeeous, b a t  persisted 
as  a borderland until the Pliocene, and npolr t11c very allciei~t and stable 
continental block to the south ~ ~ ~ h i e l i  s Irnown as the Archiguayanan shield. 
Later, a part  of the ge~lns  entered Central America and in  this region under- 
went evolutioil which paralleled thc changes \\rliic.h wcre taliiilg place in 
South America a t  the same time. 
I t  is indicated that the ~~rogcn i to r  or progeilitors ol' the neotropical 
colubriiies entered South America prior to the Eocene break across Panama 
and Costa Rica. Isolatecl from tlle midclle Eoccwe to the Miocene, a number 
of genera developed in South America, a11d in  the 11ort11 the Dryadopl~ts 
prototype came into bring ill the nlorr arici habitats. Prior to the Miocene 
this prototype was well developed, and the rising Andes isolated in  western 
Ecuaclor a population destined to become ~ ) z c l ~ l ~ r ~ c ~ p s .  111 the meantime 
this same prototypic populatiol~ was giving rise to the Oi/ossatus group 011 
the Archiguayanan sbicld, wliile j11 the north on Par ia  a boddnerii-like for111 
was developing. By  the lnidcllc Miocene this bodduc~tr-like form had dividecl 
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into 2 popnlatioiis, one, in the arid habitats, which was destined to become 
the prototype of the pleei group, and, in the more humid areas, the popnla- 
tioii which was to give rise to the boddaerti and melanolomz~s groups. 
When the Paiiamaiiian-Costa Ricaii portal closed at  the middle Miocene, 
a part of this latter population invaded Central America and sabsequeiitly 
passed through the evolutionary stages already discussed. The remaining 
part of that population in South Aiiierica developed along parallel lines aiid 
prodaced the boddaerti group. These 2 populations had little chance to 
intergrade, sincc~, being essentially humid-lalid forms, they were separated 
by the arid region of ilorthern Colombia. The pleei group remained re- 
stricted to the arid regions of northern Soatli Ainerica and evolved as has 
already been discussed. Farther to the south the bifossat~cs group was 
evolving and spreading southward. 
The genus evolved from a colubriiie ancestoi- mliicll entered South Ainer- 
ica from North Anicrica prior to inidclle Eoceiie tinzes. I t  is evident that 
between t l ~ e  niicldle Eocene and lo~ver Mioceile the prototypes of the 4 groups 
were cleveloped, aiid that since the middle Mioceiie these groups have differ- 
entiated aloiig parallel lines into the 17 forms which now make up the genus 
Dryadopl~is.  My coiicept of the relationship of the various groups is de- 
picted in Fjgure 13. 
PULCHRICEPS BIFOSSATUS 
PROTOTYPE 
FIG. 13. Kclntionslrips of the ravious fo ims  
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PLATES I-IV 
1). C .  STUART 
IflIcs. 1 and 2. Side and dorsal surface of 1ie:~d 111 b~fo.\.sut~rc, tlle sllort bllolltcd type. 
J'IGS. 3 and 4. Side mld dorsal snrfnee of llcnd ill plcci,  tllc long-snouted type. 
.FIG. 5. Juvcnile pattern of alternutus, il1ustr:rting tlie jrlrellile pattern of a l te rnat~  
ilig dors:~l and 1:rteral hlotchcs. 
FIG. 6. Juveriile p:rttern of do~.sulis, (1el)icting the jurcllile p:rttern of t l ~ c  b:~ndcd 

PLATE I1 
FIGS. 1 and 2. Side and lateral view of head in pzclchriceps. Note the very dark 
head and throat. 
WIG. 3. Dorsal pattern of pz~lchriceps. 
FIG. 4. Dorsal pattern of striatt~s. Note the shortness of the erossbands. 
PIG. 5. Dorsal pattern of bifossatus. 
FIG. 6. Dorsal pattern of triseriattcs. Note the light ventrals. 

L. C .  STUART 
PLATE I11 
FIG. 1. Dorsal pattern of pleei, anteriorly. Note the 3 dorsal dark stripes. 
FIG. 2. Dorsal pattern of pleei beyond mid-body. The 3 middorsal stripes have 
fr~sed to forin a, single dorsal band. 
FIG. 3. Dorsal pattern of a?na~al i .  Note the similarity to the posterior pattern of 
pleei. 
FIG. 4. Dorsal pattern of bnieat. 
FIG. 5. Dorsal pattern of ~ c l t k v e ~ ~ i .  Coinpare thi.; pattcrn with that of alternatz~s 
(1'1. IV, Fig. 3 ) .  
FIG. 6. Dorsal pattern of ( Z ~ ~ ~ L I L I .  Thc darlc margins on thc upper lateral light 
stripe have becn lost. 

L. C. STUART 
PLATE I V  
FIG. 1. Dorsal pattern of boddaerti. 
FIG. 2. Dorsal pattern of heatlbii. Note the position of the lateral light stripe. 
FIG. 3. Dorsal pattern of aTternatus. 
FIG. 4. Dorsal pattern of nze1anolo~n~tl.s. 
FIG. 5. Dorsal pattern of dorsalis. 
FIG. 6. Dorsal pattern of .~lev.ini. The same pattern is found in veraecrucis and in 
the unieolor laevis. 
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